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SUMMARY
Experiments have been conducted on human subjects to assess the 
role of the vestibulo-ocular reflex during co-ordinated head and eye 
movements to acquire stationary visual targets® During such manoeuvres 
there is a characteristic pattern of eye movement consisting of an 
initial large amplitude saccade in the direction of head movement 
fallowed by a slower return towards orbital centre which compensates 
for the remaining head movement®
Experiments indicated that a similar pattern of eye movement could 
be elicited when the head was moved either voluntarily or passively in 
the complete absence of any visual target information® A comparison, 
within subjects, of the oculomotor response to head movements in the 
dark with those executed during visual target acquisition indicated 
that the important saccadic component of the eye movement was quantita­
tively similar in the two conditions* However, the observed differences 
in the temporal and spatial characteristics of the eye movement led to 
the postulation of a dual mode of control for head-eye co-ordination*
In one mode, normally associated with low amplitude target offsets 
(<  4 5 ° ), control is mediated by retinal information which frequently 
initiates eye movement before head movement® In the other mode, 
associated with larger target offsets, the gaze displacement is generated 
as an automatic response to head turning, probably under the control of 
the vestibulo-ocular system®
In support of this hypothesis, a mathematical model of the mecha­
nism of saccadic generation in the vestibulo-ocular reflex has been 
developed which gives responses compatible with the experimental 
results® In addition, the model is able to predict the oculomotor 
response to many other types of vestibular stimulation* An attempt 
has been made, following an investigation of current experimental 
evidence, to suggest neurophysiological substrates for the model 
components, and further speculations have been made concerning the 
interaction of visual and vestibular mechanisms in oculomotor control*
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INTRODUCTION
Man, in common with other vertebrate organisms, has evolved a 
powerful system of hierarchical control mechanisms for the stabilisa­
tion of the image of the external visual scene on the retina of the 
eye. The afferent information necessary for effective control is 
derived from three principal sources? the visual system, the 
vestibular apparatus of the inner ear and the kinaesthetic sensory 
system, the latter referring primarily to information arising from 
muscle and joint receptors. The effectors which enable stabilisation 
to be achieved are the muscles of the eyes and the neck and, to a 
lesser extent, those of the mechanisms which control body posture.
The subsystems involved in the co-ordination and control of each of 
the effector systems are closely related and in many instances 
receive neural information from the same afferent sources. The con­
trol mechanisms are also generally involved, not solely in eye 
stabilisation, but also in other sensory roles such as the perception 
of movement and position in space and the disposition of the various 
body components with respect to each other.
The principal theme of this thesis is the role of vestibular 
afferent information in the control of the head and eyes during volun­
tary head movements. It has long been recognised from the early work 
of Flourens (1824) and Goltz (1870) that the vestibular apparatus is 
a prime sensor in the detection of head movement and the maintenance 
of equilibrium. Subsequently it was shown that there are two types 
of sensor within the vestibular system, namely, the semicircular 
canals, which are sensitive to angular acceleration (Breuer, 1874;
Crum Brown, 1874; Mach, 1875)* and the otolith organs, which are 
primarily concerned with the detection of linear motion (Breuer,
1891).
In general, the function of the vestibular apparatus is to 
enable an organism to induce activity in the effector systems which 
is compensatory for disturbances of the reference platform, that is, 
the head. But, in particular, it was recognised by Breuer (1889) and 
Dodge (1903) that the ocular movements with respect to the head 
induced by stimulation of the semicircular canals are in the opposite 
direction to the movement of the head itself. The eye movement is 
thus of a compensatory nature, so that the eye is, to a great extent,
stabilised in space whilst the head is in motion* Consequently, 
objects which are fixed in space may be viewed without smearing of 
the retinal image during body motion, a feature which, though long 
recognised, has only recently been quantitatively substantiated by 
Benson (1972)®
The need for a system to stabilise the retinal image becomes 
apparent when one considers the limitations of the reflex mechanisms 
by which man is able to maintain fixation on a moving object. Pur­
suit tracking movements of the head and eyes can result from visual 
stimulation alone* However, it has been well established (Dodge & 
Cline, 1901; Westheimer, 195*4; Rashbass, 19ol; Young & Stark,
1963), that the visually driven response breaks down when either the 
velocity of target movement is too great ( > approximately 60°/s) or 
when the frequency of a direction changing movement is too high 
(> 1-2 Hz).
During an imposed movement of the head the effect on the retinal 
image of attempts to fixate an earth fixed object is similar to that 
which obtains during pursuit tracking, since in both instances the 
object is moving in relation to the retina* However, the ability of 
the vestibular system to induce movements of the eyes which compen­
sate for head movement enables the retinal image to be stabilised at 
levels of velocity and frequency of head movement at which the visual 
pursuit, system alone is not capable of controlling eye movement* This 
feature is of importance during natural high frequency body movements, 
such as occur during walking and running, when the vestibular reflex 
effectively stabilises the eye in space* Subjects without functioning 
labyrinths experience difficulty in preserving visual acuity during 
such manoeuvres. Fortuitously, modem man also finds this feature of 
great assistance during vehicular travel where frequencies of stimu­
lation are frequently well above the range at which the visual pursuit 
system will function* In particular, in the field of Aviation 
Medicine, there has been a great impetus to understand the behaviour 
of the vestibular apparatus during flight, not only because of the 
effects on visual acuity, but also because of the occurrence of dis­
orientation and related problems arising largely from the unfamiliar 
nature of motion cues peculiar to aircraft manoeuvres.
The compensatory nature of the vestibulo-ocular reflex response 
is most apparent in the presence of visual stimulation. However, 
when the vestibular system is stimulated in the absence of vision the 
evoked eye movement is most frequently of an oscillatory nature and 
is referred to as nystagmus. There are two components of the nystag­
mus. One is a compensatory (or slow phase) component, the nature of 
which has already been described® The other is referred to as the 
fast phase or saccadic component, the velocity of which is of opposite 
polarity to the compensatory component, thus giving rise to the oscil­
latory appearance of the nystagmus. Whilst the velocity of the 
compensatory components reflects the varying velocity of head movement, 
the saccadic components are of approximately constant velocity (up to 
400°/s) and constitute a fast resetting mechanism® However, it is the 
intention to show in this thesis that the fast phase components do 
not merely represent a resetting mechanism but that they play another 
role in head-eye co-ordination which is as functionally important as 
that of the compensatory component®
The possible significance of the saccadic component of nystagmus
became most apparent from the observations made by Jones (1964) during
high rate angular oscillation of the semicircular canals in man.
During a low-rate angular oscillation (peak velocity <C 30°/s) the
o ofast phase components have an average amplitude of between 5 and 10 
(for examples, see fig. 2.1®1) and the overall displacement of the eye 
does not deviate greatly from the mean position. If, however, the 
peak velocity is very large (i.e., > 100°/s), the saccadic component 
becomes the dominant feature of the response, assuming a magnitude of 
some 300-40°. Furthermore, at the end of each saccade, the eye is
displaced away from orbital centre in the direction of head displace-
/
ment.
On the basis of these observations, Jones (1964) suggested that 
the saccade might be of functional importance during voluntary head 
movement. Movement of the head towards a point of interest in the 
environment would be accompanied by an automatic response of the 
vestibulo-ocular reflex, the fast phase component of which would 
produce a rapid offset of the eye in the direction of head rotation® 
Such a manoeuvre would have obvious advantages, since the eye can be 
moved with far greater acceleration than the head. The compensatory
component of the response would, play its part following the end of 
the saccade by stabilising the eye in its new offset position.
Subsequently, this concept of the function of the saccade was 
given further support by the attempts of the author to model the 
mechanism of saccadic generation in the vestibulo-ocular reflex 
(Barnes, 1973)® The mathematical model, which was able to simulate 
effectively the oculomotor response to many different types of 
vestibular stimulation, also predicted that during a high rate turn, 
such as might be encountered during a voluntary movement, the saccadic 
component would be of larger amplitude than normal* In addition, the 
model response indicated that the saccade would start at an earlier 
time during the head movement which v/ould, of course, be functionally 
necessary if the eye movement were to precede the head movement®
During a co-ordinated movement of the head and eyes to acquire 
a visual target fixed in space, there is a very characteristic pattern 
of head and eye movement as was first observed'by Bartz (1966)® The 
eye movement consists of an initial saccade in the direction of head 
movement followed by a slower return towards orbital centre® This 
pattern of eye movement is of the same form as that predicted by the 
mathematical model® However, there are other ways in which a saccadic 
eye movement may be initiated; for example, as a normal response to 
visual stimulation with the head stationary (Robinson, 1964)® The 
aim of this thesis is to investigate the part played by the vestibu­
lar apparatus in the initiation and control of the saccadic 
component of eye movement observed during visual target acquisition.
The thesis has been divided into five chapters which may be 
briefly described as follows.
The first chapter gives relevant background information on the 
anatomy and neurophysiology of those areas of the brain and end- 
organs which are involved in the functioning and central integration 
of the vestibulo-ocular reflex arc. A survey of the neuroanatomy of 
the afferent fibre connections of the vestibular and oculomotor 
centres is followed by a more detailed review of the current neuro- 
physiological evidence concerning the specific mechanism for the 
control of lateral eye movements, with which the remainder of the 
thesis is primarily concerned.
The second chapter describes the response of the vestibulo- 
ocular reflex to particular stimuli and represents the system in 
mathematical terras. The behaviour of the whole vestibulo-ocular 
reflex during stimulation of the lateral canals and the utricles is 
first discussed and this is followed by a more detailed examination 
of various behavioural features and anatomical components of the 
reflex arc.
Chapter 3 is divided into two major sections, in which two dif­
ferent sets of experiments on human subjects are described. The 
object of these experiments was to assess the behaviour of the 
vestibulo-ocular reflex during visual target acquisition-. The 
response of the eyes to head turning in the lateral plane was com­
pared in three different situations; first, voluntary movements in 
the dark; second, passively induced movements in the dark; and 
third, voluntary movements to fixate discrete visual targets. Quanti­
tative measures of the oculomotor response were made in an effort to 
determine the relationship between head and eye movement and thus 
facilitate comparison between the responses in the three different 
experimental conditions. In addition, two further experimental con­
ditions were used to assess the interaction of the response to head 
turning with first, a concomitant vestibular response and second, 
the response of the visual system in a situation in which suppression 
of the vestibulo-ocular reflex was required.
In Chapter 4 the experimental evidence presented in Chapter 3 is
used to develop a revised version of the mathematical model for the
mechanism of saccadic generation in the vestibulo-ocular system. The 
model is designed to simulate oculomotor response to head turning 
movements and to other vestibular stimuli in the absence of visual 
information. Some consideration is also given to simulating the 
maimer in which visual and vestibular inputs interact to determine 
the time of onset and amplitude of saccadic eye movements.
In the final chapter an attempt has been made to draw some
general conclusions about the experimental and theoretical work pre­
sented in Chapters 3 &nd' 4, and speculations are made about certain 
aspects of oculomotor control (e.g., optokinetic nystagmus). In 
particular the interaction of visual and vestibular mechanisms has 
been considered in the light of recent neurophysiological evidence.
Some of the results of the experiments described in this thesis 
have been presented as communications to the Physiological Society, 
(Barnes, 1974 and 1976)® The appropriate abstracts, published in the 
Journal of Physiology, are presented overleaf®
[From the Proceedings of the Physiological Society, 17-18 December 1974
Journal of Physiology, 246, 99-100P]
The role of the vestibular system in head-eye coordination
B y  G. R . B a r n e s .  R.A .F . Institute of Aviation Medicine, Farnborough, 
Hants.
W hen th e  hum an subject moves head and eyes to  fixate an  offset ta rge t 
the  eye m ovem ent consists of an  initial saccadic m ovem ent in  the  direction 
of the  head movem ent, followed by a slow phase re tu rn  tow ard orbital 
centre which is com pensatory to  the  rem aining head m ovem ent. Gresty 
(1974) was able to  show th a t  th is p a tte rn  of eye m ovem ent was m aintained 
even when the  ta rg e t light had  been extinguished before th e  end of the 
saccade.
In  th e  present experim ent tw o fu rther conditions were tested . In  the 
first, subjects m ade random  ro tational head displacem ents abou t the  
vertical axis in the  dark, w ith no incentive to  m ake eye movem ents. 
H ead displacem ent was transduced  by  a potentiom eter and  eye m ove­
m ents were recorded b y  electro-oculography. The eye m ovem ents were of 
th e  same p a tte rn  as those found during ta rg e t acquisition (Fig. 1 a) ; a find­
ing which implies th a t  th e  eye displacem ent is reflex upon head m ovem ent 
and  n o t itself dependent on ta rg e t offset. In  the  second condition the  sub­
jec t was secured w ith  the  head clamped to  a tu rn tab le  which was moved 
in  a  m anner which sim ulated the  vo luntary  head movem ents. Eye 
responses in th is condition were of the  same p a tte rn  as those observed 
when the  head was moved voluntarily  (Eig. 16).
Eye position Eye position
Head position i Head position
i i
-lr2 i— 
1 sec
(a) (b)
Fig. 1. D isplacement of the  eyes in  the dark  in  response to  (a) voluntary  
head tu rning and (6) imposed movement of the  head in sim ulation of the  
vo luntary  displacement.
[P .T .O .
The relationship between head and  eye m ovem ent m ay be adequately 
defined, using the  variables shown in Fig. 1, in th e  following m anner: 
(1) dx is proportional to  (2) tx is proportional to  r 2, (3) t is proportional 
to  t 2 and  0 2.
These results im ply th a t  th e  vestibular system  alone is capable of 
inducing both  th e  saccadic and  the  slow phase com ponents of the  eye 
m ovem ent which occurs during ta rg e t seeking. These observations are in 
agreem ent w ith predictions m ade from  a  model of the  mechanism of 
saccadic generation (Barnes, 1973), which suggested th a t  one role of the 
saccade in  vestibular nystagm us is to  induce a rap id  offset of the  eye in 
the  direction of the  head m ovem ent and  so facilitate th e  acquisition of 
visual targets.
REFERENCES
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[From the Proceedings of the Physiological Society, 19-20 March 1976
Journal of Physiology, 258, 64-65 P]
The role of the vestibulo-ocular reflex in visual target acquisition
B y  G. R . B a r n e s .  R .A .F . Institute of Aviation Medicine, Farnborough, 
Hants.
Experim ents have been conducted on hum an subjects to  assess th e  role 
of th e  vestibulo-ocular reflex during co-ordinated head and  eye m ovem ents 
to  acquire visual targets, following th e  earlier observation (Barnes, 1975) 
th a t  sim ilar pa tte rns of eye m ovem ent were m ade in response to  head 
ro ta tio n  w hether a visual stim ulus was present or not.
Two ta rg e t acquisition tasks were perform ed (cf. Gresty, 1974) in  which 
head and eye m ovem ents were m ade to  fixate one of a  set of ta rg e t lights 
offset by  ±15, 30, 45, 60 and  75° from  the  sag itta l axis which were 
illum inated for either 3 sec or 100 msec. Two fu rther experim ents were 
perform ed in complete darkness in  which the  eye m ovem ents were evoked 
b y  either passive or vo lun tary  head movem ents. L ateral eye m ovem ents 
were recorded by  electro-oculography, concurrently w ith  head displace­
m ent and angular acceleration.
The response of the  eyes, typ ical of all four stim ulus conditions, was an  
in itial large am plitude saccade in  the  direction of head m ovem ent followed 
by  a slower re tu rn  tow ards orbital centre which com pensated for the  
rem aining head m ovem ent. Q uantita tive measures enabled th e  following 
conclusions to  be drawn.
(а) The m ean latency between the  s ta r t  of head acceleration and  the  
onset of the  saccadic eye m ovem ent was greater for responses in th e  dark  
(108-1 msec, s .d .  85-2 msec) th an  for th e  visually induced responses 
(14-4 msec, s .d .  59-4 msec), in which eye m ovem ent often preceded head 
movem ent.
(б) The gaze displacem ent (i.e. th e  sum of head displacem ent and  eye 
displacem ent relative to  the  head) a t  th e  end of the  first saccadic eye 
m ovem ent exhibited large errors in  response to  the  60° and  75° ta rg e t 
offsets, 22 % of responses undershooting the  ta rg e t by  more th a n  15°.
(c) A linear relationship was found between gaze displacem ent and  head 
velocity w ith a high degree of correlation (P  < 0-002) for all subjects under 
all four experim ental conditions. D uring ta rg e t acquisition head velocity 
was norm ally positively correlated w ith  am plitude of ta rg e t offset. The 
large errors in gaze displacem ent m ade in  response to  th e  larger ta rg e t 
offsets occurred a t  levels of head velocity lower th a n  norm ally associated 
w ith such ta rg e t offsets.
These results suggest a dual mode of control for head-eye co-ordination. 
In  one mode, norm ally associated w ith  low am plitude ta rg e t offsets 
( < 45°), the  control is m ediated principally by  re tinal inform ation which
[p .t .o .
2frequently  in itiates eye m ovem ent before head m ovem ent. In  th e  other 
mode, associated w ith  larger ta rg e t offsets, th e  gaze displacem ent is 
generated as an autom atic response to  head turning, th e  am plitude of the 
in itial saccade being determ ined by  head velocity. The vestibulo-ocular 
reflex is probably  responsible for th is second type of response since i t  can 
be elicited by  passive ro ta tion  of th e  head.
REFERENCES
B a r n e s , G. R . (1975). J . Physiol. 246, 99-100P.
G r e s t y , M. A. (1974). Vision Res. 14, 395-405.
Chapter 1. ANATOMY AND NBUROPHYSIOLQGY OF THE VESTIBULO-OCULAR
REFLEX
1.1. INTRODUCTION
The function of the vestibulo-ocular reflex is to provide move­
ments of the eyes which will assist in counteracting the otherwise 
deleterious effects of head and body movement on the stabilization of 
the retinal image. The endorgans which are responsible for monitoring 
the movement of the head are those located within the vestibular 
apparatus, which are extremely sensitive to both linear and angular 
acceleration. The neurological basis of the vestibulo-ocular reflex 
is a disynaptic arc which relays sensory information from the vestibu­
lar endorgans to the various extraocular muscles for the control of 
eye movements in all planes•
The object of this first chapter is to describe first, the ana­
tomy, and second, the neurophysiology of the components of the 
vestibulo-ocular reflex. The principal components involved are the 
vestibular endorgans, of which there are two types, the maculae and 
the semicircular canals; the vestibular nuclei and the nuclei of the 
oculomotor neurones, which form the basic disynaptic arc; and the 
reticular formation and the cerebellum, which serve principally as 
response modifying centres. Each of these areas has been described 
separately but with the object of determining how each interacts with 
the others and also with sensory information from other sources such 
as the visual cortex and the cervical afferents. An attempt has also 
been made to illustrate the possible interconnections of the reflex 
on the basis of the neurophysio.logical information, and it is this 
information which will later be used in the discussion concerning the 
possible siting of the components of the model of the vestibulo-ocular 
reflex.
1.2. ANATOMY OF THE VESTIBULO-OCULAR REFLEX
1.2.i. The Vestibular System
The bony labyrinth of the inner ear contains two sets of end­
organs with distinct sensory functions; that of hearing, mediated 
by the cochlea, and that of balance, subserved by the vestibular 
apparatus. Although the two systems are in such close juxtaposition, 
their functions are not related as far as is known and indeed the 
vestibular system is phylogenetics!ly much older, probably arising 
from the lateral line organ of the fish.
An illustration of the membranous labyrinth is shown in 
fig. 1.2.1, taken from an adult human. It may be divided into three 
parts; the vestibule, the semicircular canals and the cochlea.
These are cavities within the petrous part of the temporal bone of 
the skull and within them lies the membranous labyrinth separated 
from the walls by a clear fluid'known as perilymph, which is similar 
in composition to cerebrospinal fluid. The membranous labyrinth is 
filled with a slightly denser fluid called endolymph, similar to 
intracellular fluid, the two fluid systems being nowhere confluent.
In the human, the nonauditory membranous labyrinth is divided 
functionally into two parts: the semicircular ducts, which are sensi­
tive to angular acceleration of the head; and the utricular and 
saccular maculae which it is now thought are principally concerned 
with the transduction of linear acceleration.
a) The Semicircular Ducts
On each side of the skull there are three semicircular ducts 
lying in planes which are approximately mutually orthogonal. The 
position of the ducts in relation to the skull is indicated in 
fig. 1.2.1 by the position of the semicircular canals. The two 
lateral canals w'hich are approximately coplanar, lie in a plane 
which is horizontal when the head is tilted so that the Frankfurt 
plane lies at an angle of approximately 30° to the horizontal. The 
superior and posterior canals each make an angle of approximately 
45° to the latero-medial axis of the head. Each semicircular duct 
forms approximately two-thirds of the complete toroid and the medial 
portions of the posterior and superior ducts are joined to form a 
common tube, which communicates with the utricle. The diameter of
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each semicircular duct is only 0.15 mm and the toroidal outer dia­
meter is of the order of 6 mm (igarashi, 1966)® The thickness of the 
duct wall has been estimated to be only three cell layers.
All three semicircular ducts have their origin in the utricle, a 
sac-like structure which resides in the vestibule. At a point near 
the junction with the utricle each duct contains an enlarged area 
known as the ampulla which is the site of the sensory cells respon­
sible for the transduction to higher centres of information concerning 
the angular acceleration of the skull. The mechanism by which the 
neural processing is carried out is illustrated in fig. 1.2.2, where 
the components of one duct have been simplified to facilitate analysis. 
Within the ampulla is a raised section of inner wall called the crista 
which contains specialised hair cells of neurological origin which are 
connected via the eighth nerve to the vestibular nuclei of the brain 
stem. The cilia associated with these hair cells are invested in a 
gelatinous structure, the cupula, which forms a seal with the walls of 
the ampulla.
Deflection of the cupula causes bending of the cilia and stimula­
tion of the hair cells. There are two types of hair cells within the 
vestibular system, both of which are illustrated in fig. 1.2.3* It 
is not clear at present what functional difference exists between the 
two types, although it has been suggested that one type may be the 
recipient of efferent information from the brain stem or cerebellum 
(Wers&ll, 1956). Both types of hair cell support two distinct types 
of cilia, the stereocilia, of which there are approximately 60-100 per 
cell, and a single kinocilium* The latter has a much more complex 
structure than the stereocilia, being longer and thicker in cross- 
section (Spoendlin, 1965)0 The cilia are arranged with a morphological 
polarization shown in fig. 1.2.3 which results in a specificity of 
directional sensitivity, the optimal response being found when the 
stereocilia are bent towards the kinocilium. In the cristae of the 
canals the hair cells are arranged with a common direction of maximum 
sensitivity in the plane of the canal. Thus, in the lateral canals 
utriculopetai deflection of the cupula induces an increase in firing 
rate above the normal resting discharge level* In the vertical 
canals the situation is reversed with deflection towards the utricle 
inducing a decrease in the firing rate.
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Fig« 1.2®2o Diagram of the main functional components of the 
endolymphatic semicircular canal. (from Jones & 
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Fig* 1.-2.3. Schematic drawing of the types of sensory cells in 
mammalian vestibular sensory epitheliunic (from 
Wdrsall & Lundquist, 1966).
The mechanism by which the cupula senses angular motion of the 
skull is as follows. Angular acceleration applied to the skull in 
the plane of a semicircular canal induces angular acceleration of the 
duct* However, the inertia of the endolymph within the duct causes 
the fluid to respond much more slowly to the imposed acceleration and 
there is thus a relative movement between the fluid and the duct.
This movement is resisted by the elasticity of the gelatinous cupula 
which is thus deflected. The motion is also resisted by viscous 
forces proportional to flow velocity acting between the endolymph and 
the wall of the duct which cause the deflection of the cupula to 
reflect angular velocity of the head at intermediate frequencies of 
periodic stimulation over the normally encountered range of human 
movements. The cupula is apparently insensitive to linear accelera­
tion because its specific gravity is identical to that of the 
surrounding endolymph. Deflection of the cupula induces bending of 
the cilia and consequent changes in firing level of the sensory cells. 
The exact mechanism by which the bending movement alters the rate of 
firing is not known for certain, although an hypothesis has been put 
forward by Malcolm (1974). The basis of this hypothesis is that the 
sensory cells register changes in a standing current flowing between 
the endolymph and the intracellular fluid within the cilia. Bending 
of the cilia in the direction of the kinocilium causes a larger area 
of ciliary membrane to be exposed to the endolymph with a consequent 
decrease in electrical resistance and an increase in the ionic flow.
b) The Utricular and Saccular Maculae
The utricle and saccule of the membranous labyrinth contain 
within their walls the endorgans responsible for the sensing of 
linear accelerations. The positions of the two sensors on either side 
of the head are illustrated in fig. 1.2.4. The utricular maculae are 
approximately coplanar on each side of the head, the relatively flat 
posterior part lying at an angle of about 30° to~the sagittal axis 
of the head, with the anterior part- curving slightly^pwards. The 
saccular maculae are of a more complex shape than the utricles and 
lie in a position which is more caudal in the labyrinth. The curva­
ture of these receptors is such that they bend through some 23° both 
vertically and horizontally and their position is such that the
Fig* 1*2*4# Schematic drawing of the position of' the otolith
maculae in the skull* The' semicircular canal system 
in thin lines, the planes of the maculae in thick 
ones* (A) Frontal; (B) lateral; and (C) from 
above* (from Jonglcees, 1967).
anterior and inferior edges are most lateral* These features are 
 ^shown in fig* 1*2.4* As a general approximation it is often assumed 
that the utricles lie in the normal horizontal plane and the saccules 
in the normal vertical plane when the subject is upright, although 
both have considerable representations in other planes*
The structure of the maculae is illustrated in fig* 1.2*5» The 
base is a thickening within the wall of the membranous labyrinth 
which contains supporting cells and hair cells of a type similar to 
those found in the ampullae of the semicircular ducts* The macula is 
overlayed with a gelatinous substrate containing an aggregation of 
minute crystals of calcium carbonate (the statoconia) which collec­
tively form a plaque, the statoconiorum membrane, which has an area
2
of approximately 1*5-2 ram and a density approximately twice that of 
the surrounding endolymph. The hair cells of the macula project into 
the gelatinous substrate and some are attached to the calcite crystals 
themselves*
In the macula the hair cell polarization is not, as in the 
ampulla, unidirectional* In the utricular macula the directional 
sensitivities of sensory cells in each half of the macula have an 
approximately radial distribution and are of opposite polarity on 
either side of the dividing crest known as the striola, as illustrated 
in fig* 1*2*6* The arrangement for the saccular macula is more com­
plex but again shows a delineation of directional sensitivity on 
either side of the striola which in the saccule takes the form of a 
depression in the otolith*
The mechanism by which linear acceleration is transduced by the 
maculae is thought to be as follows. The component of acceleration 
lying in the plane of the macula produces an inertial force on the 
otolith, which is denser than the surrounding endolymph* The resul­
tant shear force applied across the gelatinous substrate causes the 
hair cells to be deflected with a consequent change in firing rate of 
the sensory cells. It is not known how the neuronal signals from 
these multitudinous receptors are organised but it has been postulated 
(Benson & Barnes, 1970) that the radially distributed sensitivities 
are integrated spatially over each half macula, an hypothesis which 
is partially supported by evidence from experiments by Fluur and 
Meilstrdm (1971)* The sensory cells synapse on afferent neurones
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1.2.6. Histological polarization of the sensory epithelia of
the guinea pig. (Top), reconstruction of the utricular 
macula. (Bottom), reconstruction of the saccular 
macula. (from Spoendlin, 1965).
which combine to form one limb of the VUIth nerve which transmits 
neural signals to the vestibular nuclei, where the spatial integration 
probably takes place.
1.2.2. The Vestibular Nuclei
The majority of afferent fibres from the receptor areas of the 
vestibular organs terminate in the vestibular nuclei. Before the 
neuronal impulses relayed to the nuclei can be transmitted further, 
they must pass at least one synapse and may accordingly be subject to 
modification by impulses entering the nuclei from ascending and 
descending fibre systems from many other sources. The vestibular 
nuclei thus occupy a strategic position among the structures related 
to vestibular function.
The general location of the vestibular nuclei is the dorsal area 
of the medulla oblongata caudal to the pons and just ventral to the 
floor of the fourth ventricle. The complex consists of individual 
cell groups which have been subdivided according to their cyto~ 
architecture into four main nuclei, together with a number of smaller 
groups. This subdivision corresponds to a large extent with the 
different functional roles of the vestibular complex. The afferent 
and efferent fibre connections may be briefly summarised as follows 
(after Brodal (197^)» mostly.for the cat, which is similar to man).
a) The superior vestibular nucleus receives afferent fibres mainly from 
the cristae of the semicircular ducts and from the flocculo-nodular lobe 
of the cerebellum. There is some evidence that individual fibres 
from each crista have separate projection areas within the nucleus.
This is not altogether surprising when one considers the specificity 
of the relationship between stimulation of individual canals and the 
resultant eye movement. Commissural fibres from the contralateral 
superior vestibular nucleus have been demonstrated by Shimazu &
Precht (1966).
The majority of the efferent fibres ascend in the ipsilateral 
medial longitudinal fasciculus ending in certain regions of the nuclei 
of the oculomotor nerves,* which themselves exhibit differential
*To avoid confusion, the term ’oculomotor* will be written in lower 
case when it refers to all those cranial nerves responsible for 
innervation of the eye muscles, whilst when referring to the specific 
nucleus of the ITIrd cranial nerve it will be written ‘Oculomotor*.
innervation of the eye muscles. Other fibres pass from the superior 
nucleus to the reticular formation where they terminate bilaterally 
in the main central region and contralaterally in the tegmental por­
tion of the pons. Of particular interest is the fact that certain 
fibres pass through the reticular formation to the contralateral 
vestibular nuclei.
b) The lateral vestibular nucleus appears from its demonstrable fibre 
connections to be mainly concerned with the mediation of cerebellar 
and .vestibular influences on spinal motoneurone control. The main 
afferent sources arise from the cerebellum and from the utricular 
macula, the latter being represented only in the rcstroventral part
of the nucleus. Study of the efferent connections indicates that the 
majority pass via the ipsilateral vestibulo-spinal tract to moto- 
neurones throughout the entire cord, the areas of innervation being 
represented somato-topically within the nucleus. Thus the rostro- 
ventral region supplied by utricular afferents has its influence upon 
the cervical cord controlling forelimb movements, whilst the dorso- 
caudal region projects fibres to the lumbosacral cgrd. The two sides 
appear to function independently, siiice there is scant evidence for 
commissural fibres.
c) The medial vestibular nucleus has not been well-defined in its 
specific fibre connections. Although there are apparent differences 
in cell size within the nucleus these cannot be easily subdivided in 
terms of function. The principal afferent fibres arise from the 
vestibular apparatus, particularly the cristae of the canals, and 
from the cerebellum. These fibres appear to innervate the more 
rostral parts of the nucleus. The caudal half of the nucleus is sup­
plied by spinal afferent fibres and descending projections from the 
interstitial nucleus of Cajal in the mesencephalon. There is evidence 
that afferent fibres from the medial nucleus project via the medial 
vestibulo-spinal tract to the spinal cord but the projection is 
limited to the cervical and upper thoracic regions, the motor nuclei 
of which serve only upper body and neck musculature. Ascending 
efferent fibres from the more rostral regions of the nucleus innervate 
specific nuclei of the oculomotor complex. These fibres may be 
crossed or uncrossed depending on the terminal site, a feature which 
will be described later when discussing the oculomotor complex.
Other efferent fibres pass to the cerebellum largely from the caudal 
(i.e., non-vestibular) part of the nucleus. Evidence of commissural 
fibres and projections to the reticular formation is difficult to estab 
lish, since the nucleus is crossed by fibres terminating in these areas 
but which arise from the descending nucleus.
d) The descending vestibular nucleus receives afferent fibres mainly 
from the vestibular apparatus and from the cerebellum. The vestibular 
afferents which arise from the cristae, the utricle and the saccule 
are represented over the largest part of the nucleus. Some spinal 
afferents reach the more caudal part of the nucleus. There is an 
intricate representation of crossed and uncrossed fibres from different 
areas of the cerebellum onto areas of the descending nucleus which 
receive specific groups of vestibular afferent fibres, an anatomical 
feature that suggests a system of differential control. Efferent 
fibres from the nucleus are mainly restricted to the spinal cord, the 
vestibulocerebellum and the reticular formation, but there are no 
known connections with the nuclei of ocular muscles. Commissural 
efferents are present, supplying areas of the contralateral descending, 
medial and lateral vestibular nuclei.
e) The smaller groups of nuclei are less well understood. Of these 
only the interstitial vestibular nucleus has been shown to receive 
primary afferent fibres from the vestibular apparatus.
1.2.3® The Nuclei of the Oculomotor Complex
Three separate nerves are involved in the control of the extra- 
ocular muscles. Each has its own nucleus within the brainstem which 
are referred to as the Oculomotor, trochlear and abducens nuclei.
The function of these nuclei is quite distinct and they will thus be 
considered separately, in ascending order.
a) The abducens nucleus is located at the base of the pons adjacent 
to the vestibular nuclei in the lateral direction. The principal 
efferent component from the abducens nucleus forms the Vlth cranial 
nerve, innervation of which is specific to the ipsilateral lateral 
rectus muscle of the eye. A lesion in the root fibres of this nerve 
results in paralysis of this muscle alone but, interestingly, a 
lesion specific to the nucleus results in an additional paresis of 
the contralateral medial rectus muscle. This has been interpreted
by some authors (e.g«, Crosby et ale, 1962) as implying the existence 
of a so-called parabducens nucleus lying in close proximity to the 
main nucleus which supplies efferent fibres to that area of the 
contralateral Oculomotor nucleus responsible for contralateral medial 
rectus innervation* The existence of such a nucleus has not been 
proved but as a concept it is supported by the evidence of degenera­
tion studies in the ascending medial longitudinal fasciculus (Bender 
& Shanzer, 1964)*
Afferent fibres to all of the nuclei of the oculomotor complex 
arise from three principal sources; the vestibular nuclei, the cere­
bellum and either directly or indirectly from specific areas of the 
cerebral cortex* The latter two sources are poorly understood, but 
the projections from the vestibular nuclei to the abducens nucleus 
have been widely studied by various investigators (Szentagothai, 1950 
Fluur, 1959? Cohen, Suzuki & Bender, 1964; McMasters, Weiss & 
Carpenter, 1966), There appears to be a considerable difference 
between species but the main conclusion is that afferent fibres to 
the abducens nucleus come mainly from areas of the medial and/or 
lateral vestibular nuclei, relay centres which are known to receive 
primary vestibular afferents* It will be shown at a later stage how 
neurophysiological experiments have been able to establish functional 
relationships between the vestibular and abducens nuclei.
b) The trochlear nucleus is a compact cell group situated at the 
lower border of the midbrain tegmentum just ventral to the inferior 
colliculus. This nucleus gives rise to the IVth cranial nerve which 
innervates the superior oblique muscle of the eye. It lies in a 
position adjacent to the dorsal border of the medial longitudinal 
fasciculus from which it receives afferent fibres principally from 
the ipsilateral superior and contralateral medial and lateral vesti­
bular nuclei (McMasters et al., 1966). It also receives fibres from 
the cerebellum and the mesencephalic reticular formation.
c) The Oculomotor nucleus consists of a group of cell columns and 
discrete nuclei which are responsible for: 1) innervation of the 
remaining extraocular muscles and the levator palpebrae muscle 
operating the upper eye lid, and 2) the provision of preganglionic 
parasympathetic fibres to the ciliary ganglion. The representation 
of the extraocular muscles within these cell groups was first
determined by Warwick (1953) and shows a fairly precise delineation of 
cell groups innervating the separate eye muscles. The afferent fibres 
from the vestibular nuclei have been studied by McMasters et al, (1966) 
in the monkey and the basic interconnections may be summarised as 
follows
- the ventral cell column innervates the ipsiiateral medial 
rectus muscle and receives fibres principally from the ipsiiateral 
medial and lateral vestibular nuclei,
‘ - the intermediate cell column innervates the ipsiiateral 
inferior oblique muscle and receives fibres principally from the 
contralateral medial and lateral vestibular nuclei.
- the dorsal cell column innervates the ipsiiateral inferior 
rectus muscle and receives fibres principally from the ipsiiateral 
superior and more sparsely from the contralateral medial and lateral 
vestibular nuclei.
- the medial nucleus innervates the contralateral superior 
rectus muscle and appears to receive fibres only from the contra­
lateral lateral vestibular nucleus.
Efferent fibres arise also from the cerebellum, the cortex and 
the reticular formation and these will be considered later.
1.2,4. The Cerebellum
The role of the cerebellum in vestibular control is not certain 
at present, but there is no doubt of the profuse interconnections 
with the vestibular system. Efferent fibres reach the cerebellum 
from both primary vestibular fibres and from secondary fibres relayed 
through the vestibular nuclei, (Dow, 1936; Brodal & Hoivik, 1964).
These appear to terminate principally in the flocculus, nodulus and 
uvula (areas classically defined as the 1vestibulo-cerebellura') and 
also in the fastigial and dentate nuclei. Other efferent fibres arise 
from the brainstem reticular formation, although the reticular nuclei 
involved appear to receive fibres only from the lateral and superior 
vestibular nuclei (Ladpli & Brodal, 1968).
Cerebellar afferent fibres from the flocculo-nodular lobe project 
directly back to the vestibular nuclei (Dow, 1936; Brodal, Pompeiano & 
Walberg, 1962). However, it has been demonstrated that other areas of the
cerebellum, mainly the verma1 cortex, send fibres either directly or 
indirectly via the fastigial nucleus (l/alberg & Jansen, I96I5 
Pompeiano, 1966,67). These areas of the cerebellar cortex are known 
to receive efferent fibres from spinal, (Lundberg, 1964), and visual 
sources (Fadiga & Pupilli, 1964) and eye muscle proprioceptors 
(Fuchs & Kornhuber, 1969).
1.2.5. The Pveticular Formation
It has long been realised that the reticular formation of the 
brainstem is intimately involved in the control of vestibular afferent 
processing as well as receiving inputs from many other sources.
Fibres from all four vestibular nuclei terminate in areas of the pon­
tine reticular formation (Lorente de No, 1933 j Scheibel & Scheibel, 
1958). Efforts have been made to trace the course of such fibres 
(Ladpli & Brodal, 1968) but these were unable to provide information 
regarding the association of such fibres with the known efferent 
reticular fibre connections to the nuclei of the oculomotor neurones 
(Szentagothai., 1964). Another important contribution to this area of 
the brainstem comes from the visual centres, both from the frontal 
cortex and from the occipital cortex via the tecto-bulbar pathways. 
Although no direct link has been established it is generally assumed 
that these pathways project onto the oculomotor neurones via the 
reticular formation for the visual control of eye movements (Crosby 
et al., 1962).
1.3® NEUROPHYSIOLOGY OF THE VESTIBULO-OCULAR REFLEX FOR LATERAL 
EYE MOVEMENTS
1.3.1. The Disynaptic Reflex Arc
Despite the fact that many of the anatomical relations within the 
vestibulo-ocular reflex pathways are not known in detail it has been 
possible to build up a comprehensive picture of the likely inter­
connections from stimulation and recording experiments. The results 
of such experiments will now be considered with particular emphasis on 
the generation of lateral eye movements.
The most basic component of the system is a 3-neurone a*'c consist­
ing of: 1) the primary vestibular neurone connecting the sensory
cells of the crista ampullaris with neurones in the vestibular 
nuclei, 2) the secondary vestibular neurones sending axons to the 
nuclei of the oculomotor complex via the ascending medial longitudinal 
fasciculus, and 3) the motoneurones which innervate the.various extra­
ocular muscles. Stimulation and ablation of individual semicircular 
canals (Lorente de N<5, 1933? Szentagothai, 1950? Cohen, Suzuki & Bender, 1964) 
indicated a high degree of specifity between individual canals and 
extra-ocular muscles, so that the horizontal semicircular canal, which 
is stimulated by rotation about the longitudinal body axis, projects 
directly and principally to the ipsiiateral medial and contralateral 
lateral recti. A similar basic disynaptic arc has also been estab­
lished for utricular stimulation (Baker, Precht & Berthoz, 1973; Schwindt, 
Richter & Precht, 1973)® Various experimenters have attempted to 
investigate the components of the basic reflex using stimulation and 
recording techniques.
Recordings have been made in the VUIth nerve by Goldberg &
Fernandez (1971) during natural static and dynamic stimulation of the 
horizontal canals which clearly indicate the precise manner in which 
the magnitude of the stimulus is represented as modulations in the 
frequency of firing about a steady resting discharge. They were able 
to demonstrate that a substantially linear response could be elicited 
over a wide range of stimulus frequencies and intensities comparable 
with that which has been predicted from the hypothesized action of 
the cupula (see Chapter 2). Utricular afferents have also been 
investigated by Lowenstein & Roberts (1950) and by Fernandez, Goldberg 
& Abend (1972) indicating similar frequency modulated characteristics.
The activity of second order vestibular neurones has been inves­
tigated by various authors (Gernandt, 1949; Shimazu £c Precht, 1966; 
Benson, Guedry & Jones, 1970; Jones & Milsum, 1971; Shinoda & Yoshida, 
1974) during vestibular stimulation. These indicate that the nuclei 
apparently function principally as a relay station for primary 
vestibular afferents since the same frequency modulated characteristics 
are exhibited by these neurones* One factor of interest, however, 
noted by Jones & Milsum (1971)i was that saturation effects were often 
observed in these responses. In none of these recorded responses was 
there any evidence of activity correlated with saccadic type interrup­
tions of the essentially smooth response, although it must be said 
that these were all conducted under anaesthesia or with decerebrate 
animals*
The most direct pathway from the vestibular nuclei to the nuclei 
of the oculomotor neurones is via the ascending medial longitudinal 
fasciculus* Lesions in this pathway abolish the short latency crista 
reflexes normally observed (Szentagothai, 1950* 1952)* A powerful 
synaptic connection is made by second order vestibular neurones 
directly onto oculomotor neurones as demonstrated anatomically by 
Szentagothai (1964). This evidence is further supported by the 
results of experiments in which primary and secondary vestibular 
fibres have been stimulated. Stimulation of the VUIth nerve causes 
disynaptic excitation of contralateral abducens and trochlear moto- 
neurones whereas stimulation of the medial vestibular nucleus generates 
monosynaptic EPSP’s (Richter & Precht, 1968; Baker, Mano & Shimazu, 1969 
Precht & Baker, 1972) in the same motoneurones. Since the abducens 
nucleus is responsible solely for innervation of the lateral rectus 
muscle it is evident from this information that the basic pathway 
from one horizontal canal is via the ipsiiateral medial vestibular 
nucleus to the contralateral abducens nucleus and lateral rectus 
muscle. This is supported further by the earlier experiments of 
Cranmer (1951) who showed that, in nuunmals, stimulation of the medial 
nucleus resulted in lateral eye movements with slow phases to the 
opposite side. Comparable studies by Yules & Gault (1966) and 
Highstein (1971) suggest a similar relationship between the lateral 
vestibular nucleus, and the ipsiiateral ventral Oculomotor nucleus 
which is responsible for innervation of the medial rectus.
Several attempts have also been made to study the activities of 
single neurones in the oculomotor nuclei and nerve fibres during 
vestibular stimulation (Sasaki, 1963; Schaeffer, 1965; Precht, Grippo & 
Richter, 1967, 1969? Yamanaka & Bach-y-Rita, 1968; Maeda, Shimazu & Shinoda,
1972)« At this level the frequency of discharge is modulated in accord with 
the different phases of nystagmus. Both tonically active and inac­
tive neurones apparently participate in both fast and slow phases of 
nystagmus. It is of particular interest that fast phases are present 
at the level of the oculomotor nuclei but have not been demonstrated, 
at least in mammals, in primary Vestibular neurones.
Finally, for the basic disynaptic arc there have been various 
attempts to correlate activity in the oculomotor neurones with eye 
movements (Zuber, 1968; Robinson, 1970? Schiller, 1970; Barmack, Bell 
& Renee, 1971? Skavenski & Robinson, 1973? Barmack, 1974). All of 
these authors agree on the high tetanus frequency observed in extra­
ocular muscle (frequency 500/s) which is essential for th'e production 
of saccadic eye movements. Furthermore, none were able to find any 
distinction between the response of fast and slow twitch muscle fibres 
during either fast or slow phase eye movements®
So far only the excitatory reflex arc has been considered. How­
ever, this is by no means the whole story. Leaving aside, for the 
present, considerations of how the saccadic eye movements are generated 
there is also the problem of explaining how unilateral vestibular 
stimulation results invariably in conjugate movements of the eyes.
It appears that this co-ordinated activity is brought about by two 
different mechanisms. First, in addition to the excitatory connec­
tions described above, the vestibular nuclei also exhibit inhibitory 
connections to the oculomotor neurones* This is supported by the 
demonstration of disynaptic and mono-synaptic IPSPs in motoneurones 
of the Illrd. IVth and Vlth nuclei following stimulation of the 
Vlllth nerve and nucleus respectively (Baker et al*, 1969; Ilighstein,
Ito & Isuchiya, 1971? Precht & Baker, 1972). The organization is 
such that the horizontal canal inhibits the ipsiiateral lateral rec­
tus via the superior vestibular nucleus and the contralateral medial 
rectus via the medial vestibular nucleus. Second, it has been demon­
strated that commissural inhibition is a common feature of the 
vestibulo-ocular reflex arc. Shimazu & Precht (1966) demonstrated
that some of the neurones in the vestibular nuclei are mainly 
influenced in an inhibitory manner by stimulation of the contra­
lateral vestibular nerve. This response disappears when a mid- 
sagittal section is made through the commissural fibres. This is 
clearly an essential part of the mechanism which.allows adaptation 
to take place in vestibular responses following unilateral labyrin- 
thectomy. Reciprocal inhibition has also been demonstrated between 
the various nuclei of the oculomotor complex (Sherrington, 1947;
•Crosby et al., 1962). Experiments by various authors (Bender &
Shanzer, 1964; Carpenter & Strominger, 1965? Cohen, 1971) involving 
unilateral lesions of the MLF indicate paralysis of ipsiiateral 
ocular adduction suggesting that such reciprocal inhibition is 
carried via this pathway.
Apart from the pathways which have been described so far which 
constitute the primary disynaptic reflex, there are two other major 
systems which participate in the vestibulo-ocular reflex, namely, 
the reticular formation of the brainstem and the cerebellum. These 
will now be considered separately.
1.3*2. The Reticular Formation
It has long been realised that the reticular formation is in
receipt of afferent pathways•from many different sensory modalities.
In particular the convergence of acoustic, somato-sensory and visual 
inputs has been demonstrated in neurones of the vestibular nuclei 
which are primary relays of vestibular afferents (Potthoff, Richter &
Burandt, 1967). There is now a large body of experimental evidence which 
appears to link this area of the brainstem particularly with saccadic 
eye movements of all kinds. Manni & Giretti (1970) were able to show 
that horizontal nystagmus could be evoked by stimulation of the 
superior colliculus in a 'pontomesencephalic1 preparation in which 
only the oculomotor nuclei and the associated reticular formation 
were intact.
It has been shown that units on both sides of the pons are active
both before and during the fast phase of nystagmus (Duensing &
Schaeffer, 1957? Sparks & Travis, 1971; Cohen & Henn, 1972; Luschei 
& Fuchs, 1972) and during saccades induced visually or by stimulation 
of the frontal cortex (Robinson & Fuchs, 1969; Robinson, 1970? Ron,
Robinson & Skavenski, 1972). These responses take the form of 
bursts of activity whose duration is related to the ensuing saccade.
At any particular site there are some units which increase their 
rate of discharge during a horizontal saccade in one direction and 
decrease it for the other direction, other units which show the oppo­
site response. Stimulation of reticular neurones induces predominantly 
constant velocity eye movements (Cohen & Kcmatsuzaki, 1972) but Bender 
& Shanzer (1964) have shown that there is a specificity in the direc­
tion of the induced eye movement which is dependent on the site of 
stimulation. Thus stimuli applied below the level of the trochlear 
nucleus induced ipsiiateral deviations and those above the oculomotor 
nucleus, contralateral deviations, with mixed responses in the area 
around these two nuclei. Rather interestingly Precht & Shimazu (1965) 
found that when recording field potentials in reticular neurones 
during VUIth nerve stimulation these showed a significantly higher 
threshold than those recorded in the vestibular nuclei. The results 
of ablation studies in this area have been somewhat equivocal, but 
the body of evidence (Bender & Shanzer, 1964; McCabe, 1965? Cohenv 
Komatsuzaki & Bender, 1968) appears to support the original findings of 
Lorente de No (1933) that ablation of the pontine reticular formation results 
in loss of saccadic eye movements of all types in the ipsiiateral visual 
field. Finally it must be mentioned that Duensing Sc Schaeffer (1957) 
found neurones in the reticular formation closely associated with 
oculomotor activity which appeared to be influenced by the state of 
behavioural arousal of the experimental animal and it is reasonable 
to assume that these may represent the neurophysiological substrate of the 
arousal effects observed in vestibular nystagmus (Collins, Crampton &
Posner, 1961).
1.3o3« The Cerebellum
The cerebellum has traditionally been thought of as a co­
ordinating and response modifying centre, particularly in relation to 
the somatic musculature. Its role in the vestibulo-ocular reflex is 
far from being well defined. One of the earliest observed influences 
was that on the feature of habituation which was found by Magnus (1924) 
to be lacking after cerebellectomy. Dow (1938) and Ferraro Sc Barrera 
(1936) reported that cerebellar lesions had little effect on caloric
nystagmus. On the other hand, cerebellar lesions apparently affect 
compensatory eye movements for head tilt (Manni, 1950) and induce 
positional nystagmus of an enduring nature (Nylen, 1931* 1950; Dix 
& Hallpike, 1952; Cohen et al., 19^9) resulting from malfunction of 
otolith-ocular reflex pathways. It is tempting to think that the 
primary vestibular afferents to the flocculo-nodular lobe'may be 
responsible for co-ordination of otolithic and canal responses which 
is obviously necessary during head tilting movements and this may 
result in the modification of post-rotational nystagmus observed when 
the subject is differently orientated with respect to the gravita­
tional field (Benson 8c Bodin, 1966). The flocculus also appears to 
be involved in visual-vestibular interactions. Takemori & Cohen 
(1974) have shown that visual suppression of vestibular nystagmus 
disappears and optokinetic nystagmus is defective after ablation of 
the flocculus and this is in keeping with the results of Maekawa &
Simpson C.1973) indicating activation of Purkinje cells in this area 
following retinal stimulation. This also tends to support the evidence 
of acitivity in the vestibular nuclei during optokinetic following 
(Dichgans & Brandt, 1972; Henn, Young & Finley, 1974).
Other areas of the cerebellum which are related to horizontal 
eye movements are the fastigial nucleus and the overlying vermis. Cohen, Goto, 
Shanzer & Weiss (1965) were able to produce horizontal eye movements by 
electrical stimulation in those areas which receive primary afferents 
from the visual, auditory and sensory motor cortex (Hainpson, Harrison & Woolsey 
1952; Snider & Stowell, 1944) and also from stretch receptors in the 
eye muscles (Fuchs & Kornhuber, 1969). Stimulation in this area can 
induce horizontal saccades (Cohen et al., 1965? Ron & Robinson,
1973)* Clearly the cerebellum is heavily implicated in the inter­
action of visual and vestibular control. Carpenter (1972) found that 
cooling or removal of the cerebellum in decerebrate cats modified the 
frequency response of the vestibulo-ocular reflex (this will be dis­
cussed in detail in Chapter 2). Gonshor & Jones (1976) have shown 
that the basic reflex response can be modified by visual cues to such 
an extent that the response is reversed if reversing prisms are worn 
by the subject for.a prolonged period. It seems likely that this 
effect is mediated by cerebellar pathways. Cerebellar lesions give 
rise to an inability to initiate large saccadic eye movements
(Kornhuber, 1971)® Cerebellar disease also results in an inability to 
follow a moving target against a structured background in the 
normal manner (Hood, 1975)* which implies that the cerebellum is in­
volved in the co-ordination of peripheral and foveal retinal infor­
mation. Thus the cerebellum appears at present to fulfil its 
traditionally assigned function of integrating and co-ordinating 
sensory activity from many different areas.
1.3®4. The Vestibulo-ocular System
The information given in the preceding text has been used to 
compile a diagram of the most likely interconnections of the vestibulo 
ocular reflex which is illustrated in fig. 1.3.1. Briefly, the basic 
disynaptic reflex passes via the medial longitudinal fasciculus, 
giving rise to conjugate eye movements from unilateral canal stimu­
lation by virtue of the excitatory and inhibitory connections on to 
the nuclei of the extraocular muscles. A secondary pathway is assumed 
through the reticular formation giving rise to saccadic eye movements 
opposite in polarity to the compensatory component generated by the 
canals. This is, of course, a highly speculative arrangement and many 
others could be thought of in the lack of more concrete evidence. The 
reason for suggesting different fibre connections for the upper and 
lower levels of the pontine reticular formation was to explain the 
difference in polarity of saccadic eye movements observed from stimu­
lation of these areas (Bender 8c Shanzer, 1964). The basic reflex 
connections have been illustrated as coming from the left semicircular 
canal only, in order to simplify the diagram, but the system is, of 
course, duplicated on the right hand side. On the left hand side the 
vestibular nuclei have been shown in more detail than on the right 
side, where the exact interconnections with spinal afferents and 
cerebellar fibres is less well understood.
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Nomenclature for fig® l®3*icS
SCC - Lateral semicircular canal 
CER - Cerebellum
MLF - Medial longitudinal fasciculus 
PRF ~ Pontine reticular formation 
VN - Vestibular nuclei 
S - Superior vestibular nucleus 
L - Lateral vestibular' nucleus 
• M - Medial vestibular nucleus 
D - Descending vestibular nucleus 
ABN - Abducens nucleus
OMN - Oculomotor nuclei . ,
LR - Lateral rectus muscle 
MR - Medial rectus muscle
The pathways shown by a solid line are those relaying infor­
mation appropriate to the output of the left lateral canal, whilst 
those shown dashed are of opposite polarity. Pathways indicated 
thus (-•-.-•) have an uncertain relationship with canal output. 
Synapses denoted by open circles are excitatory, whilst those 
shown as solid circles are inhibitory.
Chapter 2. THE DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF THE VESTIBULO-OCULAR REFLEX
2.1, INTRODUCTION
The nature and behaviour of the vestibulo-ocular reflex arc has 
been studied in considerable detail by many authors. It has been 
established for some time that stimulation of the vestibular end- 
organs by linear and angular acceleration induces movements of the 
eyes which tend to compensate for the imparted movement of the skull 
(Breuer, 1889; Dodge, 1903* 1923)* Current theories suggest that 
linear and angular accelerations are transduced independently by the 
maculae and semicircular canals respectively. Seme examples of 
nystagmus induced by angular oscillation of the skull at various 
frequencies in the plane of the horizontal canals are shown in 
fig. 2.1,1. The lower trace in each example represents head angular 
velocity. The nystagmus typically exhibits two types of movement, 
fast phase (or saccadic) and slow phase. It is the slow phase move­
ments which are compensatory to head motion and these are interspersed 
by high velocity saccadic flicks which appear to be attempts to re­
align the eye within its orbit. It is evident from fig. 2.1.1 that 
there are a great variety of patterns of nystagmic response and that 
the purpose of saccades is not merely to return the eye to the centre 
of its orbit since in many instances they take the eye away from its 
central position. The real function of saccades in vestibular 
nystagmus has not been explained and, in an attempt to do so, a 
number of mathematical models of the mechanism of saccadic generation 
have been developed. The purpose of the following sections is to 
describe the relevant experimental findings and mathematical 
descriptions of the vestibulo-ocular reflex.
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2.2. THE COMPENSATORY COMPONENT OF VESTIBULO-OCULAR RESPONSE
2.2.1. The Nature of Compensatory Eye Movements
Stimulation of the vestibular apparatus in the absence of any 
visual feedback by linear and angular accelerations induces reflex 
compensatory movements of the eyes (Breuer, 1889; van Egmond. Groen 
& Jongkees, 1949; Mayne, 1950; Niven & Hixson, 196I; Jones, 1965; 
Niven, Hixson & Correia, 1965; Benson & Bodin, 1966; Guedry, 1966; 
Meiry, 1966; Benson & Barnes, 1970). The effect is clearly indi­
cated in fig. 2.2.1 which shows oculomotor response to a sinusoidal 
angular acceleration of the horizontal canals. The upper trace repre­
sents the nystagmus, recorded by the electro-oculographie technique 
described on page 3*5, elicited in response to a sinusoidal angular 
oscillation of the horizontal semicircular canals. The bottom trace 
represents the differentiated nystagmus or eye velocity and it can be 
seen that the slow phase exhibits a sinusoidal modulation which is 
almost exactly in anti-phase with the head stimulus velocity at the 
frequency illustrated (0.2 Hz).
2*2.2. The Role of the Semicircular Canals
Current theories of semicircular canal operation stem from the 
early work of Steinhausen (1931)? who compared the action of a single 
canal to that of a damped torsion pendulum. The moment of inertia of 
the pendulum corresponds to the inertia of the fluid in the canal; 
and the restraining elastic component is the effect of the resilient 
cupula. The analogy can be represented by a second order equation 
and early attempts were made to estimate the parameters of this 
equation by van Egmond et al. (1949)'.and by Mayne (1950). More 
recently a comprehensive study of the vestibulo-ocular response has 
been carried out in the conscious cat with chronically implanted 
electrodes by Landers & Taylor (1975)* Experiments carried out by 
Benson (1974) and Hixson (1974) indicate the presence in human sub­
jects of some sensitivity to rate of change of cupular deflection, 
the equation relating slow phase eye velocity to head velocity being 
approximately:
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Fig* 2.2*1* Diagram to illustrate the manner in which the slow phase 
eye velocity of vestibular nystagmus is compensatory for 
head velocity.
where
9 =s eye angular velocity 
$ = head angular velocity
T s 0*25 sec; T s 15 sec; ~ 0o01 sec; K ~ 0*7 
A B o
Fig* 2*2*2 illustrates the experimental results of Benson (197^) 
presented as gain and phase against frequency* From this it is appa­
rent that over the frequency range 0*02 - 0*5 Hz eye velocity is 
proportional to head velocity and almost exactly in anti-phase with 
it, although the gain is less than unity, indicating that compensation 
is not complete* At higher frequencies the gain increases progressively 
reaching a value close to unity at 5 Hz (mean value 1*2)* Measurements 
of eye displacement were difficult and unreliable at higher frequencies 
because of the small amplitude of qye movement* Thus the gain is 
difficult to record at higher frequencies but theoretically it might 
be expected to be maintained at unity* This is supported by the evi­
dence of experiments in which reading performance was assessed when 
the body was oscillated at frequencies up to 10 Hz (Benson, 1972) when 
performance was maintained at static levels* This was in contrast to 
the decrement of reading performance observed at frequencies above 
0*5 Hz when the target was oscillated*
2*2o3« The Role of the Otoliths
Studies of otolith function have largely been concentrated on the 
utricular maculae* Little is known of the saccular maculae, though 
they are generally assumed to serve a similar purpose* Experimental 
studies of the activity of primary afferent neurones of utricular 
receptors (Lowenstein & Roberts, 1950; Fernandez, Goldberg & Abend,
1972; Lowenstein & Saunders, 1975) and of cells in the vestibular 
nuclei which relay’ such macula afferents (Milsum & Jones, 19^7;
Jones & Milsum, 1969)» indicate that alteration in the magnitude of 
acceleration acting in shear on the statoconia is signalled by changes 
in the discharge rate of the sensory cells. A model of the behaviour of the
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Fig. 2.2.2. Amplitude ratio and phase angle of slow phase eye
velocity w.r.t. head velocity during angular oscil­
lation of the lateral semicircular canals (from 
Benson, 1974). Broken line indicates the effect of 
neck proprioception as observed by Meiry (1966).
utricle was developed (Benson & Barnes, 1970> Barnes, 1971) which 
used this information combined with results of anatomical studies 
(Spoendlin, I965K  From this model it was deduced that during 
experiments in which the maculae were stimulated by a linear 
acceleration (x^) acting in the plane of the utricular maculae (viz 
fig. 1.2.6) and making an angle i|> with the latero-medial axis of 
the skull, the afferent signal (to ) governing lateral eye movement 
was given by the relationship:
IE _ 0.25(1 H- 5s) COSIp
— CL • • • # • • • •  \  *3 /
*71 (1 + 0.8s) (1 + 51 0 s)
Other models of utricular response have been derived from sensory 
threshold experiments (Yeung & Meiry, 1967) and from recordings made 
in the vestibular nerve (Lowenstein & Saunders, 1975)1 which are 
similar in form and agree, in particular, on the sensitivity to rate 
of change of acceleration at low frequencies.
The model of Benson & Barnes (1970) was also able to predict
that during experiments in which the maculae were rotated at a constant
rate (tOQ) with respect to an acceleration acting in shear (Guedry,
1965; Benson & Bodin, 1966; . Correia & Guedry, 1966; Benson, 1968),
the resultant neural signal would consist of two components; a
sinusoidal component arising from equation (2.2.2) with \p - u t;
and a constant offset or ’bias’ component attributed to twisting of
the statoconia with respect to the base of the macula. This ’bias’
component (w_) was given by the equation:B
0.25 (0 o u 2 '
%  = --------------- 2 S  .... (2.2.3)
(1 - 0.5F - (oj /500)2)2 + 0.8 co 2) 
o o
where
• 2x^ = acceleration acting in shear on the macula, (m/s )
2
F = acceleration normal to macula, (m/s )
2.2.4. Evidence for a Neural Integrator in the Vestibulo-ocular
Reflex
In some recent work by Goldberg & Fernandez (197*) afferent 
impulses were recorded in the VTIIth nerve of the squirrel monkey 
during both periodic and transient stimulation of the canals* It was 
shown that the frequency of impulses in cupula afferent nerve fibres 
was related to input angular acceleration in a remarkably linear 
manners The transfer function relating firing rate (w^) to head 
angular velocity (<f>) for a typical fibre is given by:
wr -K^T_ s(l + T.s)
— - ° -r------  rj--— T  ......... (2*2.4)
1 (1 + Tb s )(1 + Tcs)
whore
T. = 0.05 secs: T_ = 6.0 secs; and Trt = 0.003 secs A B 7 C
The time constants obtained are of course different to those obtained 
for man but if this is the only difference, then combining equations 
(2.2.1) and (2.2.4) shows that at this level, the signal is coded* for 
eye velocity, as demonstrated in fig. 2.2*3 » since
“c = KC/K-6 .................  ( 2 .2 .5 )
Similar studies by Jones & Mj.isum (1971) indicate that this 
relationship is also true within the vestibular nuclei. However, 
studies made at the level of the oculomotor neurones (Yamanaka & 
Bach-y-Rita, 1968; Reinhart & Zuber, *970; Maeda, Shimazu & Shinoda, 
1972) show that at this point the signal is coded for eye position.
It is therefore evident by reference to fig. 2.2„3 that some form of
*The term ’coded for’ is used to indicate that the signal 
is not itself represented by an amplitude level but is coded in such 
a manner that the frequency of firing is representative of the 
amplitude level.
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neural integration must take place between the vestibular nuclei and 
the oculomotor neurones. The presence of an integrating mechanism 
has been postulated by many authors (Cohen, Suzuki & Bender, 1965? 
Young, 19^9; Schmid, 1970; Robinson, 1971; Precht, 1974). It is 
evident that the process cannot be one of pure integration since this 
would result in a constant eye velocity in response to a constant 
cupular deviation. However, the effect may be equally well produced 
by a jjartial integrator with a long time constant (e.g., 10 sec) 
which would effectively integrate periodic waveforms even at very low 
frequencies (> 0,02 Hz), The equation relating firing rate in the 
oculomotor neurones to firing rate in the vestibular nuclei is then:
(T^> 10 sec) ....... (2.2.6)
In fact the time constant of the neural integrator need not be 
as high as 10 sec, because of the presence of fast phase activity in 
normal nystagmus. This point will be explained later when discussing 
models of the saccadic mechanism.
The site of the neural integrating mechanism is not known at 
present. Recent \irork by Carpenter (1972) suggests that it may be 
sited within the cerebellum. The lateral eye movements of decere­
brate cats were monitored during sinusoidal oscillation of the lateral 
seinicii'cular canals before and after cerebellectomy. Gain and phase 
relationships between head and eye displacement were considerably 
modified by removal (and also by reversible cooling) of the cere­
bellum so that the responses were more akin to that which would be 
expected if no integrator were present. Instead of the gain remaining 
near unity throughout the frequency range (0.02 - 2 Hz), there was a 
gradual increase with frequency which started from a much lower level 
(gain approximately 0.02 at 0.02 Hz). If the cerebellum is respon­
sible for the integration process then, as pointed out by Carpenter, 
the decrease in gain at the lower frequencies implies that the 
integration is not carried out by a feedback mechanism, since release 
from such feedback would result in an increase in gain.
However, there are some provisos which must be applied to this 
result. Tne first is that the animals were decerebrate and it is
T„
u> 1 + sT.
well established that this results in a general deactivation of the 
reticular formation. In particular it results, in higher animals, in 
loss of the saccadic component of nystagmus, which may be important in 
assessing dynamic performance, as will be discussed later. It is 
doubtful whether the control responses were normal and, indeed, the 
phase relationships found by Carpenter exhibited more phase lag (up 
to .45°) than would be expected from the results of similar experi­
ments in both cats (Sugie & Jones, 1971) and humans (Benson, 1974; 
see fig. 2.2.2). Secondly, the results did not indicate a process of
linear integration since the difference between pre- and post-
cerebellectomised responses exhibited a decrease at approximately 
0.4 log units per decade rather than 1 log unit per decade as might 
be expected. The third point is that the cerebellum may not itself 
carry out the integration but may be responsible for activation of 
other areas of the brain (e.g., the reticular formation) in which the
integrating network is located. Finally, it is possible that the
modification of the control response reflected the activity of some 
neural processing system other than the integrator with which we are 
concerned here. As discussed in Chapter 1, the cerebellum appears to 
be involved in the co-ordination of afferent information from the 
otoliths, semicircular canals, spinal proprioceptors and visual 
centres and hence removal of the cerebellum is likely to result in a 
modified response.
2.2.5» The Dynamic Response of the Extra-ocular Muscles
Jones (1971) has suggested that integration is effectively 
carried out by the eye globe dynamics. However, this would seem to 
be unlikely for two reasons; first, as stated previously, the signal 
at the level of the oculomotor neurones is already coded for eye 
position; and, second, available experimental evidence (Robinson,
1964, 1971; Reinhart & Zuber, 1970) indicates that the principal 
time constant of the eye globe dynamics is not higher than 200 msec 
which is not sufficient to produce integration at low frequencies. 
However, there is no doubt that the dynamic response of the eye and 
its musculature has a not insignificant effect on the overall vesti­
bular response. One possible explanation is that the phase lead 
observed in the first order vestibular neurones (viz equation (2.2.4))
represents an attempt by the nervous system to compensate for the 
phase lag imposed by the eye dynamics.
The relationship between eye velocity and oculomotor firing rate 
may be approximately given by the equation;
0 * -“b
(2.2.7)
where
T principal time constant of eye globe dynamics
Combining equations (2,2.4), (2.2.6) and (2.2.7) as represented in 
the block diagram of fig. 2.2.4 gives the relationsnip between eye 
velocity and head velocity.
1  = - W iTBs2(1 + TAS) (2.2.8)
J (1 + T0s)(l + Tcs)(l + TjSid + TEs)
If Tj is very large this approximates to
6 KT_s(1 + T, s) B A
$ (1 + Tb s )(1 + Tcs)(l + T£s ) (2.2.9)
where
K -
Equation (2.2*9) is similar in form to equation (2.2.1) apart 
from the inclusion of the attenuation produced by the eye muscle 
system at higher frequencies. As observed jnreviously, the recording 
of eye movement is difficult at frequencies above 2 Hz, so that there 
is uncertainty in the experimental results at the higher frequencies. 
The relationship expressed by equation (2.2.9) can be simplified for 
frequencies in the range
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by the equation
K.T
~~~     (2.2.10)
That is, eye velocity is proportional to head velocity and will
KT
be exactly compensatory if  A = 1. Using the values of K and T
derived for equation (2.2.1) yields a value for of 175 msec, which 
is within the range of estimated values for the time constant of the 
human eye muscle system. The range of frequencies over which this 
exact compensation would be effective would be I~l6 Hz, which covers 
the range in which normal head movements are executed.
2.2.6. The Contribution of Eye Muscle Proprioceptors
The role played by eye muscle stretch receptors is not at all 
clear at present, although they certainly exist (Whitteridge, i960) 
and have some afferent representation within the brain (Fuchs &
Kornhuber, 1969)® They are not used to give conscious sensation of 
eye position (Brindley & Merton, i960) although recent experiments 
indicate that they may be involved in maintaining the stationariness of th 
seen world during voluntary eye movements (Brindley, Goodwin, Kulikovski & 
Leighton, 1976). It is doubtful whether they play any part in the control 
of vestibular nystagmus, since experiments involving either cutting of the 
oculomotor nerve fibres (Maeda, Shimazu & Shinoda, 1972) curarization of 
eye muscles (Taylor, 1965) or clamping of the eye (Carpenter, 1972) 
did not bring about any change in the output of the oculomotor 
neurones.
2.2.7* The Contribution of Neck Proprioception to Oculomotor Response
The majority of the experimental conditions to be discussed in 
Chapter 3 involve stimulation of neck proprioceptors by head turning 
movements. As indicated in Chapter 1 the ascending spinal afferents 
from the muscles of the neck are known to influence the vestibular 
nuclei although no direct input to the oculomotor nuclei has been
shown® The influence of neck receptors on sensations normally, 
associated with vestibular stimulation has aroused considerable 
interest (Cohen, 19*51; Biemond. & Dejong, 1969)®
The existence of a colliculo-ocular reflex in man has been 
demonstrated by Meiry (1965)5 although of a very weak nature® When 
the subjects5 trunk was oscillated about the yaw axis whilst main- 
taining the head fixed.in space, the response of the eyes was a 
nystagmus with slow and fast phases similar in form to vestibular 
nystagmus® The slow phase eye movement was driven in phase with the 
motion of the trunk so that during movements of the head on the trunk
the eye movement would be in the same direction as the compensatory
vestibular eye movements® The frequency relationship between slow 
phase eye velocity and the angular velocity of the trunk was deter­
mined from the experimental responses, and a transfer function was 
derived as follows:
0 = 0,325 (1 * 0,43s) (2.2.11)
U r j i  ( 1 +  1 o 7 )
where .
w = angular velocity of the trunk.
This transfer function was obtained during a purely passive 
stimulation of the neck receptors, and it is therefore not necessarily 
applicable to the more normal situation in which the head is moved 
voluntarily on the neck. However, if the responses of the oculomotor 
system were identical during voluntary head movements then the total 
response would be given by the addition of the colliculo-ocular and 
vestibulo-ocular components as was suggested by Meiry. This has been 
done graphically in fig. 2.2.2 and the -result is rather interesting®
It appears that the colliculo-ocular reflex would be able to make up 
to some extent for the lack of gain in the vestibulo-ocular reflex at 
frequencies below 0.1 Hz. The eye movement would thus be closer to an 
exact compensation for head movement over a wider frequency range, 
from approximately 0.01 to 10 Hz. (Meiry did in fact try this
summation himself but did not achieve the same result as his experi­
mental vestibulo-ocular response was somewhat different to that found 
by other authors).
All this is somewhat speculative but it might help to explain 
the apparent perfect compensation obtained during voluntary head 
turning movements in the dark which we shall see in the results of 
the second series of experiments (Chapter 3)® It should also be 
added that there has been no corroboration of the experimental results 
of Meiry (1965)? although strong evidence of its existence has been 
found by Dichgans, Bizzi, Morasso & Tagliasco (1974), a finding which 
will be discussed later.
2.2.8. Adaptation in the Vestibulo-ocular Reflex
A further aspect of the vestibulo-ocular response to angular 
acceleration is a demonstrable adaptation which occurs with prolonged 
stimulation. This is demonstrated in the response to a post-rotational 
stopping stimulus which is effectively an impulsive angular decelera­
tion applied to the semicircular canals. An example of this type of 
response is given in fig. 2.2.5? where the slow phase velocity decays 
exponentially towards zero in some .20-30 secs following which’there is 
a period in which the slow phase velocity is reversed. Such a response 
cannot be predicted by equation (2.2.9) which would give no reversal 
of slow phase velocity.
Attempts have been made by Young & Oman (19&9) and Malcolm (197*) 
to simulate this effect using a transfer function for the adaptation 
of the form
tad s
A(s) . ■ s   (2,2.12)
AD.
where
Ta_ = 80-120 secAD
Thus the total system response may be represented by the equation
The response of the subject to a sudden change in 
angular velocity. The slow phase angular velocity 
of the nystagmus is plotted beat by beat against 
the time after the onset of the stimulus. The eye 
movement after reversal of direction at 3^ sec is 
secondary nystagmus. Constant turntable angular 
velocity began at 10 sec. (from Malcolm, 197*)•
This adaptation effect has been ignored in the model representa­
tions of Chapter 4 since it is a long term effect and has little 
influence on the short duration head turning movements.
2.3* THE MECHANISM OF SACCADIC, GENERATION
Several attempts have been made to produce a mathematical model 
of the mechanism of saccadic generation. Sugie 8c Jones (19&5 and 
1971) first put forward the concept of a model having a primary and 
secondary pathway for vestibulo-ocular control in the manner suggested 
by Lorente de No (1933)* In this model, which is illustrated in 
fig. 2.3-1 the primary pathway was responsible for the slow phase of 
nystagmus and the secondary contained a sampling mechanism responsible 
for the generation cf fast phases. The sampling mechanism was assumed 
to operate at regular intervals of time; as a consequence the model 
was unable to account for the variation in the duration of slow phase 
components and it did not predict the increased frequency of saccadic 
beats associated with increasing levels of eye velocity. An attempt 
was made by Outerbridge (19&9) modify the Sugie-Jones model with 
the suggestion that sampling was controlled by an unspecified process 
attempting to minimise the mean square slow phase velocity error.
This appears to be an unnecessarily complicated concept and unfortun­
ately was tested by the author against only a small sample of 
experimental nystagmus.
A model produced by Schmid (1970), which is illustrated in 
fig. 2.3.2, also used the concept of a sampling mechanism with a 
fixed interval in conjunction with a threshold sensor. This model, 
however, assumed control to be effected by feedback of a signal 
coded for eye position, although not necessarily proprioceptive 
feedback. The saccadic mechanism was assumed to operate downstream 
of the partially integrated cupula afferent signal. Thus, the 
response to a constant acceleration would not be of the form observed 
experimentally, that is a continuing nystagmus with a constant slow 
phase velocity (see page 4.33)but would be a nystagmus with slow phase 
velocity decaying to zero. The model predicted that eye position 
would be reset within the limits of the threshold detector which 
would not account for the varied patterns of nystagmus observed in 
fig. 2.1.1. Also, because the saccades were introduced when the eye 
position wTent beyond the prescribed limits, it was a retrospective 
reset and could not simulate the predictive nature of the saccade 
wiiich will be discussed later.
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An attempt was made by Barnes (1973) explain how the occur­
rence of fast phases is controlled. A model was developed (fig.
2.3.3) which was similar to that produced by Sugie & Jones (1965)5 
but in which the secondary pathway contained a threshold detector.
It was assumed that saccades would be generated whenever the vestibu­
lar afferent signal, which is coded for eye velocity, exceeded the 
threshold.level. A feedback system operated around the threshold 
detector to inhibit its input following onset of a saccade; the 
resultant delay before the onset of another saccade was thus a func­
tion of the input level to the detector* This model was able to 
■explain not only the increase in saccadic beat frequency with 
increasing stimulus level, but also why the saccades do not occur 
during the lower velocity portion of a periodic response. The model 
responses compared favourably with a wide variety of transient and 
periodic stimuli to the semicircular canals and otoliths.
One^of the most important conclusions from this model was that 
the' saccadic component of nystagmus might be as functionally impor­
tant as the slow phase and that it might be more than just a simple 
resetting mechanism. Earlier experiments by Jones (1964) had shown 
that during high velocity head turns the amplitude of the anti- 
compensatory .component of eye movement was as large or larger than 
the slow phase component. It was suggested that during a head 
turning movement the fast phase might have the function of turning 
the eye quickly in the direction of head rotation so that the eye 
was more advantageously positioned for searching the new visual 
field. In this respect the models produced by Sugie & Jones (1965) 
and by Barnes (1973) were able to reproduce a common feature of 
nystagmus, namely that overall eye deviation is generally in the 
direction of the fast phase movements. The reason for this behaviour 
was that in both models the saccadic amplitude was based on the out­
put of the vestibular system wliich is coded for head velocity. Head 
velocity is phase advanced on head position and thus during jjeriodic 
stimulation reaches its peak value before head position and is able 
to give the eye a predictive estimate of future head position. This 
is a feature which could never be met by a feedback system of the type 
proposed by Schmid (1970), which would always work to keep the eye 
displacement within certain limits and would not be capable of 
producing predictive eye movements.
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A second important feature, of the models proposed by Sugie &
Jones (1965) and Barnes (1973) is that the introduction of saccadic 
eye movements in vestibular nystagmus increases the effective power 
of the neural integrating mechanism between the vestibular afferent 
and the oculomotor nuclei discussed in section 2.2,4. As mentioned 
previously this need only be a partial integrator in order to provide 
effective integration of periodic waveforms® During saccadic eye 
movements, this integrator would be continuously reset if it is down­
stream of the point at which saccades are introduced. Thus it is 
merely necessary for it to have a time constant which would provide 
a transient response not differing significantly from a pure integra­
tion during the periods of slow phase movements between saccades. In 
general these periods do not exceed 4-5 seconds as shown in the low 
velocity part of the low frequency response in fig. 2.1.1, A realis­
tic value for would thus be between 4 and 10 seconds. If there is x
no saccadic activity present in the vestibulo-ocular response, as is 
often true when the subject is drowsy, then it should be possible to 
estimate the time constant (T^) from the gain and phase relationships 
between head and eye movement. Such an attempt was made by Sugie & Jones 
(1971) in a series of experiments involving nystagmus recordings 
during various stages of sleep and under ether anaesthesia. They 
deduced that the time constant was of the order of 0.7 to 1,9 sec, 
values.which would appear to be rather small® However, it is prob­
able that both fast and slow phases are modified when the state of 
behavioural arousal is low. If the integrator is a neural network 
with a set of multiple feedback pathways as suggested by Robinson 
(1971)? then it would not be surprising if a low state of arousal 
resulted in an increase in threshold firing level within this network, 
and a consequent modification of the time constant.
Chapter 3 * EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE ROLE OF THE VESTIBULO-
OCULAR REFLEX IN HEAD-BYE CO-ORDINATION
3.1* INTRODUCTION
The experiments presented in this chapter have been carried out 
with two main questions in mind. The first concerns the mechanism by
which head and eye movements are controlled when the human subject
makes voluntary movements toward a target which is offset in space 
with respect to the present direction of gaze. The second involves 
the role of the vestibulo-ocular reflex in such a control mechanism.
The experiments have been conducted in two parts. The reason for this 
was simply that having carried out the-first set of experiments it 
became apparent that more information and greater experimental control 
was necessary in order to extract the required information. The 
following paragraphs outline the general reasons for carrying out the
experiments to be described. ,
Initial interest in this topic arose from a prediction made by 
the author following the modelling of the mechanism of saccadic genera­
tion in vestibular nystagmus (Barnes, 1973)® The nature of vestibular 
nystagmus has been briefly described in Chapter 2 (Section 2.I.), in 
which it was -shown how the slow phase of the nystagmus compensates for 
movement of the head enabling the eye to fixate objects fixed in space. 
Interspersed with the slow phase movements are fast phase, or saccadic, 
components which were traditionally thought to serve the function of 
realigning the eye towards orbital centre when the slow phase exceeded 
acceptable amplitude limitations. However, study of nystagmus records 
indicates that during a periodic oscillatory movement of the head the 
eye has a nett deviation in the direction of the fast phase movement 
which is of course in the direction of head movement (see fig. 2.1.1). 
It became apparent from modelling the mechanism by which these saccadic 
movements were made that one of the prime functions of the saccade is 
to push the eye in the direction of head movement. It was thus sugges­
ted that the saccadic eye movements might be used during voluntary head 
movements to anticipate the movement of the relatively slowly moving 
head and thus bring objects of interest into the field of maximum 
visual acuity in a rapid manner. This concept had earlier been put
forward by Jones (1964), on the basis of experimental responses to 
high rates of turn.
A search through the literature at the time this hypothesis 
was made revealed that little work had been carried out on the recor­
ding of head and eye movements during target acquisition. However, 
some early work by Bartz (1966) showed that during a combined head 
and eye movement to fixate an offset target a characteristic pattern 
of eye movement could be observed. This consisted of an initial fast 
movement (of the order of 3°0“(t00°/sec) in the direction of head dis­
placement followed by a period during which the eye returned towards 
orbital centre at lower velocity, the movement appearing to compensate 
for the remaining head movement. An example of such a combined head 
and eye movement is illustrated in fig. 3«l«lj taken from some of the 
author’s own results. More recently this general pattern of head and eye co­
ordination has been confirmed by several authors (Flemming, VossiusBowman & 
Johnson, 1969; Bizzi, Kalil, Morasso & Tagiiasco, 1972; Dichgans et al., 1973 
Gresty, 1973 &nd 1974). This pattern of eye movement was superficially consis 
tent with the hypothesis described in the previous paragraph, but the 
notion thcit the saccadic movement which occurs during target seeking 
could be akin to that seen during vestibular nystagmus was more conjec­
tural. It seemed probable that the vestibulo-ocular reflex was 
responsible for producing the compensatory component of the response 
during target seeking, but could it also be responsible for producing 
the large saccadic component? To test this, the first series of 
experiments was carried out.
a) The First Series of Experiments
The first, and perhaps the most obvious, step was to establish 
what response the eye would make to a voluntary movement of the head 
in the complete absence of any visual target information. The objec- _
tive of the first experiment was to establish whether a pattern of 
eye movement similar to that seen during target acquisition could be 
elicited by head movement alone as would be consistent with the 
hypothesis. The results of this experiment indicated that large 
saccadic eye movements of the type seen during target seeking could 
be elicited in the absence of any visual target thus giving support 
to the hypothesis. However, these results alone did not prove the
Eye position 
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.1.1. The relationship between head and eye movement during 
visual target acquisition (target angle = 30°)•
involvement of the vestibulo-ocular reflex since both voluntary con­
trol and neck proproception were involved. In an attempt to establish 
the contribution of the vestibular system this experiment was also 
performed on a subject who was known to be without vestibular 
function.
In the second experiment of this series the subjects were moved 
in a purely passive manner in simulation of voluntary head movement. 
The object of this experiment was to stimulate only the lateral semi­
circular canals and to establish what pattern of eye movement could be 
elicited. In previous experiments (Benson, 197^5 Hixson, 197^) 
involving passive movement of the head and body to stimulate the 
lateral canals, only small amplitude ( <10u) saccades were normally 
elicited. One fundamental difference between the nature of the stimu­
lus to the canals during such a passive stimulation as compared with 
a voluntary head movement lies in the velocity of the head movement, 
this being much greater during voluntary movements. It was thus of 
interest to observe whether larger saccades could be elicited by 
passive stimulation if the angular velocity was increased to a compar­
able level. This was an effect which had been predicted by the 
original mathematical model.
.The remaining experiments in this series were not full scale 
experiments. In the third experiment an attempt was made to ascertain 
the nature of the interaction between the normal eye movement response 
to head turning and a concomitant vestibular stimulus. A suitable 
continuing vestibular response was produced by stopping the subject 
abruptly from a constant angular velocity, thus inducing a post- 
rotational nystagmus.
The object of the fourth experiment was to ascertain whether the 
saccadic eye movement seen during voluntary head movement was truly a 
predetermined response purely determined by head movement, or whether 
it could be eliminated in an inappropriate situation. Such a situa­
tion exists if the subject moves the head whilst fixating a target 
fixed in space. This response was then compared with those observed 
wlien the subject moved the head voluntarily whilst fixating an object 
attached to the head when the presence of either a slow phase or a 
saccadic eye movement would, of course, be inappropriate.
b) The Second Series of Experiments
Following the analysis of results in the first series of experiments 
it became apparent that the results did not provide enough information 
to establish the role of the vestibulo-ocular reflex in visual target 
acquisition. It was therefore decided to carry out further experiments 
on target seeking so as to compare the responses with those obtained 
from head movements in the dark. It was intended to compare the 
following variables:-
(i) The latency of eye movement with respect to .head movement*
(ii) The relationship between eye displacement, head displace­
ment and head velocity*
(iii) The accuracy of the initial saccade during target 
acquisition.
In this second series a total of four experimental conditions was 
studied* The first of these was to establish the response of head and 
eyes during a.normal co-ordinated movement to fixate a target light 
presented in one of ten positions offset from visual centre.
In the second exper.iment the offset target light was presented for . 
a brief period only (100 msec). It had been established from an earlier 
experiment (Barnes & Gresty, 1973) that such a transient exposure of 
the target was sufficient to establish an accurate retinal error for 
eye movement control in the head fixed situation* A subsequent presen­
tation of the offset target for a more prolonged period allowed the 
error of the initial eye and head movement to be calculated* These 
first two experimental conditions were similar to those used by Gresty 
(1974).
The third and fourth parts of the experiment essentially repeated 
the major experiments of the first series, with the exception that 
passive stimulation of the vestibular system was achieved by turning 
the head on the neck rather than turning the whole body.
The experimental methods and analyses for the two series of 
experiments will be presented separately.
3.2* EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON OF VOLUNTARILY AND PASSIVELY INDUCED 
HEAD AND EYE MOVEMENT RESPONSES
3.2*1. Apparatus and Methods
a) Voluntary Head Movements in the Dark
(i) Apparatus
The apparatus used for this experiment is illustrated in 
fig. 3*2*1. The subject sat in an upright posture within a frame­
work on a padded chair with a backrest. The subject wore a 
close fitting helmet, RAF type G, which was attached to the 
.shaft of a continuous turn potentiometer by a coupling made of 
spring steel and designed to be stiff in torsion but flexible in 
all other modes.
The potentiometer was mounted directly above the subject's 
head on the rigid framework. The resolution of the potentiometer 
was measured to be approximately 1 degree, with a quoted linearity 
of better than 0o5%* It was connected to a 15V rack-mounted 
supply so that angular deviation of the head was represented as 
a proportion of the voltage appropriate to the full working 
range of 175°• The output signal was recorded directly on to
an ultra-violet recorder.
The other physiological measurement made in this experiment 
was of the angular deviation of the eye with respect to the 
skull. This was achieved by use of the electro-oculographic 
technique, which makes use of the normal standing potential 
difference between the cornea and the retina. The field from 
this dipole moves as the eye rotates giving an indication of the 
rotational displacement of the eye. The potential changes were 
picked up by two silver-silver chloride electrodes placed 
symmetrically on the external canthi of the skull in the manner 
first used by Shackel (1958). In this manner the average posi­
tion of the two eyes is recorded. ’ It is possible to use a 
central electrode placed between the eyes to establish individual 
eye movements but this was not thought to be necessary in this 
application. This technique which was first discovered by 
Du Bois-Raymond in 1849 has been widely used in the past and its 
advantages and limitations have been extensively surveyed (for
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example by Young & Sheena, 1975) in comparison with other systems*
Its main advantage is simplicity and reliability; its main drawback, 
the fact that the limit of resolution is rarely better than one 
degree due to superimposed noise® The noise arises from two main 
sources; firstly, the fact that the cornea-retinal potential is very 
small (of the order of 10-40yV per degree of eye movement) and conse­
quently high levels of amplification are required for recording 
purposes; and secondly, E.M.G. activity from the underlying facial 
muscles (particularly orbicularis oculi and temporalis) is normally 
superimposed on the potential changes® This problem is accentuated if 
the muscles of the face are not relaxed as is often true if a dental 
bite is worn*
Further problems also arise as a result of the fact that the 
recorded potentials often drift considerably and frequent resetting 
is sometimes necessary. The drift arises mainly from changes in slcin- 
electrode potentials which are superimposed 011 the E.O.G. Shaclcel 
(i957) managed to overcome this problem to a large extent by abrading 
the skin, thus removing the outer layers of epidermis which reduces 
the recorded potential difference betA^een the skin and the electrode.
In the present experiment the skin was lightly abraded with electrode 
jelly. Careful preparation of the silver-silver chloride contact pole 
is also important in reducing drift. Relative movement of electrode 
and skin may play an important part in noise and drift determination 
particularly if the head is being moved rapidly. In this respect, 
the rubber suction cup, housing a needle type electrode, has certain 
advantages over the sticlc-on, button type electrode.
The corneo-fundal potential itself is, unfortunately, not maintained 
at a constant level, which can be another source of error. Consequently 
it is necessary to calibrate the eye movement at frequent intervals.
The potential is modified particularly during the process of dark- 
and light-adaptation. The effect has been extensively investigated 
(Kris, 1958; Arden & Kelsey, 1962; Gonshor & Malcolm, 1971) and the 
most important conclusion for the present experiment is that it requires 
some 50 minutes of dark adaptation before a steady potential is achieved 
on which to base a reliable calibration.
In the present experiment the potential levels picked up by the 
electrodes were amplified by a purpose-built differential D.C.
amplifier with a low level of internally generated noise (approximately 
•5mV) and drift (0e01 mV/sec). A low-pass filter was also incorporated 
for noise rejection with a cut-off frequency set at 50 Hz. The output 
of the amplifier was connected to an ultra-violet galvanometer recorder.
(ii) Subjects
Initially eight subjects took part in this first experimental 
condition, each of whom had normal vision and no known neuro­
otologic defect. None of the subjects had any known disease of 
the cervical spine and all had normal mobility of the head on the 
neck without associated discomfort. Their ages ranged from 19 to 
4-5 years and only one of the subjects had undertaken a similar 
experiment. The other subjects were unaware of the type of eye 
movement response being investigated, although each was given an 
initial indication of the experimental procedure and all undertook 
the experiment voluntarily.
The experiment was also carried out by a subject who had been 
diagnosed some years previously as having bilateral loss of laby­
rinthine function*. He experienced problems of maintaining balance 
in the dark and on a previous examination had shown no nystagmus 
in response to the standard clinical test of caloric irrigation 
of the external auditory meatus. The cause of the loss of vesti- 
‘ bular function was somewhat uncertain but was thought to be due 
to destruction of the sensory epithelium of the non-acoustic 
labyrinth by administration of large doses of streptomycin some, 
years previously.
(iii) Method
The subject sat within the framework as depicted in fig.
3®2.1 and the helmet was fitted tightly over the head by the use 
of an elastic chin strap. The external canthi were cleaned with 
alcohol and the electrode sites slightly abraded by imbbing with 
electrode jelly. The electrodes were then applied to the skin 
and connected to the recording amplifier. This process took some 
10-15 minutes and was carried out in a very low level of illumina­
tion. In this way it was hoped that the subject would be 
appreciably dark adapted by the time the experiment began.
The subjects were instructed to make random voluntary rotational 
displacements of the head about the longitudinal axis of the body, 
varying the amplitude and velocity of the movements at will within 
the normal physiological range. The experiment was carried out in a 
darkened room with eyes closed. A period of at least 2 sec elapsed 
between movements to enable the eye response to achieve its final 
steady state position. The subjects were not informed that it was 
the eye movements which were of interest in this experiment; rather 
they were instructed to concentrate on producing a broad spectrum of 
amplitude and velocity of head displacement. There was thus no incen­
tive to make eye movements and subjects were deliberately not 
instructed to move towards an imaginary target, or conversely, to 
maintain a central eye position.
The head movements made by each subject varied from a few degrees 
to some 70° to left and right. Each subject made between 60 and 70 
individual head movements in a period of approximately 10 minutes.
Eye movements were calibrated at the beginning and end of each 
run by asking the subject to fixate upon a target light at 10° 
whilst maintaining a fixed head position.
The labyrinthine defective subject was also given a further test 
for normal vestibular function. In this instance the post-rotational 
test was used (Benson, 1967)* The subject was seated on a turntable 
free to rotate about the earth vertical axis which was driven at a 
constant angular velocity of 60°/s for a period of 60 seconds and then 
stopped abruptly by an external brake. The resultant impulsive 
deceleration is a potent stimulus to the lateral semicircular canals
which in normal subjects evokes a nystagmus response with a slow
phase velocity which decays exponentially with time. In this instance 
the subject had no eye movement response to a stopping stimulus from 
either clockwise or anti-clockwise rotation, indicating loss of func­
tion of the vestibulo-ocular reflex as previously diagnosed. He also 
lacked any sensation of turning in the opposite direction which is 
normally associated with the stopping stimulus.
b) Passive Rotation of the Head in the Dark
(i) Apparatus
The aj^paratus for the second experimental condition is 
illustrated in fig. 3.2.2. The subject was seated in a
3 . 2 . 2 .  T h e  a p p a r a t u s  u s e d  to induce a passive turning movement 
o f  the w h o l e  body.

framework rigidly attached to a turntable which was free to 
rotate about the vertical axis. The body was secured within the 
framework by a full shoulder and lap harness and by pressure pads 
on the upper arms. The pressure pads were mounted on the framework 
with X-Y blocks in such a way that they could be adjusted for 
each subject© They were used to restrain the arms against the 
back of the seat and served effectively to reduce the movement of 
the upper torso about the yaw axis during high levels of angular 
acceleration. The subject's head was also coupled to the frame­
work by the use of an adjustable clamp over the ears© The subject 
wore a cloth flying helmet ’with earpads so that the pressure was 
born by the temporal bone and zygomatic arch and not by the ear 
itself. It was originally intended that the subject would be 
given a rotational stimulus by the motor of the turntable in 
simulation of the velocity profile of voluntary head movements® 
However, it became apparent that the motor had not sufficient 
torque to generate the large values of angular acceleration 
required (frequently greater than 20 rad/s^ at 2 Hz). It was 
therefore decided to produce the stimulus manually by the rather 
primitive means of attaching a long wooden ana to one side of the 
"turntable platform in the manner shown in fig® 3®2e2e The stimu­
lus was then applied by the operator as a force along the axis 
of the arm, thus converting linear motion of the arm into angular 
motion of the turntable. In this manner it was found possible to 
produce an angular movement of the whole body, the waveform of 
which had a similar velocity profile and comparable levels of 
angular acceleration to those achieved during voluntary head 
movements.
The rotational displacement of the body and head was 
measured by a potentiometer similar to that used in the first 
experimental condition, attached to the shaft of the turntable.
It was assumed that the movement of the head relative to the 
framework would be minimal® The head clamp had been tested on 
a previous occasion when it was found that a 1 : 1 transmission 
between seat and head obtained up to about 6 Hz, a frequency 
well above that attainable in this experiment®
Eye movements were recorded by E.O.G. as for the first 
experiment. The equipment for amplifying and recording the 
responses of both head and eyes was also identical, with 
recor'dings made directly on to a U.V. recorder.
(ii) Subjects
Eight subjects were used, four of idiom had participated in 
the first experimental condition. Each of the subjects had 
normal vision and no known otological deficiency. Ages ranged 
from 19-38 years and all subjects were unaware of the expected 
results of the experiment.
(iii) Method
Subject preparation was identical to that for the first 
experiment, the process again talcing some 10-15 minutes thus 
allowing a degree of dark adaptation in the low level of 
incident illumination.
As indicated previously, rotational displacements of the 
lateral semicircular canals were passively induced by manual 
application of a force to a lever arm attached to the turntable. 
It was found that the operator soon became practised in genera­
ting the correct levels of angular acceleration required to 
simulate voluntary head displacements. Movements were made as 
randomly as possible both in regard to amplitude and duration 
With a period of about tv/o seconds between each movement to 
ensure settling of the transient response® Each subject 
underwent between 40 and 60 individual rotations.
The subjects were instructed to maintain the eyes closed 
and at no time was any indication given of the fact that eye 
movement responses were likely to result from rotational dis­
placement. The subjects thus had no incentive to make voluntary 
eye movements. The subjects were also instructed to carry out a 
fairly complex mental arithmetic task (for example, subtracting 
l£ sequentially from 500) during the exjjeriment. This served 
two functions. Firstly, it distracted the subject from making 
voluntary eye movements. Secondly, it had the effect of increas­
ing the general level of arousal. It has been found by other 
experimenters that the level of arousal can critically affect
the vestibulo-ocular response, a low level of arousal, for 
example, often resulting in low velocity saccadic eye movements 
(Collins, Crampton & Posner, 1961). Saccadic velocity Yras 
indeed found to be lower during passive head rotation if mental 
arithmetic was not undertaken.
Eye calibration was carried out at the beginning and end of 
each run by instructing the subjects to fixate target lights at 
+ 10° whilst maintaining a fixed turntable position.
Voluntary Head Movements with Concomitant Post-rotational Stimulus
•(i) Apparatus
This experiment was conducted on one subject only, who was 
seated on the rotating turntable depicted in fig. 3»2«2. with the 
body clamped to the framework but with the head free to move.
Eye movements were recorded by the electro-oculographic technique 
and head acceleration was recorded using an angular accelerometer 
mounted on a dental bite.
(ii) Method
o ,
The turntable was rotated at a constant speed of 100 /s 
until all nystagmic eye movements had decayed whereupon it was 
stopped abruptly by the application of a mechanical brake. 
Following application of the stimulus the subject was instructed 
to make voluntary movements of the head with the eyes closed.
The object was to move the head first to one side and then to the 
other with approximately constant amplitude for a period of 
approximately 20 seconds. This procedure was repeated four times, 
with rotation tv/ice in one direction and twice in the other*
Eye movements were calibrated at the beginning and end of 
the experiment.
Voluntary Head Movements with Visual Fixation
(i) Apparatus
The subject wore a special purpose lightweight helmet (in 
fact, the prototype of that used in the second series of experi­
ments) made of aluminium which is illustrated in fig. 3*2.3®
The subject wore a dental bite which was connected to the helmet
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structure, thus making the whole assembly very rigid. A light- 
.weight aluminium framework was attached to the top of the helmet 
on which was mounted a system of mirrors and a small light- 
emitting diode (L.E.De) as shown in fig® 2*3.; The mirrors 
were arranged so that the subject could view the L.E.D® binocu­
lar ly at a distance of one metre® An angular accelerometer was 
connected to the dental bite to measure head angular acceleration, 
and eye movements were recorded by E®O.G®
(ii) Method
The subject was seated in a darkened room and instructed to 
make voluntary head movements whilst attempting to fixate the 
L.E.D® which was rigidly attached to the head® As in the first 
experimental condition the velocity and amplitude of head 
movements varied considerably.
As a comparison this procedure was followed by a further 
condition in which the L.E®D. was moved to a fixed site within 
the room at a distance of one metre from the subject who was 
instructed to again fixate the light whilst moving the head 
voluntarily about the longitudinal body axis®
Eye calibrations were carried out at the beginning and end 
of this experiment®
3*2*2® R esu lts
a) Q u a lita tiv e  Features o f  th e  Response to  A ctive and P a ss iv e  Head
Movement
The most important fin d in g  o f  t h is  experiment was th a t during 
both voluntary and p assiv e  ro ta tio n s  o f  th e head in  th e absence o f  a 
v is u a l ta r g e t , a p red ictab le  eye movement was generated o f  s im ila r  
p attern  to  th a t which occurs during v isu a l ta r g e t a cq u is itio n *
T ypical examples o f  responses to  voluntary and p a ssiv e  movements are 
i l lu s t r a t e d  in  f ig s*  3*2*4 and 3*2*5 r e sp e c t iv e ly , and th ese  may be 
compared w ith  the response during ta r g e t seeking shown in  f ig *  3*1*1*
A common featu re  o f  both s e t s  o f  responses was th a t th e  eye movement, 
r e la t iv e  to  the s k u l l ,  co n sisted  o f  an i n i t i a l  saccad ic  component in  
th e  d ir e c t io n  o f  the head movement follow ed by a slow er return towards 
o r b ita l cen tre which appeared to  compensate fo r  the remaining move­
ment o f  th e head* In  gen era l, the compensatory movement did  not 
return the eye to  o r b ita l cen tre , the eye remaining o f f s e t  in  the  
d ir e c t io n  o f  head movement*
Although the m ajority o f  responses ex h ib ited  only one saccad ic  
component, a considerab le number contained two or more saccades*
This fea tu re  was common to  both v o lu n ta r ily  and p a ss iv e ly  induced  
responses and appeared to  be a sso c ia ted  w ith le v e ls  o f  head v e lo c i ty  
which were lower than normal as shown by the examples in  f ig s*  3*2*4(c) 
and 3*2*5 (f )*  In t h is  form the eye movement resem bles much more the  
pattern  o f  a nystagmus c la s s ic a l ly  a sso c ia ted  w ith v e s t ib u la r  stim u­
la tion *  However, i t  i s  n o ticea b le  th a t the amplitude o f  th e saccad ic  
components in  a l l  the examples i l lu s t r a t e d  i s  considerab ly  g rea ter  
(up to  40°) than normally a sso c ia ted  w ith nystagmus where saccad ic  
amplitude i s  gen era lly  between 5° and 10° as shown by the examples in  
fig *  2*1*1* Some eye movements, which are not i l lu s t r a t e d ,  made in  
response to  very slow  head movements (peak v e lo c i ty  le s s  than about 
4 0 ° / s ) , ex h ib ited  saccad ic  amplitudes more ty p ic a l o f  nystagmus sug­
g estin g  th at the d if fe r e n t  amplitudes lay  on a continuum which was 
determined by head v e lo c ity *
During both voluntary and p assive  stim u la tio n  o f  the head the  
saccad ic  component o f  the eye movement was o ften  not o f  constant 
v e lo c ity  throughout the duration o f  the saccade* The i n i t i a l  part o f  
the saccade was gen era lly  o f  constant v e lo c ity  (between 100 and
Eye Position 9
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Fig* 3.2.4o Lateral eye movements relative to the head induced by 
voluntary movements of the head in the lateral plane 
in the dark.
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Fig* Lateral eye movements relative to the head induced by
passive head movement about the longitudinal body axis 
in the dark.
4 00°/s ) o ften  the v e lo c ity  p ro g ressiv e ly  decreased lead ing
to  a ‘rounding e ffe c t*  before the term ination o f  the saccade as shown 
in  some o f  the examples ( e . g . ,  f i g s .  3»2 .4 (d ) and 3»2.5(d)). This 
fea tu re  was a lso  noted by Gresty (1974) in  responses made during 
v isu a l ta rg e t a c q u is it io n .
The one outstanding q u a lita t iv e  d ifferen ce  between the responses  
to  voluntary and p assive  head turning was in  the la ten cy  between the  
s ta r t  o f  tie  head movement and the s ta r t  o f  the saccadic eye movement. 
During voluntary movements the saccade o ften  appeared to  s ta r t  sim ul­
tan eou sly  with the head movement. During p assive  stim u la tio n  th ere  
was very o ften  a considerab le delay (o f  the order o f  30-100 msec) 
before th e onset o f  the saccade, so th a t the i n i t i a l  part o f  th e  eye  
movement was o ften  o f  a compensatory nature, as shown by the examples 
in  f i g .  3*2.5« The la ten cy  between head and eye movement appeared to  
be increased  when the i n i t i a l  ra te  o f  change o f  head v e lo c i t y  was 
lower than normal, even during voluntary head movements ( e . g . ,  f i g .  
3 .2 .4 ( c ) ) .  I t  was n o ticea b le  th a t the angular v e lo c ity  p r o f i le  o f  
head movement during p assive  stim u la tion  was somewhat d if fe r e n t  in  
t h is  resp ect to  th at observed during voluntary movements. In p a r t i­
c u la r , the i n i t i a l  ra te  o f  change o f  head v e lo c ity  was ra re ly  as high  
as th a t achieved during voluntary movements because o f  the d i f f i c u l t y  
o f  moving the high in e r t ia  o f  the whole human body, although peak 
v e lo c i ty  le v e ls  v e r e  comparable (between 30 and 2 0 0 ° /s ) .  On th e  rare  
occasion s when a high i n i t i a l  le v e l  o f  a cce lera tio n  was achieved the  
saccade did occur very ea r ly  during the head (and body) movement 
( e . g . ,  f i g .  3*2 .3 (^ ))«
Another fa c to r  which was found to  be very important in  ach ieving  
the type o f  response i l lu s tr a te d  in  f i g .  3 .2 .5  was the s u b je c t ’s  
s ta te  o f  behavioural arou sa l. I f  the su b ject d i l ig e n t ly  performed 
the mental arithm etic  task  a l lo t t e d ,  then the saccad ic  v e lo c i ty  was 
m aintained a t a high le v e l  (up to  4 0 0 °/sec ) and the saccad ic  eye 
movement was in i t ia te d  a t an ea r ly  sta g e  during the head movement.
I f  the su b ject was allowed to  become drowsy then saccad ic  v e lo c i ty  
was o ften  reduced and gen erally  occurred la te r  during the head move­
ment or not a t a l l .  S im ilar e f f e c t s  o f  behavioural arousal on the  
c h a r a c te r is t ic s  o f  v e st ib u la r  nystagmus and voluntary saccades have
been well established (Collins, Crampton & Posner, 196l| Crampton & 
Schwa in, I96I; Jones & Sugie, 1972; Ron, Robinson & Skavenski,
1972)e
b) Quantitative Relationships Between Head and Eye Movement in the 
Dark
(i) Measured Variables
In order to make a quantitative comparison between the 
response to passive and active head movement the following 
variables were defined as illustrated in fig© 3®2®4:s
61
S3 amplitude of initial saccade
03
= slow phase eye displacement
At £3 duration of initial saccade
V
' S3 initial head displacement
*2
SI total head displacement
00 =
final head displacement corresponding to, slow phase
eye displacement
9. + 6
G 1 1
=5 gaze displacement at end of saccade
If more than one saccade was present during a single response 
the variables were measured between the start of the first saccade 
and the end of the last saccade® For those eye movements in which 
the saccade ‘rounded off* before its termination, the end point 
was taken as the time of minimum velocity, although th^s was 
sometimes difficult to define precisely®
If the reflex eye movements observed during both voluntary 
and passive head movement are to function as a head-eye co-­
ordination system, then it is apparent that a well defined relation­
ship should exist between the head and eye movement® In order to 
assess the co-ordination of head and eye movements the following 
relationships have been tested for the results of each subject®
(ii) The Relationship Between Gaze Displacement ( 0 ) and Total
G
Head Displacement ( <J> )
The first relationship to be considered here is that between 
the gaze displacement (i®e®, the sum of head displacement and 
eye displacement relative to the skull) at the termination of 
the saccade ( 0 ) and the total head displacement ( This
r e la t io n sh ip  i s  i l lu s t r a t e d  in  fig® 3*2 .6  fo r  both a c t iv e  and 
p a ssiv e  head movement. The r e s u lt s  are th ose  o f  one su b ject  
(S4) who p a rtic ip a ted  in  both experim ental conditions, but are 
ty p ic a l o f  a l l  su b jects  te s te d . A fu n ction a l r e la t io n sh ip  was 
derived fo r  th ese  v a r ia b les  using the technique described  in  
Appendix A, enabling the c o e f f ic ie n t s  o f  the fo llow in g  
d escrib in g  fu n ction  to  be determ ined.
= mi  ^2 + °1  *........................ ( 3 .2 .1 . )
The va lu es o f  m^, and the a sso c ia ted  c o rr e la tio n  c o e f f ic ie n t  
(r^) are given in  Table 3 * 2 .1 . fo r  each o f  the su b je c ts .
The values o f  the c o rr e la tio n  c o e f f ic ie n t s  in d ic a te  th a t  
fo r  a l l  su b jects  under both experim ental con d ition s th e prob­
a b i l i t y  th a t equation ( 3 .2 .1 . )  i s  not the d escrib in g  fu n ction  
fo r -th e se  r e s u lt s  i s  le s s  than 0 .0 1 . Id e a lly  i t  should be 
p o ss ib le  to  compare the c o e f f ic ie n t s  o f  equation ( 3 .2 .1 . )  to  
e s ta b lis h  any d ifferen ce  between the responses to  the two exp eri­
mental co n d itio n s . However, th is  i s  d i f f i c u l t  because the  
amplitudes .of <J> were not evenly d is tr ib u ted  throughout the  
p o ss ib le  range o f  <f>2 fo r  a l l  the s e t s  o f  resp on ses. Conse­
q u en tly , w h ils t the values o f  r^, are r ep resen ta tiv e , th ose  o f  
ra^  and c^ are not n ec essa r ily  r e l ia b le .  However, a sim ple  
t - t e s t  carried  out on the values o f  m^, does in d ica te  th a t they  
are s ig n if ic a n t ly  lower (p < O.Op) fo r  the voluntary move­
ments in  the four su b jects  (S1-S4) who were subjected  to  both  
experim ental co n d itio n s .
The im p lica tion  o f  the r e la t io n sh ip  expressed by equation  
( 3 .2 .1 . )  i s  th a t in  order to  p o s it io n  the eye a t a c e r ta in  p oin t  
in  space i t  i s  merely necessary to  move the head through a pro­
p ortion  rn^  o f  the angular displacem ent required and the  
appropriate eye displacem ent w i l l  be generated as a p red ic ta b le  
response. The error involved in  such a p red ic tio n  i s  q u ite  
large however, so  th a t the mechanism i s  not very accu rate. The 
b est value o f  the standard error o f  estim ation  which could be 
achieved with the r e s u lt s  from any o f  the su b jec ts  was +_ 1 0 .4 ° .  
Some o f  th is  erro r , o f  course, i s  a ttr ib u ta b le  to  errors in  
measurement and the recording tech n iq u es.
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Voluntary Passive
Subject N rai C1
(deg)
1 N mi C1 r1
SI 43 1.18 2*95 0*80 32 I0O7 4.32 0*68
S2 49 ls.ll 9-50 0*77 44 0*89 CO a CO CO 0*82
S3 46 1©51 “3 c 91 0„91 26 "la 08 10*22 0*87
S.4 70 lo49 3-92 0*93 42 la 3 2 0*94 0*83
S3 ?8 1-37 2*91 0*94 28 lc.01 7-95 . .0*83
S6 66 1*47 4 © 22 0*7 7 26 •i- a ^ •& 2*45 0© 61
s? 64 J.& iO Oe 91 0*96 36 la 10 1* 28 0*87
S8 . 76 1*43 10 0 3 4 Oe85 48 1*05 10*44 0*81
L-D 40 1-39 5©22 0*62
•
N si number of data pairs . ,
Table 3-2*1© The coefficients (ni^  and c^) of equation (3-2*1*) 
and the associated correlation coefficient 0"^)
Voluntary < Passive
Subject N m2 C2
(deg)
r2 N m2 c2 r2
S3. . 43 0*67 »1*91 0*64 32 0©76 “0*32 0*8?
S2 49 0*53 2*78 0*85 44 0*43 5*26 0©50
S3 46 1*03 “7-89 0©77 26 0©53 1*05 0*83
S4 70 0*85 -2© 44 0*70 42 1*16 «2©48 0*71
S3 78 0*53 2*32 0*76 28 0©72 “4*26 0©49
S6 66 1*43 “5 c 60 0©66 26 0*54 “0©47 0*81
S7 64 0*93 “1*12 0©66 36 0*86 “2*63 0*88
S8 76 0*82 “2 ©45 0*53 48 0*95 “3-24 0*58
L-D 40 0*72 2*42 0*62
N » number of data pairs 
Table 3-202* The coefficients (m^ and c^) of equation. (3o2©2©) 
and the associated correlation coefficient (r_)
( i i i )  The Compensatory Eye Movement
The second r e la t io n sh ip  in v o lv es  the slow  phase component 
o f  the eye response# The primary r o le  o f  th e v e st ib u lo -o cu la r  
r e f le x  i s  to  induce movements o f  the eye which compensate fo r  
head displacem ent (Mach, 1873; Breuer, 1874; Crum Brown,
1874; Steinhausen, 1931? Mowrer, 1932)# I t  i s  th erefo re  
reasonable to  look fo r  a r e la t io n sh ip  between the amplitude o f  
slow  phase eye movement ( 0^ ) and the concomitant head d isp la ce ­
ment ( The nature o f  th is  r e la t io n sh ip  i s  i l lu s t r a t e d  in
fig#  3*2*7* fo r  both experim ental con d ition s using the r e s u lt s  
o f  su b ject 4# Since absolu te values o f  the v a r ia b les  were used  
in  t h is  co rr e la tio n  to  combine both l e f t -  and r ig h t-g o in g  move­
m ents, t h is  masks the fa c t  th a t the eye movement i s  in  o p p o sitio n
to  the head movement* Using the technique described in  Appendix A
an equation may be f i t t e d  to  the r e s u lt s  o f  the form,
0. = m_ 6 + c  ........  (3*2.2*)3 2 Y3 2
The values o f  ra ,^ c^ and the co rr e la tio n  c o e f f ic ie n t s  r^ 
are given  in  Table 3*2*2; the le v e l  o f  s ig n if ic a n c e  o f  th e  
c o rr e la tio n  i s  again b e tter  than 1 per cent fo r  a l l  su bjects*
A comparison o f  the values o f  m fo r  the four su b jec ts  who
a
completed both experim ents in d ica ted  no s ig n if ic a n t  d iffe re n c e  
between responses to  both voluntary and p assive  head r o ta t io n .
The mean value o f  m averaged over a l l  su b jects  fo r  both a c t iv e
a
and p assive  head movements was 0.79*
As expected , th ese  r e s u lt s  in d ica te  th a t the slow  phase eye  
movement provides fa ir ly  accurate compensation fo r  remaining head 
r o ta tio n  fo llow in g  the end o f  the saccade. A slop e  o f  u n ity  in  
t h is  r e la t io n sh ip  would in d ica te  exact compensation which would 
imply th a t the p o s it io n  o f  the eye in  space was s t a b i l i s e d  
fo llow in g  the end o f  the saccade# However, although th e cor­
r e la t io n  c o e f f ic ie n t s  are f a ir ly  h igh , i t  i s  apparent th a t the  
error o f  p red ic tio n  i s  again large in  t h is  r e la t io n sh ip .
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Fig* 3*2*7* The relationship between slow phase eye displacement 
(9^) and final head displacement during head
turning movements.
( iv )  The R elationsh ip  Between Gaze Displacement ( 0_) and
G
Saccadic Duration ( A t )
I t  i s  apparent by referen ce to  the examples shown in  f i g s .  
3 .2 .4  and 3*2.5 th a t the v e lo c i ty  o f  the saccad ic  eye movement, 
w h ils t  i t  i s  i n i t i a l l y  always very high, tends to  decrease w ith  
tim e leading to  a 1 rounding e f f e c t '  as noted p rev io u sly . A 
study o f  the examples showed th a t th ere was a greater  tendency  
fo r  th is  e f f e c t  to  occur during head movements o f  h igher  
v e lo c i ty .  However, Gresty (1974) observed th a t throughout the  
duration o f  a saccade the sum o f  head and eye d isplacem ent, 
th a t i s  the gaze displacem ent, was approximately o f  constant 
v e lo c i ty .  In the present experiment the r e s u lt s  were not 
recorded on a tape recorder and thus analogue ad d ition  o f  head 
and eye movement s ig n a ls  was not p o s s ib le . But i t  was p o ss ib le  
to  obta in  some measure o f  the v e lo c i ty  o f  gaze displacem ent by 
looking a t the re la t io n sh ip  between i t s  amplitude and d u ration . 
This has been represented grap h ica lly  in  f i g .  3*2 .8  fo r  both  
a c t iv e  and p assive  head movements o f  one su b ject (S 4 ). An 
attempt has been made to  f i t  th ese  data to  a lin e a r  equation o f  
the form:
0G « At + c  ...............   (3*2 .3*)
by d eriv in g  the fu n ction a l r e la t io n sh ip . The values o f  m^, c^ 
and the a sso c ia ted  c o rre la tio n  c o e f f ic ie n t  r^ in d ica te  th a t th e  
p ro b a b ility  o f  equation (3*2.3*) not being the co rrect d escrib in g  
fu n ction  i s  le s s  than 0 .0 1 . The va lu es o f  approxim ately  
in d ica te  the average v e lo c ity  o f  the saccade, although on ly  i f  
the in tercep t (c^) i s  sm all, s in c e  th e o r e t ic a lly  i t  should be 
zero . Although equation (3*2 .3*) does express a lin e a r  r e la t io n ­
sh ip  w ith gen erally  high le v e ls  o f  c o r r e la t io n , the variance i s  
s t i l l  high and, furthermore, i t  i s  apparent by referen ce to  the  
r e s u lt s  in  f i g .  3*2 .8  th a t the v a r ia tio n  in  saccad ic  v e lo c i ty  
fo r  one su b ject can be as much as four fo ld  (minimum approxim ately  
100O/ s ;  maximum approximately 4 0 0 ° /s ) .
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Fig*, 3e2eo«, The relationship between gaze displacement (0_) and the
G
duration of the saccade (At) during head turning 
movements•
Subject N o3
(°/s)
°3
(deg)
r3
N
o3
(°/s)
C3
(deg)
'r3
SI 43 233 o 4 10*01 0o6? 32 286*4 6.44 0*65
S2 49 193 ©4 15*51 0o67 44 242*0 3*19 0.69
S3 46 362*2 2*50 0*63 26 296*0 4c 21 0*59
S4 ' 70 344*4 -18*90 0.73 42 254 c 4 6* 10 O.65
S3 78 322*4 -4.22 0*72 28 162.4 14.70 O062
S6 66 234*0 0*15 0*60 26 200c 4 7*50 0.57
S T •64 213©0 -3*41 0*71 36 •232*4 80 4o 0.73
S8 76 204e 3 2.02 0.62 48 234*5 6*42 0.79
L~D 40 222*3 10*56 0.54-
N » number of data pairs.
Table 3*2*3© The coefficients (m^ and c^) of equation (3©2.3®) 
and the associated correlation coefficients (r^).
c ) Responses o f  the Subject w ith Loss o f  V estibu lar Function
Responses o f  the lab yrin th in e  d e fe c tiv e  sub ject to  voluntary  
head movement in  the dark were q u a lita t iv e ly  in d is tin g u ish a b le  from 
th ose o f  normal subjects*  The q u a n tita tiv e  measures as described  fo r  
normal su b jec ts  are shov/n in  the f in a l  rows o f  Tables 3 * 2 * 1 ., 3*2*2* 
and 3*2*3* and th ese  a lso  in d ica ted  an apparently normal fu n ctio n a l 
r e la t io n sh ip  between head and eye movement* The reason fo r  con­
ducting t h is  experiment was to  show whether or not the v e st ib u la r  
system  was e s s e n t ia l  fo r  head-eye co-ordination* The r e s u lt s  su ggest  
th a t i t  i s  not*
d) Responses to  Head Turning w ith Concomitant P o st-r o ta t io n a l
Nystagmus
-The eye movement response o f  a normal su b ject to  an abrupt stop  
from constant r o ta tio n  ( i . e . ,  an im pulsive angular d ece lera tio n ) in  
th e dark i s  ty p ic a l ly  a nystagmus in  which the slow  phase eye  
v e lo c ity  decays exp on en tia lly  to  zero over a period o f  some 30-40  
seconds* When the su b ject was exposed to  such a stim ulus and asked 
to  move the head v o lu n ta r ily  in  the dark the eye movements were o f  
the form i l lu s t r a t e d  in  fig *  3*2*9* Also in d ica ted  are the slow  
phase eye v e lo c ity  and the head p o s it io n , and v e lo c ity *
I t  i s  apparent, by comparing the slow  phase eye v e lo c i ty  and 
th e head v e lo c i ty ,  th a t the slow  phase components o f  the eye move­
ment are the r e s u lt  o f  the su p erp osition  o f  the ex p o n en tia lly  decaying  
response to  the stopping stim ulus and the response to  head turning*
More in te r e s t in g  i s  the r e la t io n sh ip  between the s ta r t  o f  head 
movement (as in d icated  by the head v e lo c i ty  waveform) and the  
in i t ia t io n  o f  the saccad ic  eye movement* When the head movement was 
such as to  generate a slow  phase eye displacem ent op p osite  in  d ir e c ­
t io n  to  the slow  phase o f  the p o s t-r o ta t io n a l response, the fa s t  
phase eye movement occurred w e ll a f te r  the s ta r t  o f  head movement* 
Indeed during the fourth head movement (se e  fig*  3*2*9) there was no 
saccade at a l l  fo r  th is  r e la t iv e ly  sm all amplitude (approxim ately  
12°) movement. A comparable head movement from the f i r s t  ex p er i­
mental con d ition  i s  i l lu s t r a t e d  in  fig *  3*2*4 (e ) in  which the  
saccad ic  eye movement had an amplitude o f  approximately 2 0 ° . I t  
would appear th a t during t h is  p a r ticu la r  head movement, the saccade
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Fig. 3*2*9* The oculomotor response to head turning movements 
performed in the dark with a concurrent stopping 
stimulus applied to the lateral semicircular 
canals.
which would have resu lted  from the head turning manoeuvre has been 
ca n ce lled  out by the saccade r e su lt in g  from the stopping stim u lu s, 
th e two actin g  a n ta g o n istica lly *  C onversely, i f  the slow  phases 
acted s y n e r g is t ic a lly  the relevan t eye movement occurred e a r l ie r  
during th e head movement, although c le a r ly  i t  i s  d i f f i c u l t  to  say  
whether t h is  i s  a d ir e c t  r e s u lt  o f  head turning or whether i t  would 
have occurred a t th a t tim e anyway from the p o s t-r o ta tio n a l v e st ib u la r  
stim ulus*
The o v e r a ll p ic tu re  presented by th ese  r e s u lt s  i s  th a t during 
voluntary head movements in  the daik the response o f  th e eyes i s  
c r i t i c a l l y  a ffec te d  by a concomitant v e st ib u la r  stim u lu s, even to  the  
determ ination o f  the tim ing o f  the saccad ic  eye movement* However, 
i t  must be added, th a t the r e s u lt s  shown were th ose o f  one su b ject  
only and a properly co n tro lled  experiment w ith more su b jects  would be 
needed to  confirm th ese  findings*
e) The Response to  Head Turning w ith V isual F ixation
When the su b ject was in stru cted  to  turn the head w h ils t  f ix a t in g  
an ob ject f ix ed  to  the head the oculomotor response had the form 
i l lu s t r a t e d  in  fig *  3*2*10(a)* The eye movement in  each example con­
s i s t s  o f  an i n i t i a l  saccade in  the d ir e c tio n  o f  head motion fo llow ed  
by a period during which the eye i s  brought back to  c en tr e . C lea r ly , 
no eye movement i s  d esira b le  in  such a s itu a t io n  and i t  was found 
th a t the eye movement could in  fa c t  be elim in ated  i f  the head was 
moved slow ly* But a t the ra te  o f  turning i l lu s t r a t e d , in  which the  
a cce lera tio n  was s im ila r  to  ra tes  achieved during voluntary head 
movements executed in  darkness, the i n i t i a l  response o f  th e eye was 
o f  a form s im ila r  to  th at seen during movements in  the dark and 
during v isu a l ta rg e t a c q u is it io n  w ith an i n i t i a l  saccad ic  movement 
in  the d ir e c tio n  o f  head tu rn ing . When an eye movement response o f  
th is  type was observed, the su b jec tiv e  sen sa tio n  was o f  the ta r g e t  
l ig h t  moving a t high v e lo c ity  across the r e t in a , producing a smeared 
image*
In c o n tra st, when the head was turned v o lu n ta r ily  w h ils t  attemp­
tin g  to  f ix a te  an ob ject fix ed  in  space, i t  was a sim ple m atter to  
preserve v isu a l a c u ity , even when the head was moved a t a very high  
r a te . This fea tu re  i s  i l lu s t r a te d  by the r e s u lt s  shown in
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Fig. 3o2.10. Eye movements with respect to the head evoked in 
response to head turning movements during which 
the subject attempted to fixate a target light 
which was (a) fixed to the head and (b) fixed 
in space.
f i g .  3 * 2 .10(b) where the eye movement i s  o f  a wholly compensatory 
nature w ithout a saccad ic  component.
3*2.3* Discussion
F ir s t ,  i t  i s  appropriate to  d iscu ss  the p o ss ib le  sources o f  error  
w ith in  the experim ental con d ition s considered in  t h is  f i r s t  s e r ie s  o f  
experim ents. An important con sid era tion  i s  whether the responses  
observed during p assive  s tim u la tio n  are w holly those o f  th e v e s t ib u la r  
system or whether oth er sensory organs may be in volved . I t  i s  cer ­
ta in ly  tru e th a t the su b ject was given  adequate pressure s t im u li to  
the sk in  by the pressure pads app lied  to  r e s tr a in  the body. But i t  
seems u n lik e ly  th a t the response to  such s t im u li would g ive such w e ll  
co rre la ted  r e la t io n sh ip s  between head and eye movement p a r tic u la r ly  
as i t  was not a n a tu ra lly  occurring combination o f  s t im u li .  E qually, 
i t  i s  p o ss ib le  th a t jo in t  receptors were a c tiv a ted  i f  th ere was any 
r e la t iv e  motion w ith in  the body, but again i t  i s  u n lik e ly  th a t they  
would produce the r e s u lt s  obtained.
A second problem concerns the errors a r is in g  in  measurement o f  
the head and eye movements. When the i n i t i a l  measurements were made 
i t  was not known what the f in a l  conclusions would be. Consequently 
some o f  the measurements were not appropriate to  studying th e  
r e la t io n sh ip s  considered (a s , fo r  example, when there was more than  
one saccade during a head movement) and t h is  led  in  some in sta n ces  to  
a la rg er  variance than necessary in  some o f  the r e s u lt s .  This i s  one 
reason why i t  was f e l t  advantageous to  rep eat the f i r s t  two exp eri­
mental con d ition s togeth er  w ith  con d ition s in volv ing  v isu a l ta r g e t  
a c q u is it io n  in  the second s e r ie s  o f  experim ents. N ev erth e less , 
d esp ite  th ese  l im ita t io n s , c er ta in  con clu sion s can be drawn from th e  
r e s u lt s  as fo llo w s .
The most important fa c t  which emerges from the r e s u lt s  presented  
so fa r  i s  th at when the head i s  moved e ith e r  v o lu n ta r ily  or p a ss iv e ly  
in  complete darkness, th e p attern  o f  eye movement observed i s  s im ila r  
to  th a t seen  during v isu a l ta rg e t a c q u is it io n . This fa c t  alone c a l l s  
in to  qu estion  the current theory concerning the co -ord in a tion  o f  head 
and eye movements during v isu a l ta r g e t a c q u is it io n , as put forward, 
fo r  example, by B iz z i e t  a l .  (1972). According to  th is  theory the  
r e t in a l error inform ation i s  used to  c a lc u la te  the necessary
amplitude of gaze displacement. If the head is fixed then the gaze 
displacement is, of course, represented by a saccadic eye movement 
only. The saccade carries the eyes to the target position at or 
near maximum velocity as demonstrated by Robinson (1964 and 1970)*
If, however, the head is free to turn the gaze displacement consists 
of both head and eye displacement. But, it is argued, the vestibulo- 
ocular reflex generates an eye movement (slow phase only) which 
compensates for the head movement. Thus the gaze displacement still 
appears as a maximum velocity saccade. But the eye movement relative 
to the head no longer has the appearance of a constant velocity 
saccade since it is modified by the slow phase component of the 
vestibulo-ocular response, which leads to the •rounding* of the 
saccade before its termination.
The concept of the determination of gaze displacement by retinal 
error would appear to be a highly probable explanation of the mechanism 
of co-ordination. However, the results shown in this series of experi­
ments indicate that when the head is turned in the absence of any 
retinal error information the eye movement consists not only of a 
slow phase component but also of a large amplitude saccadic component 
which acts in the direction of head motion. Such a fast phase com­
ponent does not fit into the theory expounded above and it is clearly 
necessary to explain why it should be present at all.
There are two possible explanations which immediately come to 
mind.. The first is that the saccadic component of the eye movement 
observed during head movements in the dark is suppressed during normal 
visual target acquisition, and this will be discussed later. The 
second possibility is that retinal error information is used not to 
determine gaze displacement, but to determine the amplitude of head 
movement from which the eye movement is automatically defined. In 
order that such a system should function effectively it would be 
necessary for the peak gaze displacement to be functionally related 
to the amplitude of head movement. The evidence for just such a 
relationship has been shown in the quantitative examination of the 
results of the first two experimental conditions® First, it was 
shown that the gaze displacement at the end of the initial saccade 
was highly correlated with total head displacement, even though the 
velocity of the head movement varied considerably. Second, it was
shown th a t the slow  phase component o f  the eye movement was co rre la ted  
w ith  the remaining head movement a f te r  the end o f  the i n i t i a l  saccade.
As d iscu ssed  in  S ectio n  3 * 2 .2 . a s lo p e  o f  u n ity  in  th is  r e la t io n sh ip  
in d ic a te s  th a t the eye movement p r e c ise ly  compensates fo r  head move­
ment. Few su b jects  showed p er fec t compensation which may, in  p a rt, 
be a ttr ib u ta b le  to  the errors in  the measurement technique and in  the  
estim a tio n  o f  the s lop e  o f  equation (3 * 2 .2 .) .
I f  the slow  phase eye movement were e x a c tly  compensatory fo r  head 
movement t h is  would r e s u lt  in  the gaze displacem ent being m aintained  
constant fo llow in g  the end o f  the saccade. In other words, the peak 
gaze displacem ent would be achieved a t the end o f  the saccade and 
before the com pletion o f  the head movement. The r e la t io n sh ip  expressed  
by equation ( 3 .2 .1 . )  in d ica te s  th a t th e saccad ic  component o f  the eye 
movement would move the eye to  a p o s it io n  in  space which i s  propor­
t io n a te ly  re la ted  to  the head displacem ent in  a p red ic tiv e  manner.
The system would thus behave in  an optim al manner according to  the  
r e s tr ic t io n s  o f  i t s  component p a r ts . That i s ,  the ey e , which has le s s  
in e r t ia  and can be moved w ith sh orter  la ten cy , would be moved a t maxi­
mum v e lo c i ty  to  a p o s it io n  which would be p red ic tiv e  o f  the f in a l  
p o s it io n  o f  the r e la t iv e ly  slow ly  moving head.
In gen era l, the r e s u lt s  o f  Table 3 * 2 .1 . in d ica te  th a t th e  pred ic­
t iv e  gaze displacem ent i s  greater than the to t a l  head d isp lacem ent.
Thus the f in a l  p o s it io n  o f  the eye i s  not a t o r b ita l c en tr e , but i s  
o f f s e t  in  the d ir e c tio n  o f  head displacem ent. This i s  a fea tu re  which 
has been found in  experiments on v isu a l ta rg e t a c q u is it io n  (B artz ,
1966} B iz z i e t  a l . , 1972; G resty, 1974). The gaze displacem ent i s  
in  fa c t  shared between the head and e y es . This i s  c le a r ly  a func­
t io n a lly  advantageous manoeuvre s in c e  the head and eyes are in d iv id u a lly  
lim ited  to  la te r a l  angular excursions o f  +_ 75° and 45° r e s p e c t iv e ly .
I f  i t  i s  assumed th a t gaze displacem ent a t the end o f  th e saccade  
rep resen ts peak gaze displacem ent ( i . e . ,  th a t slow  phase compensation  
i s  exact) then the mean proportion o f  gaze displacem ent made up by 
head displacem ent during head movements in  the dark i s  83 per cen t 
(from Table 3 * 2 .1 .) .  In an experiment performed by Gresty (1974) 
su b jects  were in stru cted  to  move head and eyes to  f ix a te  a ta r g e t  
l ig h t  which was presented for  40 msec o n ly . There was thus r e t in a l  
error inform ation, but no v isu a l feedback a fte r  the s ta r t  o f  th e head
and eye movement s in ce  the l ig h t  was extingu ished  w e ll w ith in  the  
rea c tio n  time o f  the head or ey es . In t h is  s itu a t io n  the mean propor­
t io n  o f  head movement to  gaze displacem ent (estim ated  ex tra p o la tio n  
from two s e t s  o f  graphical data) was 95 per c e n t. The d ifferen ce  
between th e values fo r  the r a tio  between head and gaze displacem ent 
may be a ttr ib u ta b le  to  many fa cto rs  and i t  was to  c la r i f y  t h is  poin t 
th at i t  was decided to  conduct the experiments which are presented in  
the second s e r ie s .
In the a n a ly s is  o f  the r e s u lt s  there were some s ig n if ic a n t  d i f ­
feren ces between the v o lu n ta r ily  and p a ss iv e ly  induced head movements. 
The most important q u a lita t iv e  d ifferen ce  was th at the p a ss iv e ly  
induced responses showed a longer la ten cy  between the s ta r t  o f  head 
movement and the s ta r t  o f  the saccad ic  eye movement. I t  has already  
been pointed out th at there was great d i f f i c u l t y  in  ach ieving a 
s im ila r  ra te  o f  onset o f  head v e lo c ity  during p assive  movement as 
compared w ith the voluntary head movements, which may have been a 
contributary fa c to r .
Another fa c to r  may have been the s ta te  o f  behavioural arousal o f  
the su b jec t, which i s  known to  modify the nature o f  the saccad ic  com­
ponent as d iscussed  p rev iou sly . I t  might be argued th at the voluntary  
response rep resen ts a s itu a t io n  in  which, per s e ,  th ere i s  a h igher  
s ta te  o f  arou sa l. In the mathematical model o f  v e s t ib u la r  nystagmus 
produced by Barnes (1973)* i t  was assumed th a t saccades would be 
in i t ia t e d  whenever the v e st ib u la r  a fferen t s ig n a l,  which i s  coded fo r  
head v e lo c ity ,  exceeded a cer ta in  th reshold  le v e l .  The response 
observed during a low le v e l  o f  arousal would be represented in  the  
model by a high threshold  le v e l in  the sen sor . In the head turning  
response the higher th reshold  would r e s u lt  in  a longer delay before  
th e onset o f  the saccade. Equally, i f  the ra te  o f  onset o f  head 
v e lo c i ty  were low then th is  would a lso  r e s u lt  in  a longer la ten cy  
before the saccade than i f  head a cce lera tio n  were h igh .
A fu rther p o ss ib le  explanation  fo r  the d ifferen ce  between a c t iv e  
and p assive  responses i s  th at during voluntary movements the saccade  
may be in i t ia te d  by a cen tra l command. In other words, there may be 
a c o l la te r a l  o f  the pathway resp on sib le  fo r  neck motor in n ervation  
which i s  relayed d ir e c t ly  to  the saccadic generating mechanism, which 
could g ive  sh orter  la te n c ie s  between head and eye movement. However,
t h i s  p o s s ib i l i t y  appears to  be brought in to  qu estion  by the r e s u lt s  
obtained when voluntary head movements were made with a concurrent 
v e s t ib u la r  stopping stim u lu s. In th is  s itu a t io n  the tim ing o f  the  
saccad ic  in i t ia t io n  and the amplitude o f  the saccade were m odified  
by the concurrent response to  the stopping stim ulus in  a manner which 
i s  com patible w ith the th reshold  concept explained above* That i s ,  
the tim ing o f  in i t ia t io n  o f  the saccade appeared to  be dependent 
upon th e su p erp osition  o f  the compensatory components o f  the p o st-  
r o ta tio n a l and head turning respon ses. When th ese  were o f  op p osite  
p o la r ity , the saccade was delayed because the r esu lta n t slow  phase 
v e lo c i ty  must be reversed  in  s ig n  before the threshold  le v e l  i s  
exceeded. This does not co n c lu s iv e ly  disprove th a t a cen tra l 
command i s  used to  in i t i a t e  the saccade but im p lies th a t a much 
wore complex model would be required to  exp la in  the r e s u lt .  I t  
would have to  be assumed th at the cen tra l command resp on sib le  fo r  
in i t ia t in g  the saccade would be m odified by the p o s t-r o ta t io n a l  
response in  such a way as to  modify i t s  c a p a b ility  o f  tr ig g e r in g  
the saccad ic  mechanism. Further con sid era tion  w i l l  be given to  
t h is  r e s u lt  in  the d iscu ssio n  o f  model behaviour.
The r e la t io n sh ip  between the head and eye responses d iscu ssed  so
fa r  and those e l i c i t e d  during v isu a l ta rg e t a c q u is it io n  i s  d i f f i c u l t  
to  determ ine. The argument r e s ts  to  a large  ex ten t on th e la ten cy  o f  
eye movement w ith resp ect to  head movement. I t  has been reported by 
B iz z i e t  a l .  (1972) th a t during v isu a l ta rg e t a c q u is it io n  th e eye
movement i s  o ften  in i t ia t e d  before the head movement, but t h is  appears
to  be based la r g e ly  on measurement o f  head displacem ent which shows a 
considerab le delay on head a cce lera tio n  or neck E.M.G. because o f  the  
high in e r t ia  o f  the head. But, i f  t h is  i s  tr u e , then the saccad ic  
in i t ia t io n  c le a r ly  cannot be a response to  v e st ib u la r  s tim u la tio n .
I f  th e saccad ic  eye movement can be in i t ia t e d  by some other mechanism 
i t  i s  apparent, as mentioned e a r l ie r ,  th a t the v e st ib u la r  saccade 
must be suppressed, or rath er, th a t the in flu en ce  o f  the v e s t ib u la r  
system on the saccad ic  mechanism must be overridden by the cen tr a l  
co n tr o l.
The r e s u lt s  o f  the fourth experim ental con d ition  su ggest th a t  
saccad ic  suppression can indeed take p lace under c er ta in  co n d it io n s . 
When the su b ject made voluntary head movements w h ils t  f ix a t in g  a
ta rg e t l ig h t  f ix ed  to  the head i t  was d i f f i c u l t  to  suppress e ith e r  
the fa s t  or slow  phase components o f  the eye movement. However, when 
the head was moved w h ils t  f ix a t in g  a ta rg e t in  space, the f a s t  phase 
component was never seen , no m atter how fa s t  the head was moved. The 
d ifferen ce  between th ese  two experim ental con d ition s i s  th a t in  one 
the slow  phase i s  appropriate and the r esu lta n t r e t in a l error i s  
sm all, w h ils t  in  the oth er i t  i s  inappropriate s in ce  no movement o f  
the eye i s  required . I f  the eye movement i s  inappropriate then i t  
can only be suppressed i f  the slow  phase v e lo c ity  i s  low enough fo r  
the v isu a l tracking mechanism to  be e f f e c t iv e  (Barnes e t  a l . , 1974). 
Otherwise, the slow  phase w i l l  break through and the fa s t  phase w i l l  
be an automatic response o f  the saccad ic  mechanism. I t  would appear 
th a t i t  i s  the r e t in a l error , or perhaps the ra te  o f  change o f  error , 
which i s  resp on sib le  fo r  determining whether the saccade i s  present 
or n o t. This would be in terp reted  in  terms o f  the model parameters 
as an in crease  in  threshold  le v e l  a sso c ia ted  w ith a decrease in  
r e t in a l  error . I t  may be ju s t  t h is  process which i s  involved  during 
v isu a l ta r g e t a c q u is it io n . I f  an ob ject appears with good d e f in it io n  
on the r e t in a  th is  may r e s u lt  in  a temporary r a is in g  o f  the th resh old  
le v e l  in  the saccadic mechanism.
The response o f  the lab yrin th in e d e fe c t iv e  su b ject is  ^ a t  f i r s t  
s igh t, rather con fu sin g , s in ce  during voluntary movements o f  th e head 
both the large  amplitude fa s t  phase and an adequate compensatory slow  
phase were produced. Does th is  destroy the argument fo r  th e in v o lv e­
ment o f  the v e st ib u la r  apparatus during voluntary movements? The 
answer i s  probably provided by the r e s u lt s  o f  an experiment ca rr ied  
out by Dichgans e t  a l .  (1974), in  which i t  was shown th a t immediately 
fo llow in g  labyrinthectom y in  the monkey, head-eye co -o rd in a tion  was 
l o s t .  There was no compensatory component, as might be expected , but 
there was a fa s t  phase in  a response to  f ix a te  a ta r g e t . Over a 
period o f  days, the compensatory component was gradually regained and 
ev en tu a lly  appeared to  be normal. In a fu rther experiment the cer­
v ic a l  a ffer en ts  were a lso  cu t, whereupon the co -ord in ation  was again  
l o s t ,  a fin d in g  which su ggests th a t i t  i s  the neck-ocular r e f le x  which 
i s  resp on sib le  for  the adaptation . As noted in  Chapter 2 , the  
c o llic u lo -o c u la r  r e f le x  i s  normally f a ir ly  weak but may become
p o ten tia ted  when v e s t ib u la r  fu n ction  i s  lo s t*  Even a f t e r  de­
a f  feren t at io n , however, the monkeys were able to  regain  some 
compensatory component during voluntary movements, po in ting  to  some 
form o f  cen tra l adaptation* I t  seems reasonable to  assume th a t the  
lab yrin th in e  d e fe c tiv e  su b ject who p a rtic ip a ted  in  the experiment 
described here had a lso  adapted fo r  voluntary movements* Unfor­
tu n a te ly  th is  su b ject was not given the p assive  stim ulus to  t e s t  the  
v est ib u lo -o cu la r  r e f le x  during a sim ulated head turning movement, 
although other v e s t ib u la r  t e s t s  had given n egative r e s u lt s .
I t  i s  a lso  o f  in te r e s t  th a t in  the experiment conducted by 
Dichgans e t  a l .  (1974) the fa s t  phase component was not lo s t  in  the  
labyrinthectoraized monkey during v isu a l ta rg e t a c q u is it io n . This 
su ggests  th a t the saccad ic  component i s  not normally in i t ia t e d  by the  
v e s t ib u la r  system during v isu a l ta r g e t a c q u is it io n  but rather i s  
under cen tra l c o n tr o l. This i s  a lso  corroborated by an experiment 
carr ied  out by B iz z i e t  a l .  (1972) in  which the head o f  a monkey was 
fo r c ib ly  stopped abruptly during the execution  o f  a co-ord inated  head 
and eye movement to  f ix a te  a v isu a l ta r g e t . The slow  phase component 
was not present^ as might be expected, but the fa s t  phase was unaltered  
and the eye reached the ta rg e t by i t s e l f  even though the head had 
been stopped. However, i t  must be added th a t the monkeys used in  
t h is  experiment were h igh ly  tra in ed  to  respond to  a lim ited  number o f  
s t im u li so i t  i s  q u ite  p o ss ib le  th a t th e ir  responses do not r e f le c t  
the normal responses when the ta r g e t p o s it io n , fo r  example, i s  l e s s  
p red ic ta b le . I t  may be th a t the head and eye co -ord in ation  observed  
during voluntary head movement in  the dark rep resen ts a t o t a l ly  
d if fe r e n t , but equally  im portant, category o f  respon ses, namely th ose  
made to  le s s  p red ictab le  or w e ll defined  ta r g e ts .
3 .3*  EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON OF VISUALLY AND NON-VISUALLY INDUCED 
EYE MOVEMENT RESPONSES TO HEAD TURNING
3 * 3 * i. Apparatus
The apparatus used fo r  th e  second s e r ie s  o f  experim ents i s  i l l u s ­
tra ted  in  fig *  3 * 3 .i .  The su b ject sa t  in  a den ta l ch a ir  which was 
extrem ely heavy and s ta b le  and which could be e a s i ly  adjusted  to  s u i t  
the various anthropometric requirements o f  d if fe r e n t  su b jects*  The 
ch a ir  was p osition ed  at the centre o f  a sem icircu lar  periphery*
The periphery was a s t r ip  o f  hardboard w ith a depth o f  300 nm1 
bent in to  a sem icircu lar  shape o f  radius 1®2 metres on a wooden frame* 
The rough inner surface o f  th e hardboard was painted w ith a matt 
black pain t and i t  was p o sition ed  on supports so th a t the cen tre  l in e  
was nom inally d ir e c t ly  in  the l in e  o f  v is io n  w ith the su b ject in  the  
normal s i t t in g  p osition *
Bnbedded in to  the hardboard were 13 Gallium Arsenide l ig h t  
em itting  diodes (LED), each w ith an outer diam eter o f  4 mm* These 
were used as ta rg et sources in  th is  experim ent, being p a r tic u la r ly  
su ita b le  as they had a r is e  time o f  only 3 p sec , thus enabling short 
p u lses o f  l ig h t  to  be presented to  the su b ject without any d isc e r ­
n ib le  tr a n s ie n t f lu c tu a tio n  in  the le v e l  o f  illu m in a tio n  as would' 
r e s u lt  from the use o f  a filam ent bulb* The sources were a lso  sm a ll, 
subtending approximately 0*2 degrees a t the ey e , w ith l i t t l e  d isp er­
s io n  and a high con trast edge when viewed in  darkness* The wavelength  
o f  the l ig h t  em itted was approximately 635 nm, thus appearing as red  
l ig h t  and the luminance, which could be co n tro lled  by the current 
passed through, was m aintained a t 2*3 cd/ra • This le v e l  i s  w e ll  
above the threshold  fo r  perception by the peripheral r e t in a  but was 
s u f f i c ie n t ly  low to  avoid e x cessiv e  sc a tte r in g  o f  the lig h t*  Higher 
le v e ls  o f  .luminance resu lted  in  a *halo* around the source caused by 
d if fr a c t io n  through the dome shaped extern a l cover o f  the LED which 
reduced the contrast o f  the edge*
The l ig h ts  were placed approxim ately a t equal in te r v a ls  around
the periphery nom inally a t 0 ° , _+ 13° ,  30° ,  j* 43°, 60°, + 73° and
o90 « The actual angular p o s it io n s  were surveyed from the c e n tr a lly
Fig. 3.3.1. T h e  a p p a r a t u s  u s e d  in the s e c o n d  s e r i e s  o f  e x p e r i m e n t s .
Th e  b l a c k  p e r i p h e r y  in front o f  t he s u b j e c t  c o n t a i n s  a n  
a r r a y  o f  small light e m i t t i n g  d i o d e s  w h i c h  a r e  not 
v i s i b l e  in this picture.

positioned potentiometer recording' head displacement, and found to be 
as follows, reading from left to right and taking 0° as the datum 
point:
-74.94°; -59.92°; -44.90°; -30.00°; -14.93°;
0°; *15.01°! +30.04°; +44.89°; +60.01°; +74.90°
These small errors in target position were of no consequence in 
assessing the accuracy of eye and head positioning since calibration 
was also carried out on these same target sources.
Movements of the head were monitored again by the use of an 
angular potentiometer as in the first experiment but the apparatus was 
redesigned in order to achieve a higher level of accuracy. A 
specially designed helmet was manufactured made up of strips of 
18 gauge aluminium alloy and formed into the shape illustrated in 
fig® 3®3®2c A wider band running around the frontal and occipital 
bones of the skull was adjustable for head circumference and was lined 
with a special high density polyester foam (Tempafoam). The proper­
ties of this foam are a high resistance to impact loading combined 
with a high level of long term compliance. This is particulariy 
suitable for helmet lining since it conforms easily to the contours 
of the skull, thus reducing the occurrence of pressure points, but 
under .impulsive loading provides a high degree of protection to the 
skull. It was found that this cage-like structure gave a reasonably 
rigid coupling with the skull, certainly superior to the flying 
helmet used in the first experiment» However, in order to establish 
a really rigid connection a stiff U-shaped bar was connected to the 
head band of the helmet and to a dental bite at its centre® It was 
found that, despite the many different sizes of skull encountered, 
only one such bar was required if sufficient adjustment was provided 
at the mounting points as indicated in fig. 3*3®2. The addition of 
the dental bite provided a very rigid coupling. The total weight of 
the helmet was low at 0.7 Kg and was certainly no burden to the 
subject®
The crown of the helmet was attached to an angular potentiometer 
by a very flexible coupling, v/hich consisted of a bellows coupling
H elm et mounted sight
Angular accelerometer
3 . 3 . 2 0 T h e  h e l m e t  w o r n  by the s u b j e c t  in the s e c o n d  s e r i e s  of 
e x p e r i m e n t s .

with an external diameter of 27 mm and 146 mm in length as illustrated 
in fig* 3«3®3* This coupling was extremely rigid in torsicn but pro­
vided very little resistance to lateral movements of the head. This 
was found to be important in maintaining the head responses as normal 
as possible since angular rotations of the head about the yaw axis are 
normally accompanied by an initial rolling movement of the head to­
wards the direction of rotation. The level of resistance to this 
motion provided by the coupling used in the first experiment was 
found to impede the normal head motion making the experimental condi­
tion feel artificial to the subject. With the use of the bellows 
coupling this problem was alleviated. The effectiveness of the 
coupling in absorbing lateral head displacement is demonstrated in 
the multiple exposure photograph in fig. 3«3®4.
There was some concern th a t the extreme f l e x i b i l i t y  o f  the b e l­
lows might r e s u lt  in  errors o f  head displacem ent transdu ction  a t large  
angles in volv in g  d is to r t io n  o f  the coupling about i t s  lo n g itu d in a l 
a x is .  However th is  was te s te d  by in stru c tin g  a su b ject to  rep eated ly  
a lig n  the helmet mounted s ig h t  (d escrib ed  la te r )  with each o f  the  
ta r g e t l ig h t s ,  when i t  was found th a t the r e p e a ta b ility  o f  th e tra n s­
duced head p o s it io n  s ig n a l contained an error o f  no more than 0. 2° ,  
even for  displacem ents as large as 75°*
The head displacem ent was transduced by a continuous turn angu­
la r  potentiom eter o f  the conductive p la s t ic  typ e. This had a quoted  
l in e a r ity  o f  0 .1  per cent and an * in f in ite *  r e so lu t io n . The poten­
tiom eter was a c tiv a ted  with a 15 V supply and th e o v e ra ll n o ise  
le v e l  (a m p lifier  + recording system) resu lted  in  a b est r e so lu t io n  
o f  0 .0 5 ° . As in d icated  above, d is to r t io n  o f  the bellow s coupling  
resu lted  in  an actu a l r eso lu tio n  o f  0. 2° .
The c a lib r a tio n  o f  head displacem ent was carried  out w ith the  
a id  o f  a s p e c ia l ly  constructed  co llim ated  d isp lay  system attached to  
the helmet which i s  i l lu s t r a te d  in  f i g .  3®3*5« This c o n s is ted  o f  a 
short fo c a l length  len s (50 ram) held  in  fron t o f  a photographic s l id e  
which was p osition ed  at the fo ca l p o in t. The s l id e  was b a c k lit  by a 
filam ent bulb and the image projected  by the len s  was a sm all c ir c le  
o f  l ig h t  on a black background. P ro jection  was made on to  a sm all 
p iece  o f  perspex placed in  front o f  one eye which p a r t ia l ly  r e f le c te d  
the image on to  the re tin a  but a lso  allow ed o b jec ts  in  space to  be
Bellows coupling
O.G. electrodes
accelerometer
Fig. 3.3.3* A n  illustration of the apparatus used to t r a n s d u c e  h ead
and eye movements.
I rL & \  p /  s '
3 . 3 . /*» A  m u l t i p l e  e x p o s u r e  p h o t o g r a p h  to i l l u s t r a t e  the 
a c t i o n  o f  t he f l e x i b l e  b e l l o w s  c o u p l i n g .

F ila m e n t bulb
P h o t o g r a p h i c  
s l i d e
C o n v e x  lens
I m a g e  v i e w e d  
by  s u b j e c t P e r s p e x
r e f l e c t o r
F ig . 3*3®5* The helmet-mounted co llim a ted  d isp la y  system .
viewed normally* Thus the c ir c le  o f  l ig h t  could be a lign ed  on each 
o f  the LED sou rces, the inner diameter o f  the projected  image being  
id e n t ic a l  to  the outer diameter o f  the LED*s*
An angular accelerom eter was a lso  attached to  the underside o f  
the den ta l b ite  as shown in  fig *  3»3«3 to  measure head angular
a cce le ra tio n  about the a x is  o f  rotation* This transducer had a
2 2 working range o f  50 rad /s  , w ith a s e n s i t iv i t y  o f  5 rad /s  / v o l t
when en erg ised  by a 15 v o lt  supply and had a quoted n o ise  le v e l  o f  
0*001 v o l t s ,  w ith a l in e a r ity  o f  _+ 0 .05  per cent* The accelerom eter  
was o f  the servo-compensated force  balance type*
The output o f  the accelerom eter a m p lifier  was fed  to  a fu rth er  
op eration al a m p lifier  from which head v e lo c ity  was obtained* The 
in teg ra tio n  process was carried  out by a f i r s t  order low pass f i l t e r  
w ith a tim e constant o f  10 sec*
Eye movements were again recorded by the e lec tro -o cu lo g ra p h ic  
technique^, the d e ta i ls  fo r  which were o u tlin ed  on page 3»5 *
The p resen tation  o f  the ta r g e t l ig h t  was made under the jo in t  
con tro l o f  a Tektronix 31 C alcu lator and a D igitim er 30&0 sequence 
tim er which were operated in  a handshake routine* This part o f  the  
apparatus i s  shown in  fig *  3*3*6* The LED*s were connected w ith  nega­
t iv e  term inal to  a multiway connector and w ith p o s it iv e  term inals  
lin ked  in  ser ie s*  A sp e c ia l in ter fa c e  was b u ilt  to  power th e  LED*s 
which c o n s isted  o f  13 NAND gates each o f  which was connected to  a 
separate lig h t*
The Tektronix c a lcu la to r  was used to  determine the sequence o f  
p resen tation  o f  the ta rg e t lig h ts*  The c a lcu la to r  i s  equipped with' a 
general purpose BCD in ter fa ce  through which BCD coded input and output 
can be channelled* The BCD in te r fa c e  a lso  has 6 output tr ig g e r  
channels, but s in c e  t h is  number was in s u f f ic ie n t  to  drive the 13 LED*s, 
i t  was decided to  use 13 o f  the 40 a v a ila b le  BCD output channels to  
contro l the l ig h t s .  This was accomplished by deriv ing a coding system  
which would r e s u lt  in  a decimal number being presented to  the in te r ­
face  bus such th a t i t s  binary code would appear on one channel on ly , 
each decimal number being represented on a d if fe r e n t  channel* The 
coding system  was as fo llow s:
Digit  imer
I : m
<|««<r*1--m  „illoscope
Tape recorder
C a lcu la to r  interface
-9* 3 0 « 6 «  T h e  a p p a r a t u s  u s e d  f o r  the c o n t r o l  o f  the e x p e r i m e n t
jUl
LED No® POSITION DECIMAL CODE BCD CODE
i 13°L 1 0001
2 15°R 2 0010
3 30°L 4 0100
4 30°R 8 1000
3 45°L 10 0001 0000
6 45°Pv 20 0010 0000
7 60°l 40 0100 0000
8 60oR 80 1000 0000
9 75°L 100 0001 0000 0000
10 75°R 200 0010 A A / > A 0000'
11 90°L 400 - 0100 0000 0000
12 90°R 800 1000 0000 0000
13 CENTRE 1000 1 0000 oooo 0000
The 13 channels of BCD output individually constituted one input to 
each of the 13 NAND gates in the sjjecial interfaceo The second input 
to each gate was derived from the Digitizer, those related to the 
offset lights 1-12 having one common input channel and that represen­
ting the centre light a separate channel. The Digitimer is able to 
produce pulses and gated outputs 011 four independent channels, each 
channel being timed by a variable counter© Three channels were used 
in the experiment« The first gave a gated output which was used to 
control the duration of presentation of the centre light© The second 
gave a gated output which could be used to control the offset light 
selected by the calculator© The third channel gave a short pulse at 
the time of extinction of the offset light which was used as a means 
of indicating end of sequence to the calculator© The outputs of the 
three channels are indicated in fig® 3©3®7 for the continuously 
presented target and target flash condition (see section 3«>3°3«)®
Three programmes were written for the Tektronix calculator to 
control the sequencing of light presentations.
Programme 1 was used to present a number of sequences in which 
the appearance of the centre light was followed by the presentation 
of a randomly determined offset target light® The programme initially 
determines a set of random numbers with values between 1 and N, where 
N is the number of offset lights to be used (which in fact was 10 in
D ig it  line r 
Channel No.
(a) CT
2
3
(b) TF
1
2
o
I--------- 1
1 sec
Fig. 3*3.7o The output of the 3 Digitimer channels used to control 
the target light presentation sequence.
t h is  experiment)* Each number i s  encoded according to  the BCD code 
shown on page 3*32 and the r e s u lt s  are stored  seq u e n tia lly  w ith in  the  
ca lcu la to r*  The sequence i s  a lso  printed  out by the c a lc u la to r  so  
th a t the ind iv id u a l sequence i s  known fo r  each experim ental run* The 
programme then en ters a loop in  which i t s  f i r s t  in s tr u c tio n  i s  a 
tr ig g e r  output which in i t ia t e s  the D igitiraer sequence v ia  i t s  remote 
s ta r t  fa c i l i t y *  The programme then s e le c t s  the f i r s t  stored  BCD code 
which i s  placed on the output bus. When the pu lse i s  rece ived  from 
th e  th ird  channel o f  the D igitiraer in d ica tin g  end o f  sequence, th is  
i s  used to  r e - in i t ia t e  the programme loop which r e s ta r ts  the D ig itim er  
sequence and so on*
Programme 2 i s  used to  present a non-random sequence o f  l ig h t s  
1-4 and th e cen tre l ig h t  which was used fo r  eye ca lib ra tio n *
Programme 3 also generates a non-random sequence of the centre 
light and lights 30°^, 45°L, 15°R and 60°R, which was used for
head displacem ent ca lib ra tion *
y
Whereas in  the f i r s t  s e r ie s  o f  experim ents recordings were made 
d ir e c t ly  on to  a U-V recorder, in  t h is  experiment recordings vrere 
made onto a m ulti-channel analogue tape recorder* F ive channels o f  
the recorder were u t i l i s e d ,  as fo llo w s:
Channel 1: eye movement; output o f  the EOG a m p lifie r .
ff 2: head p o s itio n ; output o f  the angular potentiom eter*
1 3* head v e lo c ity ;  output o f  the in tegra ted
accelerom eter sign a l*
11 4: head acceleration; output of the accelerometer
amplifier.
n 5'. light sequence; output of channel 2 of the
D igitiraer in d ica tin g  p resen ta tion  tim e o f  o f f s e t  
ta rg e t lig h t*
Each o f  th e channels on the tape recorder had a p re-a m p lifier  which 
could be used to  am plify or atten u ate the input s ig n a l in  order to  
m aintain the s ig n a l w ith in  the 1*0 v o lt s  l im it  o f  the tape recorder*  
The quoted n o ise  le v e l  o f  the tape recorder i s  + 10 mV*
The laboratory in  which the experim ents were carr ied  out was made 
almost e n t ir e ly  l ig h t  proof and a l l  instrum entation l ig h t s  were
covered to  e lim in ate  the p o s s ib i l i t y  o f  v isu a l p o s it io n a l cues being  
a v a ila b le  to  the su b ject other than the ta r g e t lights©
3 ® 3 ® 2 © Subjects
The su b jec ts  were s ix  healthy members o f  s t a f f  ( f iv e  male and one 
female) w ithout any known v is u a l,  v e s t ib u la r  or sp in a l defect© A ll 
had normal m ob ility  o f  the head on the neck and were able to  wear a 
dental b it e  w ithout discomfort© The su b je c t's  age ranged between 20 
and 34 years© Two o f  the su b jec ts  had prev iou sly  taken part in  the  
f i r s t  s e r ie s  o f  experim ents, and a l l  the su b jects  p a r tic ip a ted  
voluntarily©
3*3.3© Method
The su b ject was seated  in  the adjustab le  ch a ir  and the helmet 
f i t t e d  over the head and’adjusted fo r  comfort© I f  necessary the ch a ir  
was a lso  adjusted fo r  rake and h eigh t so th a t turning o f  the head was 
as natural as p o ss ib le  and not constrained  by the f le x ib le  coupling©
In p ra ctice  i t  was found th a t apart from adjustment to  ch a ir  h e ig h t, 
l i t t l e  other adjustment was necessary© The perspex r e f le c to r  on the  
helmet s ig h tin g  device was adjusted so as to  g ive a c le a r  image o f  the  
c ir c u la r  s ig h t  d ir e c t ly  along the s u b je c t 's  l in e  o f  s ig h t  to  the  
t a r g e t . lights©  Care was taken th a t the c ir c u la r  s ig h t was m aintained  
in  the h orizon ta l plane o f  the ta rg e t l ig h t s  even when the head was 
turned as much as ^  75° ©
The su b ject was prepared for  e lectro -ocu lograp h ic  recording by 
clean ing  the ex tern a l canth i w ith a lcoh o l and abrading the sk in  w ith  
e lec tro d e  jelly©  The e lec tro d es  were app lied  to  the sk in  and con- 
nected to  the recording amplifier© The whole o f  the foregoing  
procedure was carried  out in  a very low le v e l  o f  illu m in a tio n  and 
took some 20 minutes© I t  was thus expected th a t the su b ject would be 
markedly dark adapted by the beginning o f  the experiment©
Four experim ental con d ition s were te s te d  on each o f  the s ix  sub­
j e c t s  in  two se s s io n s  la s t in g  approximately 20 minutes each© No 
su b ject completed more than one se s s io n  on any one day© The four  
con d ition s were as fo llo w s:
1) Continuous ta r g e t p resen tation  -
referred  to  as CT con d ition
2) P a ssive  head ro ta tio n  in  the dark -
)
)
) S ession  A 
)
referred  to  as PR co n d ition  )
3) Target flash presentation -
referred to as TF condition
4) Voluntary head rotation in the dark -
referred to as VR condition )
)
)
 ^ S e ss io n  B
Each o f  the se ss io n s  co n s isted  o f  e ith e r  con d ition s 1) fo llow ed  by 2) 
(S essio n  A ), or co n d ition  3) fo llow ed  by 4) (S essio n  B ). Three o f  the  
su b jects  completed S ession  A f i r s t  and th ree S ession  B. I t  would have 
been d es ira b le  to  com pletely randomise p resen ta tion  o f  the four con­
d it io n s . However th is  proved d i f f i c u l t  because o f  the fa c t  d iscu ssed  
e a r l ie r  in  s e c t io n  3 * 2 .1 (a ) , th at the EOG c a lib r a tio n  and d r i f t  tak es  
some minutes to  s t a b i l i s e .  Hence i t  was necessary in  each s e s s io n  to  
complete the ta rg e t seeking con d ition s (1) and 3))  f i r s t  s in c e  th ese  
were s e l f - c a l ib r a t in g ,  and to  a llow  the EOG to  s t a b i l i s e  fo r  the  
con d ition s carried  out in  th e  dark. The experim ental procedure fo r  
each se s s io n  was as fo llow s:
(a ) S essio n  A
A fter the laboratory had been com pletely blacked-out the f i r s t  
ta sk  fo r  th e su b ject was a head p o s it io n  c a lib r a t io n . The helm et 
mounted s ig h tin g  device  was illu m inated  and the su b ject was asked to  
a lig n  the c ir c u la r  image over the ta rg e t l ig h t s  as they appeared.
Since th ere could be no r e la t iv e  movement between the eye and the  
c ir c u la r  image, accurate alignment gave a c a lib r a tio n  o f  head angular 
displacem ent. However, i t  must be emphasised th a t th is  was a r e la t iv e  
displacem ent c a lib r a tio n  and did not g ive  a n u ll p o s it io n  fo r  the head 
s in ce  the s ig h t  was n o t, nor could b e, placed d ir e c t ly  in  the s a g g ita l  
plan e. The ta rg e t l ig h ts  were co n tro lled  by Programme 3 and c o n s is ted  
o f  the presen tation  o f  the fo llow in g  sequence o f  l ig h t s ,  each fo r  a 
period o f  four seconds.
0° ,  30°L, 75°L, 45°L, 15°R, 60oR, 0°
Following th is  sequence the s ig h tin g  device was sw itched o f f .  
Head c a lib r a tio n  was follow ed by a c a lib r a tio n  procedure fo r  the eyes  
c o n s is t in g  o f  the p resen ta tion  o f  ta rg e t l ig h t s  a t 0° ,  15°  and
+, 3 0 ° , co n tro lled  by Programme 2 . For th is  c a lib r a tio n  the su b ject  
was in stru cted  to  keep the head in  a f ix e d , cen tra l p o s it io n . I t  was 
found from head a cce lera tio n  recording th a t the head could be kept 
s t i l l  fo r  the period o f  the c a lib r a tio n  without the need to  provide a 
clamping mechanism.
During the continuous ta rg e t p resen tation  con d ition  the su b ject  
was in stru cted  to  move the head and eyes towards an o f f s e t  ta r g e t  
l ig h t  in  as natural a manner as p o s s ib le , p a r tic u la r ly  w ith regard  
to  the v e lo c i ty  o f  such movement. The su b jects  were n o t, fo r  example, 
asked to  move as q u ick ly  as p o ss ib le  and thus s tr e s se d . T hirty  
sequences o f  p resen ta tion s were given in  a randomised order as d eter­
mined by Programme 1. Each sequence co n sisted  o f  an i n i t i a l  three  
second period during which only the cen tre l ig h t  appeared, fo llow ed  
by a fu rther three second period when one o f f s e t  ta r g e t light a lone was 
p resented . Each sequence was separated by a period o f  one second.
The su b ject was in stru cted  i n i t i a l l y  to  f ix a te  upon the cen tre  l ig h t  
and then on the o f f s e t  l ig h t  when i t  appeared. The number o f  
sequences and p resen tation  periods used were designed to  enable  
f ix a t io n  to  be achieved without s tr e s s in g  the su b ject but w ith changes 
occurring frequently  enough to  a l le v ia te  the boredom a sso c ia ted  w ith  
such an experim ent. The CT con d ition  was follow ed by a fu rth er  eye  
c a lib r a t io n .
The second experim ental co n d itio n , th a t o f  p assive  r o ta tio n  o f  
the head in  the dark, was s im ila r  to  th at employed in  the f i r s t  s e r ie s  
o f  experim ents (s e c t io n  3 » 2 .1 (b )) . However, in  t h is  in stan ce  th e head 
alone was moved by the experim enter rather than the whole body. The 
su b ject was in stru cted  to  m aintain the musculature o f  the neck in  a 
s ta te  o f  r e la x a tio n  and not to  r e s i s t  the r o ta tio n  o f  the head on th e  
neck. The head was turned manually about the lo n g itu d in a l body a x is  
by the experim enter by gripping a poin t on the top  o f  the helmet and 
applying a sudden torque. In th is  manner i t  proved p o ss ib le  to  
achieve r e la t iv e ly  high le v e ls  o f  angular a cce lera tio n  in  s im u lation  
o f  the normal voluntary movements. A ltogether some 50-60 in d iv id u a l 
displacem ents were made. This experiment was conducted in  complete
darkness w ith the eyes open. As a consequence i t  was not found 
necessary  fo r  the su b ject to  do mental arithm etic  in  order to  achieve  
a high le v e l  o f  behavioural arou sa l.
The p a ssiv e  head ro ta tio n  was fo llow ed by a fu rther c a lib r a t io n  
o f  eye displacem ent.
(b) S essio n  B
As in  S essio n  A, an i n i t i a l  head c a lib r a tio n  was ca rr ied  out and 
eye c a lib r a tio n s  were performed before the s ta r t  o f  co n d ition  3)1 
before con d itio n  4) and a t th e end o f  the experim ental run.
The ta r g e t f la s h  con d ition  was s im ila r  to  the continuous presen­
ta t io n  con d ition s employed in  S essio n  A. However, fo llow in g  e x tin c tio n  
o f  the cen tre l ig h t  the randomly determined o f f s e t  l ig h t  appeared fo r  
a period o f  100 msec o n ly . This was follow ed by a period o f  complete 
darkness la s t in g  fo r  two seconds a f t e r  which the same o f f s e t  l ig h t  
re-appeared fo r  a fu rth er  two seconds. A period o f  one second elap sed  
before the s ta r t  o f  the next sequence and, as before , 30 sequences 
were presented . The su b ject was in stru cted  to  f ix a te  the cen tre l ig h t  
and when the o f f s e t  ta rg e t f la sh  appeared, to  move head and eyes in  a 
normal manner to  the estim ated p o s it io n  o f  the ta r g e t . When th e o f f ­
s e t  ta r g e t re-appeared the su b ject was in stru cted  to  make a f in a l  
f ix a t io n  without fu rth er  head movement.
The f in a l  experim ental con d ition  was one in  which the su b ject  
made voluntary ro ta tio n a l displacem ents o f  th e head in  yaw in  the  
dark in  a manner s im ila r  to  th a t in  the f i r s t  s e r ie s  o f  experim ents. 
However, in  t h is  con d ition  the room was com pletely dark and the  
experiment was carried  out w ith th e eyes open. The su b ject was 
in stru cted  to  make random r o ta tio n a l displacem ents o f  th e head, and, 
as b efore , there was no in cen tiv e  to  make voluntary eye movements.
Each su b ject made approximately 50 01* more in d iv id u a l head movements.
3*3*4* R esu lts
a) Q u a lita tiv e  Features
As was expected from th e r e s u lt s  o f  the f i r s t  s e r ie s  o f  exp eri­
ments and the work o f  o ther authors (B iz z i e t  a l* , 1972; G resty,
1974) on v isu a l ta r g e t a c q u is it io n , the response o f  th e head and eyes  
to  th e four d if fe r e n t  stim ulus con d ition s was very sim ilar*  Figs* 
3*3*8-3*3*13 show some examples o f  ty p ic a l response pattern s fo r  each  
o f  th e  experim ental conditions* The legends to  th ese  examples exp la in  
th e  nomenclature used*
In general each o f  the oculographic records ex h ib ited  a pattern  
o f  eye movement s im ila r  to  th a t found in  the f i r s t  s e r ie s  o f  exp eri­
ments ( f i g s .  3*2*4 and 3 .2 * 5 ); th a t i s ,  an i n i t i a l  large  amplitude 
high  v e lo c i ty  saccade in  the d ir e c tio n  o f  head movement fo llow ed by a 
slow er return towards o r b ita l c en tre . As b efo re , the f in a l  eye p o si­
t io n  was o f f s e t  in  the d ir e c t io n  o f  head r o ta tio n . The slow  phase 
component provided adequate compensation fo r  remaining head d isp la ce ­
ment a f te r  th e end o f  the saccade as i s  apparent by referen ce to  the  
gaze displacem ent shown in  th ese  examples.
The most noteworthy fea tu res o f  th ese  responses may be summarised 
as fo llo w s (r e fe r  to  f i g s .  3©3©8-3*3*i3 Ior  s p e c if ic  examples quoted);
1) The la ten cy  o f  the saccad ic  eye movement w ith resp ect to  head 
a cce lera tio n  was gen era lly  greater fo r  the experim ents conducted in  
the dark than during v isu a l ta rg e t acq u is itio n *  On frequent occasion s  
during ta rg e t seek ing the saccad ic  eye movement was a c tu a lly  in i t ia t e d  
before head movement could be d etected  on the accelerom eter record  
( e * g . , f i g .  3*3*9(«^))*
2) For a l l  four experim ental co n d ition s there were examples o f  
response patterns in  which more than one saccade occurred during head 
movement. These appeared to  be a sso c ia ted  w ith a lower than normal 
head v e lo c i ty  (se e  f i g .  3*3*13)•
3 ) The saccad ic  eye movements observed during p assive  and voluntary  
head movements in  the dark were as sharply defin ed  and o f  comparable 
v e lo c i ty  to  th ose seen  during ta rg e t seek in g . P o ss ib ly , the fa c t  
th a t the eyes remained open in  the t o t a l ly  darkened environment 
enabled a higher le v e l  o f  arousal to  be m aintained by the s u b je c ts .  
Comparison o f  the responses to  p a ssiv e  head ro ta tio n  w ith th ose  o f  th e
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Fig. 3*3*13* Comparison of head and eye movements made at normal 
velocity (upper traces) with those made at lower 
velocity (lower traces).
first series of experiments also indicated that the saccade tended to 
start earlier in the second series. Examination of the velocity of 
head movement indicated that, as expected, movement of the head alone 
enabled a velocity profile to be achieved more nearly similar to that 
of the voluntary responses than could be achieved with whole body 
movement*
4) The initial velocity of the caccade was generally constant at 
about 200-300°/s, but during high velocity head movements the eye 
velocity became diminished producing the 1 rounding effect* before the 
termination of the saccade as observed previously.
All these points will be brought out more thoroughly when the 
quantitative analysis of the results is discussed.
b) Data Reduction
The analysis procedure was similar to that used in the first 
series of experiments. The analogue records were plotted out from 
the magnetic tape recorder on to a servo controlled six channel ultra­
violet galvanometer recorder at a paper speed of 25 ram/sec. Discrete 
movements of head and eyes were then marked out in the manner 
illustrated in fig. 3*3*14. Reading from top to bottom, these traces 
represent:
1) Eye displacement ( 0 )
2) Head displacement ( <f> )
3) Head velocity ( <j> )
4) Derived head velocity function (?)
• •
5) Head acceleration ( <j> )
6) Timing sequence of lights (if present)
Four lines were then drawn perpendicular to the direction of 
paper feed in the manner shown in fig. 3-3®*4. and from this the 
indicated variables were measured. The variables and the estimated 
error arising from measurement of the traces (equivalent to + 0.25 mm) 
and recording techniques were as follows:
Variable Representing Estim ate o f  Error
1) e i Amplitude o f  saccade +. 1*°°
2) V Amplitude'o f  i n i t i a l  head displacem ent ±  °« 8°
3) *2 Amplitude o f  to t a lhead displacem ent +. U 2 5°
4) K Amplitude o f  head v e lo c ity  between 
beginning and end 
o f  saccade 2°/s
5) 1 2 Amplitude o f  head v e lo c i ty  a t end o f  
saccade 2 ° /s
6 ) Amplitude o f  derived  
v e lo c ity  fu n ction  
between beginning and 
end o f  saccade +1
7) y y 2 Amplitude o f  derived  v e lo c ity  fu n ction  a t  
term ination o f  saccade 4 ° /s
8) Peak head v e lo c ity +_ 2 ° / s
9) T 1 Latency o f  eye move­ment w ith resp ect to  
ta r g e t illu m in a tio n 10 msec
LO) T Latency o f  eye move­O • ment w ith respect to  
head a cce lera tio n + 10 msec
From 1) and 2) a fu rther v a r ia b le , the gaze displacem ent, was derived  
according to  the r e la t io n sh ip
In ad d itio n , for  the CT and TF co n d itio n s , the ta rg e t angle ( 0^) 
formed a further variable*
In order to  convert the measured va lu es o f  eye d isp lacem ent, th e  
c a lib r a tio n s  o f  eye movement were used as follow s* The two consecu­
t iv e  c a lib r a tio n s  for 15°  and +. 30°  carried  out each time were 
p lo tted  and a l in e  drawn through them to  obtain  an average value as 
demonstrated in  fig*  3*3®15( a ) .  In fa c t ,  most su b jec ts  showed remark­
able l in e a r ity  in  th ese  c a lib r a tio n s  but there was, in  some in s ta n c e s ,  
a considerab le change in  average value o f  the c a lib r a tio n s  ca rr ied  out
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at the beginning and end of each condition* In order to overcome 
this problem the assumption was made that the calibration changed in 
a linear manner over the duration between any two calibrations* The 
eye displacement was calculated from the measured oculographic record 
according to the following formula:
0! = W „ ( C 2  - Cl))
where
1
measured eye displacement (from oculographic record)
C = initial calibration (in G/mm)1 '
oC0 = final calibration (in /mm)Cj
N '«= total number of head movements
n = ordinal number of head movement in test sequence
Clearly, in deriving the calibration factor for responses to the VR 
and PR conditions this is an approximation since it implies that head 
movements were carried out at equal intervals of time*
The non-linearity of the EOG recording technique becomes most 
apparent at amplitudes of eye displacement beyond sine© the 'poten­
tial picked up by the electrodes is, theoretically, proportional to 
sin0 c A number of the eye displacements were of this magnitude and 
thus the estimate of error given previously includes this non-linearity® 
However, the effect does not appear to be very significant as can be 
seen from the records in figs® 3° 3 «13© The fact that the gaze 
displacement at the end of each saccade exhibits a fairly *squared 
off* form indicates that the eye movement has not been significantly 
attenuated®
The calibration for head displacement is also shown in fig. 3®3«*15(h) 
and from this an estimate of the error attributable to non-linearity 
of the calibration was obtained®
The error in measurement of the head acceleration was taken as 
that for the accelerometer supplied by the manufacturer since there 
was no calibration method available® Similarly, error in head
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v e lo c i ty  and the derived v e lo c ity  fu n ction  ( C ) were d i f f i c u l t  to  
estim ate  and the fig u res  given have been obtained by combining s p e c i­
f ie d  errors from the accelerom eter and the op eration al a m p lif ie r s .
F inally , a l l  o f  the error estim ates have been m odified to  take 
account o f  the quoted error (10 mV) o f  the tape recording system used  
to  s to r e  th e analogue data from th e experim ent.
c ) Techniques o f  A nalysis
The techniques o f  a n a ly s is  employed were s im ila r  to  th ose used 
in  the f i r s t  s e r ie s  o f  experim ents. The r e s u lt s  from each su b ject have 
been analysed in d iv id u a l1'/ because o f  the high in te r -su b je c t  d if fe r e n c e s .
Throughout the a n a ly s is , frequent use has been made o f  the te c h n i­
que fo r  determining the fu n ction a l r e la t io n sh ip  between two v a r ia b les  
described  in  Appendix A. Such techniques can never, o f  cou rse , prove 
a causal r e la t io n sh ip  and although le v e ls  o f  p ro b a b ility  o f  goodness 
o f  f i t  are attached to  such analyses i t  i s  not intended th a t they be 
in terp reted  as proof o f  a causal r e la t io n sh ip . Such a n a ly s is  i s  
intended to  show th a t the hypotheses s e t  down in  S ection  3®1 a t  
le a s t  tenab le  and th at the combination o f  sev era l such r e la t io n sh ip s  
w il l  re in fo rce  th e ir  in d iv id u a l v a l id i t y .
In ad d itio n , a n a ly s is  o f  variance has been used to  compare the  
responses to  the two v isu a l ta rg e t a c q u is it io n  con d ition s (CT and TF).
One o b jec tiv e  o f  the q u a n tita tiv e  a n a ly s is  was to  determine 
whether th e q u a lita t iv e ly  s im ila r  responses to  a l l  four stim ulus con­
d it io n s  could be d istin g u ish ed  by any measured c r i t e r ia .  Another was 
to  tr y  and obtain  some q u a n tita tiv e  evidence which might in d ic a te  the  
r o le  played by the v est ib u lo -o cu la r  r e f le x  in  determining the ampli­
tude o f  the saccad ic  eye movement during v isu a l ta rg e t a c q u is it io n .
In order to  e s ta b lis h  such o b jec tiv e s  the r e la t io n sh ip s  between 
c e r ta in  o f  the measured v a r ia b les  have been considered in d iv id u a lly  
in  d e ta i l  fo r  each su b jec t.
d) The R elationsh ip  Between Gaze Displacement ( 0 ) and T otal HeadG
Displacement ( <j> )
The f i r s t  r e la t io n sh ip  to  be considered i s  one th a t was derived  
in  the r e s u lt s  o f  the f i r s t  s e r ie s  o f  experim ents, namely, th a t  
between the gaze displacem ent a t the end o f  the saccade and th e  t o t a l
head displacement* The results obtained from two of the six subjects 
are illustrated in figs* 3®3®i6 and 3®3°i7 for each of the experi­
mental conditions* Two subjects* results only have been illustrated 
as all were very similar in form* The results from each subject and 
each condition were fitted, using the functional relationship 
technique, to an equation of the form
G _ 25 til (jj_ “f" C  e e e * o * * * * * e * o o  (3 * 3 ° ^
The values of the coefficients m and c and of the correlationa a
coefficients (r } between 6 and are set out in Table 3*3°i*a u 2
together with the standard error of estimation (s ) as determined inci
Appendix A*
The feature of most importance in these results is that the 
correlation coefficient, r is very high for all but a few of the con-
cl •
ditions* Certainly, during voluntary and passive head rotation it is 
possible to say, on the basis of the values of r&1 that the probability 
of equation (3°3°T) not being the describing function for these results 
is less than 0*002* This fully supports the evidence of the first 
series of experiments for which the correlation coefficients were, in 
general, lower, a feature which may be attributable to less accurate 
measurement of head and eye movement and also, in some instances, to 
a distribution of the amplitude of head movement not representative of 
the full range*
The correlation coefficients for the visually induced responses
were in general veiy high (r > 0*89 for eight out of the twelve)
a
with an associated probability of less than 0*002* It is thus all the 
more noticeable that some values of r are appreciably lower* However, 
examination of the results of SI and S2 in figs* 3*3*16 and 3*3*17 
illustrates why this result is obtained* Seven out of the eight sets 
shown exhibit obvious linear relationships supported by the high 
levels of in Table 3*3®i® The exception (SI, CT) however, has a 
number of values (shown ringed by a dotted line) which do not fit in 
with the remaining responses* Examination of these individual res­
ponses revealed that they were all of the type illustrated in
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SI S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 A llS*s
ma
c (deg)a
ra
s a
1.09
(1 .3 4 )
- 0.82
0 .4 6
(0 .89 )
7 .4 6
1.16
- 4 .  60 
0e98 
1.75
1.18
4 .90
0 .9 5
2 .8 6
0.58
( 1. 08)
15.50
0.63
(0,92)
8.03
1.00
10.60
0.93
3 .6 4
1.06
0.76
0 .9 5
2 .8 8
1.03
(1 .1 3 )
4©4l
0.83
5.08
ma
c (deg) a
ra
s a
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1.17
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Table 3 * 3 .1 . The c o e f f ic ie n t s  (ra and c ) o f  equation (3 * 3 .1 .)  w itha a
the a sso c ia ted  c o rre la tio n  c o e f f ic ie n t  (r  ) anda
standard error o f  estim ation  ( s  )*
fiQ® 3«3*13 in  which more than one saccade was executed during the
course o f  the head movement. In fa c t  such responses were found in
a l l  th ose s e t s  o f  r e s u lt s  w ith the a ty p ic a lly  low c o rr e la tio n
c o e f f ic ie n t s  (S I , CT; S4, CT and TF; and S6, TF). S ince the o b ject
o f  the a n a ly s is  was to  compare 0  ^ w ith fo r  responses in volv in g
only s in g le  saccad ic  eye movements such responses ought to  be d e le ted
from the a n a ly s is . When th is  i s  done the va lu es o f  r  are h igher asa
shown in  parentheses in  Table 3®3®1® and using th ese  va lu es i t  i s  
p o ss ib le  to  say th a t the p ro b a b ility  o f  equation (3*3*1«) repre­
sen tin g  th e responses i s  le s s  than 0 .002  fo r  a l l  con d ition s and a l l  
su b je c ts .
The most s tr ik in g  d ifferen ce  between the responses during v isu a l
ta rg e t a c q u is it io n  and th ose e l i c i t e d  in  the dark i s  th a t the standard
error o f  estim ation  a sso c ia ted  w ith equation 3 * 3 i s  approxim ately
tw ice as high during movement in  the dark. This may r e f le c t  a b a sic
d ifferen ce  in  the mechanism used to  produce the eye movement in  the
dark. On the other hand i t  may be a r e s u lt  o f  the fa c t  th a t the range
o f  v e lo c ity  o f  head movements achieved during voluntary and p assiv e
movements in  the dark was much greater  than th a t observed during
v isu a l ta rg e t a c q u is it io n . But i t  i s  in te r e s t in g  th a t , d e sp ite  the
wide range of- v e lo c i t ie s  during movements in  the dark, the standard
error o f  estim ation  i s  f a ir ly  sm a ll, w ith a mean value o f  4 .2 2 °  fo r
the VR condition and 4.37° fox* the PR condition.
Comparison o f  th e s lop e  (m ) and in tercep t (c  ) fo r  the foura a
stim ulus con d ition s i s  d i f f i c u l t  because o f  th e  uneven d is tr ib u tio n  
o f  the va lues o f  <f> during responses in  the dark. However, i t  i sA
p o ss ib le  to  compare the CT and TF co n d ition s and a t - t e s t  revea led
that there was no significant difference between the values of m^,
but th a t the values o f  c were ju s t  s ig n if ic a n t ly  higher during the£1
CT con d ition  a t the 5 per cent l e v e l .
I t  i s  p o ss ib le  to  obtain  some idea o f  the s im ila r ity  o f  the  
responses to  a l l  four con d ition s by overlaying the r e s u lt s .  This has
been done grap h ica lly  in  f i g .  3.3.18 fo r  su b ject 2 but i t  i s  a lso
p o ss ib le  to  carry out a regression  a n a ly s is  fo r  each su b ject on the  
ov erla id  data. The r e s u lt s  o f  t h is  a n a ly s is  are a lso  shown in  
Table 3*3®f® The c o rre la tio n  c o e f f ic ie n t s  are a l l  very high and
indeed none are le s s  than the low est value fo r  any o f  the in d iv id u a l
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Fig. 3®3«»18* The relationship between gaze displacement and total 
head displacement during visual target acquisition 
and head movements in the dark. (S2)
constituent conditions® However, the correlation coefficients are
associated with a proportionately higher level of probability than,
those for the individual conditions because the number of pairs of
data values has been increased to l60® If the responses to the
individual conditions had not been overlaid, as they clearly are from
fig* 3«3«>28, then the variance would have been increased, resulting in
lower levels of r for the combined data. This is no proof, however, 
a
but it does provide reinforcing evidence for the similarity of 
responses to the four conditions©
e) The Relationship Between Total Head Displacement ( <f> ) and Target 
Offset ( 0^)
It has been demonstrated that gase displacement is highly cor­
related with total head displacement during head movements in the 
dark® If the mechanism responsible for this relationship were to func­
tion during visual target acquisition it is apparent that there should 
be a well defined relationship between head displacement and the 
amplitude of target offset® This was indeed found to be true, as 
demonstrated by the results presented in fig® 3*3«>i9 in which the 
averaged values of <j> for each subject have been plotted against
a
target offset ( 8^)©
Regression analysis revealed that the relationship could be repre­
sented by a linear equation with a slope of 0®80 for the CT condition 
and 0®78 for the TF condition© These values compare well with those 
obtained by Gresty (1974) (0«75 and 0©82 respectively) using similar 
experimental methods but are less than those obtained by Bizsi et al. (1972) 
in monkeys (0©92 for the CT condition only), which may reflect a 
difference in stategy in the two different species.
An analysis of variance was also carried out on the data which 
showed that <f> was correlated with G in a linear manner with acL i
high level of significance (p < Qo001). However, there v;as no signifi­
cant difference between the t\/o target presentation conditions, 
largely because there was a significant interaction of subject and 
condition and a highly significant difference between subjects© This 
finding is in contrast to that of Gresty (1974) who found that the 
the amplitude of head movement was significantly higher in the target 
flash condition but the evidence suggests that this may have merely 
reflected the different behaviour of a different population of subjects®
Fig.
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3.3.19. Total head displacement as a function of target offs 
during visual target acquisition.
f )  The Latency o f  Eye Movement w ith Respect to  Head A cceleration  ( t^ )
One o f  the main o b jec tiv e s  o f  t h is  experiment was to  e s ta b lis h  
whether, during ta r g e t seek in g , the eye movement was in i t ia t e d  a t an 
e a r l ie r  stage  w ith resp ect to  head movement than during the head 
movements performed in  the dark.
The way in  which th ese  r e s u lt s  have been compared i s  by consider­
ing the la ten cy  ( t ) as a fu nction  o f  gaze displacem ent ( 6^) and the  
r e s u lt s  fo r  two o f  the s ix  su b jects  under a l l  four experim ental con­
d it io n s  are i l lu s t r a t e d  in  f ig s .  3*3*20 and 3*3*21. N egative va lu es o f  
in d ica te  eye movement before head movement.
There are three important fa c to rs  which emerge from th ese  r e s u lt s  
which .are as fo llow s:
1) In the ta rg e t seeking con d ition s the mean la ten cy  tends to  be 
sm aller  than in  those con d ition s in vo lv in g  no v isu a l stim u lu s. The 
mean va lu es are presented in  Table 3*3*2. fo r  a l l  the su b je c ts . An 
a n a ly s is  o f  variance revealed  a h igh ly  s ig n if ic a n t  d ifferen ce  between 
co n d itio n s , the mean la tency  being ordered in  r e la t io n  to  the stim ulus  
con d ition  in  the fo llow in g  manner.
( i )  Continuous ta rg e t p resen tation :
( i i )  Target f la sh  cond ition:
( i i i )  Voluntary head movement:
( iv )  P assive  head movement:
C orrelation  a n a ly s is  fa i le d  to  rev ea l any meaningful r e la t io n sh ip  
between and fo r  any o f  the stim ulus co n d itio n s , the  
co rre la tio n  c o e f f ic ie n t s  being very low fo r  a l l  su b jec ts .
2) The d is tr ib u tio n  o f  negative la te n c ie s ,  representing eye movement 
in i t ia t io n  before head movement, i s  o f  considerab le in t e r e s t .  The 
f i r s t  p oin t i s  th a t only on very rare occasions (e ig h t  tim es out o f  a 
to t a l  o f  300 movements fo r  a l l  o f  the su b jec ts) did saccad ic  eye 
movement precede head a cce lera tio n  during head r o ta tio n  in  the dark 
and never during p a ss iv e ly  induced movements. On the other hand, 
during ta rg e t seeking a considerab le number o f  n egative la te n c ie s
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CcTo T.F* V.R. P*R.
Mean S»D» Mean SeDe Mean S • D * Mean S.D*
SI 22*07 74*91 45*36 47*95- 88*56 85*44 152* 64 57*15
S2 27*38 48*81 21.38 30,14 81*44 70*62 124*08 81.85
S3 0*69 34*81 73 *08 70*14 107*76 96*50 185*76 66.76
S4 -28*96 73*79 -19*31 33*12 83 * 64- 53*21 119*56 54*28
S3 ~3*c00 45*34 4.13 42*22 29*39 56*73 147*48 134*17
S 6 2*76 31*98 56*56 51*27 77ol2 42*23 117*96 60*17
All
S 5 3 “1*13 58017
30*12 56069 77=76 Mto 0-4/ > O i
1
139*92 ’ 84*97
Table 3-'«3®2. The mean and standard deviation (in msec) of X. for 
each of the experimental conditions*
^ >\ > 6T(deg)
15 30 45 60 75
Mean •*3 6 * 10 “6*46 ra3«53 17*70 23*41
S.D* 8*45 4*68 5*66 7*01 11.40
Mean 25*00 20*21 38*80 26*70 40*00
S*D* 16© 66 6.65 6*40 6*66 3*?1
Table 3*3«3*> The mean and standard deviation of averaged
over all subjects at each value of the target 
offset ( 0^).
•were observed (39 out of 180 in the CT condition; 27 out of 180 for
the TF condition)• However, the feature of most interest is that for
all but one exception the negative latencies were exclusively found
o
m  response to gaze displacements of less than 50 • A large number 
of these (29 in all) were movements in which the eye movement had 
been completed before the start of head movement or in which there 
was no head movement at all. These discrete movements were frequently 
observed for the smaller target angles (15° and 30°) and exceptionally 
fo r  45° displacements. The one exception to this was that one subject 
(S3) showed negative latencies during the CT condition even for ampli­
tudes of gaze displacement up to 75°» although the latencies in the 
target flash condition obeyed the general rule expounded above.
3) The latencies in response to visual target acquisition have also 
been examined in relation to target offset ( 0^). The means and stan­
dard deviations of t  ^averaged over all subjects for each target angle 
are presented in Table 3*3*3* and illustrated in fig. 3*3*22. Regres­
sion analysis on the combined data for all subjects revealed that for 
the CT condition there is a positive correlation with a high level of
probability (p < 0.01), the reason for which is evident by reference
o oto figs. 3*3*20 and 3*3*21 since, during responses to the 15 and 30 
target offsets’, there is a high proportion of large negative latencies. 
For the TF. condition^ however, there was no significant correlation. An 
analysis of variance on these data revealed that the difference between 
the stimulus conditions was highly significant (p < 0.001).
4) During voluntary head movements in the dark and occasionally 
during passive stimulations it was observed that the saccadic eye 
movement was initiated simultaneously with head acceleration. This is 
a particularly interesting finding when one considers the role of the 
vestibular apparatus in these responses. The semicircular canals are 
traditionally assumed to provide integration of the input head accele­
ration; that is head velocity. Reference to fig. 3*3*14 shows that, 
even for fast head movements, if the eye movement starts with head 
acceleration it appears to precede the start of head velocity because 
of the inherent lag imposed by integration. It is thus difficult to 
imagine how such a response can be responsible for initiation of the 
saccade. However, this is a point which will be considered in more 
detail in the Discussion.
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g) The Relationship Between Gaze Displacement ( 0,) and TargetG
Position ( 0 )
The third objective of this second series of experiments was to 
consider the magnitude of errors in gaze displacement arising during 
the two target seeking conditions® The results have been presented 
as the relationship between gaze displacement at the termination of 
the first saccaae and target position® It is important to emphasise 
that gaze is recorded for the first saccade only as the object is to 
investigate whether the saccade is based on a predictive estimate or 
on a more precise retinal error signal® The results have been 
presented for each individual subject in figs® 3 ® 3 « 23 ~3 O -25 for 
both the CT and TF stimulus conditions®'
The first point to note is that there is a considerable dif­
ference between the response patterns of individual subjects and 
between the two experimental conditions® But the feature common to 
all is that for the smaller target.angles (13 and 30°) the gaze dis­
placement shows little percentage error (generally 10 per cent) 
whilst for the larger target angles the error in the initial gaze 
displacement may be very high (50 per cent and higher)® The results 
have been analysed in two ways®
1) First, conventional linear regression analysis has been used to 
define the best fit to the results by the equation:
m  ^_  *5* C, e e ® e e e e » a e « ®  c (3«3#2»)b T b
Associated with this analysis is the correlation coefficient (r, )
b
between 6 and Q from which can be derived the level of probability G T
that the equation is a good fit to the data. The results of this ana­
lysis are presented in Table 3*3.4, where the values of ra, ,c, and r,
d  b  b
are given for each subject and condition®
The results indicate that for those responses which show little 
percentage error at any target angle (i.e., SI (TF); S2 (CT and 
TF); S3 (CT and TF); S5 (CT and TF)), the correlation coefficient 
is high (all 0.98) and the associated probability is less 
than 0.002. Also the slope of the equation is close to unity, 
although it is of interest that it is almost always less than 1,
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CoT* TeF©
Subject mb °b(deg)
rb rab cb
(deg)
rb
SI 0*34 17*19 0*4? 1*00 "2*49 0©98
S2 Oc-96' "3*04 0*99 0*91 1*23 0©99
S3 0*94 ~Oo98 0*99 0*97 2e27 0©96
S4- 0*39 14*01 0*63 0*32 9.91 0*82
S3 0*93 -0*49 0*99 0*91 "0© 69 0*93
S6 0o 2*49 0*96 0*73 4© 94 0©84
All 
S *s 0*74 5*41
0*84 0*81 2*47 0©91
Table 3©3*4o The coefficients (m. and c, ) ofb b
equation (3*3*2 ) and the associated
correlation coefficients (r•)•
b
(deg) 
0Q ( d e g j \ ^ ^ ^ 13 30 43
60 73
Mean 14*03 28*38 41*34 31*62 57*44
ScDc 0©13 0*28 0©60 5*38 29.51
Mean 14.57 26*94 39*34 30 ©24 63.74
SeD© 0.12 0*36 1.24 7*45 11*77
Table 3*3*5® The mean and standard deviation of G_ averaged
(a
over all subjects at each value of the target 
offset ( 0^ ,)*
indicating that, on average, the initial gaze displacement undershoots 
the target position®
For the remaining results, where there were large errors in gaze 
displacement, the correlations are lower, (although still highly sig­
nificant) and the slope of the curve fitted is significantly less than 
unity and always less than those obtained for the results above® This 
latter point underlines the fact, which is obvious from examination of 
figs® 3®3®23-3<*3*25, that large errors are generally errors of 
undershoot*.
2) Secondly, an analysis of variance was carried out on the results
which indicated that there was no significant difference between the
gaze displacement in the two stimulus conditions® However, it would
have been difficult to show any difference in view of the large variance
o oin 0^  in response to the 60 and 73 target offsets® This is best 
appreciated by considering the mean and standard deviation of 0_ at
V3
each value of 0^ as presented in Table 3®3®3®
The response to the 13° and 30° target offsets for both CT and 
TF conditions show mean values of 0 which are consistently less than 
the target offset, but have very low levels of standard deviation©
But, during responses to the 60° and 73° target offsets for both CT 
and TF-conditions the standard deviation becomes much greater than 
the expected experimental error and it is thus probable that the 
errors are of biological origin* An indication of the magnitude of 
some of the errors is given by the fact that 22 per cent of all 
responses to 60° and 73° target offsets were in error by more than 
15°e
Some examples of the type of response which produces such large 
errors in gaze displacement were illustrated in fig® 3*3®13® As 
pointed out previously, this type of response, which often involves 
the generation of more than one saccade during the head movement, 
appears to be associated with head velocities which are lower than 
normally observed for such target offsets®
h) The Relationship Between Gaze Displacement ( 0 ) and Head
G
Velocity ( <j> )
A further objective was to provide some evidence to support the 
hypothesis that during both voluntary and passive head movement in
the dark the amplitude of the saccadic eye movement is based on an 
estimate of future head position. It was postulated that the velocity 
coded output of the semicircular canals could be used as the basis of 
this estimate since it is, per se, phase advanced on head displacement 
and thus predictive of it# For this reason an attempt has been made 
to investigate the relationship between gaze displacement ( 0_) and head 
velocity ( <f> ) for all four experimental conditions.
The results from one subject only (S3) are illustrated in 
fig® 3.3.26 for each of the experimental conditions. The results were
analysed by determining the functional relationship and the results
from all of the subjects gave a positive correlation of 9 with $ ,
but many of the correlation coefficients were very low indicating a
large degree of variance as illustrated by the results in fig. 3*3.26. 
Examination of the results showed that it was the very high velocity 
(> 100°/s) short duration (< 0*3 sec ) head movements which were 
contributing the largest part of the variance and these occurred 
mostly during head movements made in the dark.
It was therefore decided to attempt to derive some function of 
the head velocity which would produce significant attenuation of the 
short duration movements but which would at the same time not signifi­
cantly reduce the degree of phase advance on head displacement. This 
derived function ( ?) was obtained by a combination of a process of 
trial and error and theoretical and teleological arguments which are 
discussed in Chapter 4 for the development of the mathematical model.
The derived function which was found to fit approximately for 
most of the subjects was of the form:
, 1 + 0.25sv * , *
C “ ( * «  ^ * * (3*3*3*)A T O
i) The Relationship Between Gaze Displacement ( 9 ) and the Dex*ived
G
Head Velocity Function ( ? )
The derived velocity function (?) described by equation (3.3*3*) 
was obtained by feeding the recorded head velocity signal through an 
analogue filter and this was recorded on the ultra-violet recorder 
with the other variables. Two measures of this variable ( ?. and ? )1 M
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.26. Relationship between gaze displacement and head 
velocity. (S3)
were measured from the records as indicated in fig.3*3*l4. For tech­
nical reasons the difference in the function ( between the 
beginning and end of the saccade was found to be much more consistent 
than the absolute level ( t, ) measured from the assumed base line.
The reason for this was that the velocity signal was derived from the 
accelerometer output by a partial integrator (time constant, 10 sec).
As a result of inevitable errors in this filter network the effective 
baseline continually changed, (by approximately _+ 10°/s), whilst the 
difference could still be reliably measured. For this reason the 
difference measure ( £ ) has been used in deriving the relationship. 
Figs. 3*3*27 and 3*3*28 illustrate the results obtained for the
relationship between e and £ for two of the six subjects (S3 andG 1
S3) under all experimental conditions. The technique of analysis used 
was again that of deriving the functional relationship defined by the 
equation:
0 ss m ?. + c (3*3* )G c l c
The associated correlation coefficients (**)•, indicating the goodness
of fit of this equation, together with the values of m and c arec c
given in Table 3*3*6.
The level of probability that equation 3*3*4. does not fit the 
experimental data is very low (p <T 0.002). for all subjects under all 
four experimental conditions. Comparison of the coefficients of 
equation (3*3*4.) is, as mentioned previously, somewhat difficult in 
view of the differing distributions of values in the four stimulus 
conditions. It is also apparent that the function ^  is not the 
optimum one with which to compare the gaze displacement for all of 
the subjects. Indeed, it would be surprising if this were so, since 
the function was not derived by an optimisation process. The results 
from Subject 1 in particular exhibit more variance in this relationship 
than results from the other subjects.
As when comparing the relationship between 0 and § it is 
possible to achieve some indication of the degree to which the results 
fi'om the different stimulus conditions are overlayed by considering 
the results of a regression analysis on response data from all the 
conditions. These are presented in Table 3*3*6* As before, none of
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velocity during target acquisition ((a) and (b)) 
and during head movements in the dark ((c) and 
(d)). (S3)
SI S2 S3 S4 S5 S6
All
S's
m
c
2.01 1.02 1.25 1.30 0.93 0.94 1.12
c (deg) 13.62 16.57 16.68 21.98 20.38 18.63 12.87
C.T. o
rc
0.81 0.97 0.94 0.87 0.94 0.94 0.88
s
c
2.28 2.82 2.92 2.85 3.94 3*53 3.15
• inc 1.44 1.19 1.29 1.43 0.84 1.24 1.06
c (deg) -2.8i 11.23 4.31 22.49 14.66 14.12 19.28
T.F. c
rc
0.88 0.97 0.90 O.85 0.97 0.95 0.92
s
c
4.04 2.12 3.39 2.86 3.07 2.49 3.09
m
c
1.08 0.95 1.15 1.78 1.13 1.51 0.95
c (deg) 8.59 7.83 6.76 13.46 10.60 60 24 13®99
V.R. c
r
c
O.54 0.78 O.91 0.93 0.93 0.89 0.76
s
c
13.88 8.79 3.83 1.82 3®85 3*44 7.80
m
c 0.99
1.28 1.27 1.03 O.87 O.87 1.08
c (deg) 26.62 13.03 10.16 10.84 7.31 8.06 11.70
P.R c
rc
0.80 0.89 0.78 0.79 O.89 0.83 0.79
sc 5.77 3.43 4.93 6.77 3.99 6.51 5.65
mc 1.18 0.96 1.29 1.00 0.86 0.96
All c (deg) c 11.60 16.16 7.78 20.71 15.14 13*93
Conditions rc 0.69 0.87 0.87 0.85 0.91 0.84
s
c 8.21 5.54 3.94 4.20 3.85 4.35
Table 3*3®6. The coefficients (ra and c ) of equation (3*3® 4.)c c
and the associated correlation coefficients (r )c
and standard error of estimation (s )•
• c
the values of r for the combined data is less than the lowest value c
for each of the constituent sets of data and the high levels of rc
associated with the increased number of degrees of freedom (158) 
indicates a higher level of probability for a linear describing func­
tion than for each of the constituent sets of data* Again this is 
not a proof of similarity but it is support for the fact that by 
visual inspection the results appear to be overlaid# A t-test was
also carried out on the values of m and c for the CT and TF con-c c
ditions which indicated no significant difference in the slope (nO
but a just significant difference (p 0®Gp) in the values of the
intercept (c )t which were larger in the CT condition# 
c
An attempt has also been made to optimise the function £ for 
each of the subjects# This has been achieved by carrying out a mul­
tiple linear regression analysis in order to find the best fit for 
the data to the equations
' 0
tii, + n , ^ c , ••••»•<« (3 ®3*5*)d 1 d 1 d
This was carried out for each subject using combined data from all
four experimental conditions and the values of in,, n,* c, and thed* d5 d
associated correlation coefficients r^ are presented in Table 3°3*7®
It is apparent from these results that the variance has been consider­
ably reduced for some subjects, particularly subject 1, where the 
correlation coefficient has been increased from 0©69 to 0*86#
The coefficients of equation 3°3®5« can be used to determine an 
estimate of the optimum function of head velocity for each subject*
Let it be assumed that the optimum function is given by the equations
C » (IjLJLE) $ * e e «> i i = #»* * (3«3®6o)
A +  S
This may be rewritten to give?
C" = a (l-±- £ ^ £) a + 3 ^
1 + s
= a £ • + 3 <*> (3.3*7.)
1 «* T
where ^ •«••••••••■ (3*3®^®)
O a ( J
cind $ = r 'r\ nc eee,e«»® (3 *3® 9®)U® /;>
A specific value , defined as the difference in C between 
the start and end of the saccade (see fig* 3«*3®2A) can be determined 
from equation (3<>3*7®)«.s;
3  OC ^  ^  *}■ 3  (p e t a « « « « e e s  ( 3 e 3 e 1 0  • )
If it is assumed that
3/Ot »  11 ,/m , e « « e e « e » « e » « * e e  (3®3® )d a
equations (3*3c5*) and (3«>3®10*) m&y he combined to give
G ^ ~ d r' -j- C > e t > > « c c « e t »  ( 3 * 3 °  1 2  c)
G - I d
a
Combination of equations (3*3*8®), (3®3®9®) and (3«3«il«) then yields 
the following expressions for t and a
0®25 in, + n, d d
T  S5 ---— ----- - --------
m , + n, d d
m ,
and a =
d d
The values of t for each subject have been set out in Table 3®3»7®
and it can be seen that these differ considerably between subjects..
In fig, 3«3*29 gaze displacement has been plotted as a function of
the optimised velocity function C"* for each of the subjects®
In section 4 it was shown that large errors in gaze displacement
pould arise during large amplitude target presentations, resulting in
a low correlation between and 0 for a few of the experimental0 1
t'
»r 1 .. ■ ■ ■■ , - ■—  —  ■ w.i. rr
Subject SI S2 S3 S4 S3 s6-
rad 1.36 0®66 lc00 0*87 0*88 1*04
nd -0*27 0*03
-0*00 ~0e04 -0.03 -0*10
c ^  (dog) 27.41 21*96 15*19 26*61 21*49 23*77
rd 0*86 0*88 0*87 0*83 0*92 0.87
T (sec) 0*06 0*28 0*23 0*22 0.20 0*17
°d/ a 1*08 0*69 1*00 0*83 0*83 0®93
Table 3*3 .7® The coefficients (m_, d n , and d cd) Of
equation (3.3*5®) with the associated
correlation coefficient (r;) and thed
values of the coefficients (t and m,/a )d
associated with .the optimised velocity 
function ( C**) expressed in equation
(3*3 © 12® ) c
0® X®
T«F «
eT
Subjec'tv. 15°
00
43° 60° 75°
SI 0*03 0.39 -0.12 0.83 0.S7
S2 0 * 00 -0*10 0.38 0.71 ■ 0*88
S3 0*26 0*23 -0*60 0*86 0.34
S4 0.00 0 e 00 0.70 0*98 0*98
S3 0*00 0.58 o*70 0*37 0*69
S6 0*63 0*23 -0*23 0*66 0*94
Si Oo57 0*43 0*63 0*76 0*77
S2 —0* 46 0*06 0.49 0*98 0*34
S3 0*48 Oo34 0*94 0.79 0*83
S4 0.00 0*13 -0.31 0*84 0*91
S5 0*70 0*80 0*90 0*86 0.93
S6 0*89 • —0®11 0*03 0*90 0.97
Table 3°3«>8 ® The correlation coefficients between gaze 
displacement ( © ) and the head velocity
• (a
function ( at each value of the target
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conditionsc Comparison of the results of Table 3«3«4* v/ith those of
Table 3«3®^» shows an interesting and perhaps the most important
result of this experiment* For those results showing a high level of
correlation between 0_ and 0 there is always a comparably high
g r
level of correlation between 0^  and C.® But for those conditionsG 1
exhibiting a low level of correlation between ® and ® there is aG f
much higher level of correlation between 0 and In other words,
the large errors in gaze displacement encountered may be accounted 
for by a lower level of head velocity than is normally assoc lilted 
with such a head displacement© Examination of the individual results 
showing large errors of undershoot revealed that these were mostly of 
the response type illustrated in fig* 3<*3® 13? where there is more 
than one saccade executed during the head movement* As indicated by 
the present results these were associated with a low level of head 
velocity*
A more positive indication of the fidelity of the relationship
between 0 and C can be obtained by correlating the values obtained G 2
at each individual target angle for both of the target presentation 
conditions* The results are presented in Table 3°3»8* as the corre­
lation coefficient between 0_ and £.* It can be seen that for theG 1
60 and 75 target angles there is always a positive correlation which
indicates that on average there is a tendency for 0 to increase
G
v/ith increase of This even applies for those experimental runs
in which there was a relatively low level of error in gaze displace­
ment which can nevertheless be accounted for by differences in head 
velocity (as reflected by the function © For the 15°? 30° and 
45° target angles the correlations, however, are not consistently 
positive* This itself does not necessarily imply that there is no
relationship between 0 and C but may merely reflect the factG 1
that, as observed previously, there is very little variance in 0_
G
for these target offsets, on which to base a correlation.
j) The Relationship Between Peak Head Velocity ($ ) and Target 
Offset ( 0 )
The hypothesis that the amplitude of gaze displacement is deter­
mined by head velocity carries with it the assumption that head 
velocity is related to target offset for the majority of normal
CoTo T.F.
Subject me ce
re me ce re
SI 1*39 6063 O.85 1.34 34.69 0.82
S2 . 1.92 14.70 0.95 1.62 16.58 0.95
S3 2r 41 I6c91 O089 1.20 53.57 0.63
s4 I067 -10.29 0.94 1.32 24.21 0.91
S3- 2.49 -28.63 0.93 1.59 42.89 0.71
S6 1.92 19.34 0.94 1.47 22.6? 0.91
All
S's 1.98 2.64 0.83 1.46 32o54 v/© * /
Table 3e3<>9 • The coefficients (m and c ) ofn e
equation (3®3*13 ) and the associated
correlation coefficients (r )•e
Cc T,
T.F.
8 (deg)
15 30 4 5 60 75
Mean 35o52 61.52 88.33 116.67 156.19
S.D. 4.22 4.70 5»94 7.46 14.25
Mean 54.50 79.37 93*29 122.57 142.57
s • D» 2.49 11.07 5.00 6.93 4.42
Table 3«3* 10* The mean and standard deviation of peak head velocity
e
( $ ) averaged over all subjects at each value of the 
P
target offset ( 6^)•
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responses® Such a relationship has* in fact, been demonstrated by Gresty 
(1974) in a similar experiment and by Bizzi et al, (1972) on monkeys.
The technique of regression analysis has again been used to find the 
best fit to the linear equations
(J) p “ IH 9 + C ( 3 ® 3 ° ^3 • )r e i e
The values of m , c and the associated correlation coefficient r 
e e e
are presented in Table 3*3®9®
The results illustrate that for both stimulus conditions there is 
a positive correlation (p < 0,002) of peak head velocity with target
angle for all of the subjects® In general, movements to larger ampli­
tude target offsets are made at higher velocity than those to smaller 
amplitude offsets. It is clear from this how peak head velocity (or 
rather the derived function can be used as an estimate of target
offset® -
Table 3*3° 3.0° shows the results of calculations of the mean and 
standard deviation of <J> at each target angle for the CT and TF con­
ditions and these are illustrated in fig, 3®3<>30© The difference 
between the CT and TF conditions has been assessed by an analysis of 
variance. This indicated that there was no significant difference in 
in the responses made in the CT and TF conditions largely because 
of the different behaviour of different subjects® This is in contrast 
to the'findings of Gresty (197^) who reported higher velocity in the 
TF condition from target offsets of 15° to 90°* but it is interesting 
to note that his recorded velocities are somewhat higher throughout 
the range,
lc) The Latency ( f ) of Eye Movement Initiation With Respect to Target 
Presentation
The next variable to be considered is the latency ( T ) between
o
illumination of the offset target light and onset of the saccadic eye 
movement. The relationship between Tq and 0^ (the amplitude of 
target offset) is illustrated for the combined results of all subjects 
in fig, 3*3*31® A linear equation has been fitted to these results of 
the form:
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Fig. 3.3.31. The latency between target presentation and start of 
eye movement as a function of target offset.
tn „ c „ r „f f f
(msec/deg) • (;!sec)
C.Tc 2*42 192.2 0.57
Tr.Fo 1.32 282o4 0.28
Table 3*3*-11* i'ne coefficients (rn. and c_) ofi f
equation (3*3*14.) and the 
associated correlation coefficient 
(rf).
0m (deg)
Mean
©
4.?4 2?c 1
317.5 305*0
37*3 18.6
Mean
18.3S.D 17.1
Table 3*3*12. The mean and standard deviation of averaged over 
all subjects at each value of the target offset ( 6 ).
To = + ©••*••••••«> (3»3®i4.)
The values of the coefficients are presented in Table 3*3® 13.*
The responses to continuous target presentations show a positive 
correlation (p < 0*002 for all subjects) between Tq and 0^. In
other words the mean latency (given in Table 3*3®12*) increased from 
a value (averaged over all subjects) of 243 msec at 15° to 3^3 msec 
at 73°® This is in contrast to the findings of-Gresty (197^)? who 
found no increase in latency with target offset* The responses to 
the target flash condition also showed a positive correlation, though 
with a lower level of significance, with mean latency rising from 
317 msec in response to the 13° target offset to 396 msec for the 
75°® An analysis of variance revealed, rather surprisingly, no sig­
nificant difference between stimulus conditions, a factor which was 
attributable to the significant interaction of subject with condition* 
The difference between subjects was most evident in the TF condition 
as reflected by the much higher level of standard deviation in this 
condition for the smaller target offset angles* In fact, this variance 
was contributed mostly by only two of the subjects* One subject (S3)
exhibited a large difference in t between the CT and TF conditionso
for the 13 offset only, while the other (S3) did so for 13 * j O and 
43°-* In these particular examples from S3 and S3 the values of xo
during the TF condition were much higher than the values for the other 
subjects for the same condition and the same target angle, being 
closer to those values appropriate to the larger target angles*
1) The Latency of Head Movement Initiation ( t ) with Respect to 
Target Presentation
The final variable to be considered is the latency between the 
start of head movement and the time of target presentation. The 
relationship between x (= t - x ) and 0 is presented in fig*
^  O i. JL
3.3.32 for the combined results of all six subjects* An analysis of
variance was performed on these results which indicated that there was
a highly significant linear relationship (p < 0.001) between the
latency and the target offset for both stimulus conditions* There
was also a just significant difference (p <C 0.03) indicating longer
latencies in the TF condition, a fact reflected by the mean levels of
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3*3o32. The latency between target presentation and start of 
head movement as a function of target offset.
x at each target offset which are presented in Table 3*3® 23® There 
was also a highly significant difference between subjects and a study 
of the individual results revealed that one subject (S3) contributed 
the largest part of the variance in the TF condition® Wien this 
subject was excluded from the analysis there was no significant 
difference between the conditions®
The difference between the latencies ( x and x_) in the CT ando 2
TF conditions brings out an interesting point concerning the different
performance of different subjects® In this respect it is particularly
interesting to consider the shortest latency ( t ). whether it be x
3 °
or t , at each target angle® The means and standard deviations of
are presented in Table 3*3® i^ -s and an analysis of variance on 
these data revealed that no significant difference could be determined 
between the CT and TF conditions® However, examination of the data 
showed that the responses of S3 were again considerably different to 
those of the other subjects, the latencies being much longer in the 
TF condition.
The difference in the values of x^ and x^ between the sub-
jects may be summed up as followse Three of the subjects (SI, S2 and
S4) showed little or no difference in the latency to the start of the
eye movement ( x ) in the CT and TF conditions (mean difference
8 msec)® Two of the subjects (S3 and S6) exhibited longer latencies
to the start of eye movement ( x ) in the TF condition (mean differenceo
92 msec) but very little difference in the shortest latency ( x ) to 
the start of either head or eye movement (mean difference 12 msec)® 
These two subjects (S3 and S6) also showed little or no difference in 
the latency to the start of head movement (mean difference 5 msec) in 
the CT and TF conditions® In other words, in both conditions, the 
head was moved within the same period after the stimulus but in the 
TF condition the eye movement initiation was delayed® Finally, one 
subject (S3) exhibited considerably longer latencies ( x ) to the 
start of either head or eye movement in the TF condition (mean dif­
ference 120 msec), indicating a definite decision to delay the 
initiation of any movement towards the target® It is of particular 
interest that S3 exhibited the greatest tendency to initiate the eye 
movement before the head movement and even in the TF condition, where 
both head and eye movement were considerably delayed, 70 per cent of 
all eye movements started before or simultaneously with head movement®
Mean
12 o 3
Table 3*3*13® The mean and standard deviation of T averaged over 
all subjects at each value of the target offset ( 0 )
CcT«
TcFc
0T (deg).
T^Cmsec) 15
30 45 60 75
Mean 241.7 245.3 279*5 290 08 363*6
V ScDo 4c 8 6*2 11 ol 17.4 19.8
Mean 2?6c 1 27603 2.960 4 313*9 353.9
S c Do 23e6 llo7 29*9 15*6 17*0
Table 3*3*14 «> ^he mean and standard deviation of t averaged over 
all subjects at each value of the target offset ( 0^ )
3»3»5* Discussion
The results from the second series of experiments indicate the 
similarity of the pattern of eye movement observed whether the head 
is moved in darkness or towards a visual target. The quantitative 
measures of head and eye movement allow some conclusions to be made 
concerning the nature of the control mechanism responsible for head 
and eye co-ordination. In particular there is now more information 
on which to assess the relative importance of retinal error infor­
mation and the vestibulo-ocular response in the control of the 
important saccadic component of the eye movement. The information 
available from the results is basically of two types, and concerns 
first, the amplitude of head and eye movement and second, the temporal 
relationships between head movement, eye movement and target 
presentation*
The relationship between gaze displacement at the end of the 
initial saccade and the total head displacement showed a high level 
of correlation for all four stimulus conditions. In general, the 
correlations obtained from responses made in the dark were higher 
than those obtained in the first series of experiments, which is 
probably attributable, in large part, to the greater accuracy of the 
measurement and recording techniques used. Comparison of the responses 
to all four stimulus conditions indicates that the relationship 
between gaze displacement and head displacement is very similar, 
although quantitative comparison is difficult because of the different 
distributions of values of § . To find such a relationship during 
visual target acquisition is perhaps not very surprising for the 
following reasons. When the target offset is greater than about 30° 
from orbital centre it is more natural for the subject to move both 
the head and the eyes, since the maximum deviation of the eyes is 
only approximately 45°. The ratio between total head displacement 
and peak gaze displacement (88 per cent for CT, 87 per cent for TF) 
indicates that at the end of a co-ordinated movement the eye is dis­
placed by less than 10° even when looking towards the 75° targets.
If it is assumed that the whole process is controlled on the basis of 
retinal error information it is not unlikely that the derived error 
signal which is fed to the extraocular muscles to produce the saccade 
could also be made available to the neck muscles to generate a head
movement proportional to the amplitude of the saccade. This concept
was discussed earlier on page 3*22. In support of this concept Bizzi et al.
(1972) have 3hown that when the eyes are moved to a target with the
head clamped there is EMG activity in the muscles of the neck which
would produce movement of the head if it were free. It has also been
demonstrated that stimulation of the superior colliculus, an area
known to be intimately involved in visuo-motor control (Goldberg &
Wurtz, 1972; Mcllwain, 1973)* often results in head rotation as well 
as eye displacement (Faulkner & Hyde, 1958)* This effect may be the 
result of stimulation of direct tecto-spinal fibres (Anderson. Tosliida & 
Wilson, 1971) or of more indirect pathways through the reticular 
formation.
As discussed previously (page 3*23 ) it is assumed in the fore­
going argument that the vestibulo-ocular response consists only of 
the compensatory component. However, it is apparent from the results 
of this experiment that when the head' is moved passively the vestibulo- 
ocular response consists of both a fast and slow phase component.
What is perhaps most surprising is that the relationship between 
saccadic gaze displacement and head displacement during head move­
ments in the dark should be in any way similar to that observed during 
visual target acquisition. However, the similarity does not neces­
sarily imply that it is the vestibular system which is responsible 
for the generation of the saccade during target acquisition. It may 
merely demonstrate the ability of one system to mimic another so that 
whichever system is being used the nett response will be similar in 
form and will not lead to difficulties in, for example, spatial 
orientation. The usefulness of the relationship between head and eye 
movements in the dark is evident. If there were no saccadic component 
the eye would remain stabilised in space. The introduction of a 
saccade enables the subject tc view, and possibly search, the visual 
field towards which the head is being turned. From a strategic view­
point this procedure has obvious advantages since the eye can be 
moved more quickly than the head during a voluntary movement because 
of the delay imposed by the high inertia of the head.
One of the more important points brought out in the discussion of 
the first series of experiments (page 3*23.) was whether the slow 
phase component of the eye movement could be shown to be exactly
compensatory to the head movement. No formal quantitative test of 
this feature was carried out in the second series of experiments, but 
qualitatively it appears that compensation is normally very precise®
This can be appreciated by reference to the experimental results shown 
in fig® 3.308-3.3.13, where gaze displacement essentially remains 
constant following the end of the initial saccade in all four stimulus 
conditions® Peak gaze displacement is, in general, achieved before 
the end of the head movement and the relationship between gaze dis- 
placement at the end of the saccade and total head displacement is 
thus a predictive one® For such a predicts, ve relationship to exist 
duripg passive stimulation in the dark must mean that the oculomotor 
system has access to a predictive estimate cf final head position®
The head turning movement is a very potent stimulus to the 
lateral semicircular canals and as explained in Chapter 2, section 
2.2., the canals effectively transduce head angular velocity in the 
range of frequencies normally associated with voluntary movements®
Head velocity is phase advanced on head position and to that extent 
is predictive of it® It is therefore not surprising to find a highly 
correlated functional relationship between gaze displacement and a 
function closely related to head velocity.* This relationship indi­
cates how the vestibular apparatus could be responsible for providing 
a fairly rough estimate of future head position*, but the point which 
is particularly interesting is that a very similar relationship is 
also found during visual target acquisition.
Is it, then, possible that during target acquisition the duration 
of the saccade is determined by head velocity? There is normally a 
highly correlated relationship between head velocity and amplitude of 
target offset as demonstrated in fig® 30*30® Similar relationships 
have also been obtained by Bizzi et a h  (1972) and by Gresty (1974). Clear- 
ly, if gaze displacement were determined by head velocity, large errors 
might be expected if the velocity were not within the normal range.
Such errors were found during visual target acquisition, the responses 
often exhibiting more than one saccade, and these were found to be 
associated with velocities of head movement which were considerably
*The interpretation of the derived head velocity function ( £ ) will 
be discussed in detail in Chapter 4®
lower than normal® But this type of response was only found for 
movements to target offsets of 60° and 75°® 3-he large errors in 
initial gaze displacement shown in fig® 3«3®13 were not very common.
Do they therefore represent the response of a different mechanism to 
that used normally? It is certainly very unnatural to move the head 
slowly when moving towards a target which is clearly visible® It is 
therefore possible that this particular type of response represents 
a searching procedure which is invoked when there is uncertainty 
about the exact location of the target. The fact that some subjects 
exhibit more of this type of response than others may indicate difference 
in decoding of visual information provided by the peripheral retina® If 
the target location were fairly precise and the gaze saccades were 
estimated from retinal error information it would be expected that 
gaze displacement would be uncorrelated with head velocity® However, 
the results given in Table 3.3*8. indicate that, when the responses 
to the different target offsets are considered separately, the gaze 
displacement is positively correlated with head velocity for each of 
the subjects in movements to the 60° and 75° target offsets. It 
would thus appear that gaze displacement is more strongly influenced 
by head velocity than by retinal error for those larger target offsets. 
For the smaller target offsets (up to 43°) there is no consistent 
positive correlation for all of the subjects. Since there are very 
few errors in gaze displacement for the smaller target offsets it 
seems likely that these responses are mediated by retinal error infor­
mation. In support of this concept there are two results in particu­
lar (Si, TF and S3, TF) which clearly stand out from the main 
population in fig. 3*3*29® Both responses were the result of 
movements to 30° target offsets at very high levels of head velocity 
(30 /s and 42°/s respectively), which were nevertheless very accurate®
One of the most important factors in assessing the relative 
contribution of the vestibular and visual mechanisms during visual 
target acquisition is the latency of eye movement with respect to 
head movement. There is no doubt, that the saccadic eye movement 
starts before head acceleration in some responses to the visual 
target presentations: a finding that, necessarily, rules out the 
concept of saccadic initiation by the vestibulo-ocular reflex in 
these responses. It is of interest that the responses in which the
eye movement starts before head movement are mostly confined to target 
angles of 43° or less® In these responses the errors in gaze displace­
ment were very small® Conversely, there were very few responses to the 
60° and 75° target offsets in which the eye movement preceded head 
movement® It was precisely in these responses that large errors were 
made in initial gaze displacement and in which gaze displacement was 
positively correlated with head velocity® This evidence tends to 
suggest the concept that, for the smaller target offsets (up to 45°)> 
control is mediated principally by retinal error information; for 
movements to the larger target offsets control is probably under the 
direction of the automatic response mechanism responsible for the eye 
movements which are observed when the head is moved in the dark®
It is of interest to consider why there should be a difference 
between responses to different amplitudes of target offset® Two 
possible explanations are proferred® The first is that, somehow, the 
probability of acquiring an accurate indication of retinal error 
decreases as the target is projected further away from the fovea on 
the peripheral retina. The reason for this could be a fundamental 
one, that the representation of retinal cells within the superior colli- 
cus or the visual cortex becomes more sparse the further the cells are 
located away from the fovea. Alternatively it could be a matter of 
experience, in so far as the subject is more likely to be influenced 
by, and to attend to, objects which are closer to the fovea. The second 
possible explanation for the difference in latencies could be simply 
that the system is accustomed to the fact that targets offset up to 45° 
can be fixated using eye movement alone, whilst any larger target 
offset necessitates a combined head and eye movement.
The mean la ten cy  between head and eye movement was greater  during 
voluntary head movements in  the dark than during e ith e r  o f  the v isu a l  
ta rg e t co n d itio n s . I s  i t  r e a l i s t i c  then to  suggest th a t i t  i s  the  
automatic response to  head turning which i s  resp on sib le  fo r  the co­
ord ination  o f  head and eye movements to  the larger  ta rg e t o f f s e t s ?  In 
general there i s  more variance in  the la te n c ie s  during voluntary head 
movements in  the dark, but in  a l l  su b jects  a large  proportion o f  the  
la te n c ie s  are comparable to  those during ta rg e t f la sh  p resen ta tion  fo r  
the la r g es t ta rg e t o f f s e t s .  From v isu a l in sp ec tio n  o f  the r e s u l t s ,  the  
longer la te n c ie s  appear to  be a sso c ia ted  with the lower le v e ls  o f  head
velocity (viz fig® 3*2®3(c)) which were encountered very infrequently 
during target acquisition® The latencies observed during passive head 
movements were, in general, even longer, a finding which is probably 
attributable to the lower initial head acceleration during passive as 
opposed to voluntary head movements as demonstrated in the examples of 
figs® 3®3®8-3®3®13® ■
The velocity profile achieved by rotation of the head on the neck 
was considerably better than that obtained by whole body rotation in 
the first series of experiments® As a consequence there was, on average, 
a much smaller initial slow phase component before the start of the 
saccade indicating that the latencies were smaller in the second series 
of experiments than in the first® When a high initial acceleration was 
achieved the latency was small and all subjects exhibited a proportion 
of responses in which the latency was of the same order as that observed 
during visual target acquisition® In this second series of experiments 
the subjects appeared to be in a much higher state of arousal during 
passive stimulation® Whether this was because they had their eyes open 
in the dark or because the movement of the head on the neck provided a 
more arousing stimulus is difficult to say®
During voluntary head movements in the dark there were a small 
number of responses in which the eye movement started before head 
acceleration and considerably more in which the two started simul­
taneously® This brings into question whether the saccadic eye movement 
is determined centrally during voluntary movements, or whether it is 
simply initiated centrally but has its amplitude controlled by the 
vestibular output* The concept of a system of collateral pathways 
innervating both neck and eye muscles was put forward in the discussion 
of the first series of experiments, but there is not sufficient evi­
dence within any of the experimental results to enable a positive 
conclusion to be drawn on this aspect of the functional organisation 
of the system®
The latency between target onset and the start of eye movement is 
of some importance. During continuous target presentation the latencies 
in response to the smaller target singles were significantly shorter than 
those during the target flash condition® In fact, the latency to the 
13 target offset was comparable to that observed when the eye is moved 
with the head fixed® In an experiment conducted by Barnes & Gresty
(1973) in which the head was fixed and eye movements were made to
briefly presented targets offset by 10° and 20° from head centre,
there was no significant difference in latency between conditions
which were comparable to the CT and TF conditions in this experiment©
The mean latency of the response was never as great as that observed
during the target flash condition of the present experiment© However,
this may simply represent the difference in behaviour of a different
subject population© In the present experiment, the behaviour of three
of the subjects (S3* S3 and S6) was markedly different to that of the
other three© Exclusion of the results of these three subjects would
lead to the conclusion that the latency ( t  ) to the start of the eyeo
movement was very similar in the CT and TF conditions when moving to 
fixate the 15° and 3°° target offsets© It would be tempting to infer 
from this information that the three subjects (S3, S3 and S6) who had 
longer latencies in the TF condition were simply taking longer to make 
the decision to initiate any movement towards the target and this was 
certainly true for one of the subjects (S3)® However, when considering 
the shortest latency, whether it be to the start of the eye movement or 
to initiation of the head movement, it was found that in the TF condition 
two of these subjects (S3 and S6) were initiating head movements after 
approximately the saute latency as they initiated eye movements in the 
CT condition. In other vrards for these subjects it was not simply that 
the decision making process had been slowed down, but rather that an 
alternative decision had been made to initiate the head movement first, 
rather than the eye movement©
One possible interpretation of this result is that there are two 
separate central pathways for head-eye co-ordination© The first of 
these pathways is to the nuclei of the oculomotor system and the second 
is to the neck musculature, both emanating from a centre within the CNS 
at which a decision making process is carried out on retinal information. 
Activation of the system could be carried out in two ways© Either the 
first and second pathways could be co-activated which would result in 
a short latency eye movement followed by the head movement* Or the 
second pathway could be separately activated which would result in a 
head movement leading to an automatically generated eye movement. The 
first of these responses would then represent a response mediated by a 
fairly precise retinal error signal whilst the second would represent
a target searching procedure indicative of a certain degree of 
indeterminacy in target location.
However, it must be added that the differences in latency
observed in the experiment described here were not found by Gresty
(1974) in his similar experiment- The reaction time from target onset
to saccadic initiation ( T ) was not found to be a function of target
o
offset and the mean values were not significantly different for the 
two different conditions of target presentation. Moreover, the mean 
values (270 msec for CT, 264 msec for TF) were smaller than those 
encountered in the present experiment and more similar to the reaction 
time for eye movement alone. Also, the mean reaction time to head 
movement was found by Gresty to be significantly greater during conti­
nuous target presentation than to the target flash, but not to be a 
function of target offset. These differences may be attributable to 
the high inter-subject variance observed in the results of the experi­
ments described in this thesis which reflect the different strategies 
employed by different subjects. One subject (Sfj) made a large pro­
portion of eye movements before head movement and the latency between 
target onset and head movement was consistently greater than for the 
other subjects.
Another possible explanation for the differences observed in the 
results produced by Gresty lies in the nature of the experimental con­
ditions. In the target flash condition employed by Gresty there was a
10 msec pause between the disappearance of the centre target light and 
the presentation of the offset target. During the 10 msec period of 
darkness it is possible that the attention of the subject is released 
so that when the flash of light appears it alone seeks the 
attention of the subject since it is the only object of interest in 
the field of view. Conversely, in the experimental procedure des­
cribed in section 3*3* there is no comparable period of absolute 
darkness. It might be argued that attention to the centre light may 
decrease the probability of obtaining an accurate indication of offset 
target location, which, in terms of the concepts presented before,
would result in a decision to make a search type manoeuvre in which
the head is moved before the eyes. It would be of considerable 
interest to see whether such a short period of darkness could indeed 
modify reaction times, both when the head is fixed and when the head 
and eyes are moved in a co-ordinated manner.
Chapter 4. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF THE VESTIBULO-OCULAR REFLEX
4.1. INTRODUCTION
V/hilst the mathematical model described in Chapter 2 was capable 
of predicting a variety of responses to vestibular stimulation it, 
nevertheless, is in need of i*evision in order to explain more recent 
behavioural and neuro-physiological findings. In particular it 
should be able to predict the responses to voluntary head movement 
shown in Chapter 3* ^he original model, which is shown in fig. 4.1.1, 
predicts the large saccadic eye movement characteristic of these 
responses, but the control of that eye movement is not as indicated 
by the results of the experiment. In particular the delay before 
onset of the saccade is much longer than found experimentally. This 
is a direct result of the presence of the second order lag element 
(L) preceding the threshold sensor. This element was introduced to 
control the timing of the fast and slow phases of nystagmus. However, 
when attempting to model the vestibulo-ocular response to voluntary 
head movements, which generally have a principal frequency component 
between 0.5 and 2.5 Hz, there is severe attenuation and considerable 
phase lag introduced by the lag element. The onset of the saccade is 
thus delayed considerably because of the longer period needed to 
exceed the threshold level.
It is also apparent that although, in general terras, the model 
predicts an increase in the magnitude of the saccade with increased 
velocity of head movement, it is not capable of predicting the accurate 
control of the termination of the saccade. This lack of accurate con­
trol is also manifest in another way. In response to very low 
frequency stimuli, small variations in the parameters of the control 
mechanism (T , T and G) can result in large drifting movements of the
X cL
predicted nystagmus, because the amplitude of the fast phase does not 
accurately match that of the ensuing slow phase. It is known from the 
work of other authors (e.g., Merrill & Stark, 1963) that the amplitude 
of the fast phase eye movement is highly correlated with the magnitude 
of the ensuing slow phase during nystagmus. This has the effect of 
maintaining the mean amplitude of the nystagmus within certain bounds. 
Clearly this indicates that the fast and slow phases are very closely

controlled in a nearly linear manner especially for low amplitude 
nystagmus* But paradoxically, this effect breaks down when the slow 
phase eye velocity changes rapidly, as it does during voluntary head 
rotation.
Another feature which is not predicted by the original model is 
the occurrence, during some voluntary head movements, of large ampli­
tude saccades in which the eye velocity is initially at the maximum 
level (approximately 300-400°/s), but decreases towards the end of 
the saccade, leading to the * rounding* effect noted on page 
the original model saccades were of constant velocity (K) and were 
controlled by the operation of a relay, so that there was no inter­
action of fast and slow phase eye movements«
The development of the original model brought out the idea that 
the initiation of saccades in vestibular nystagmus occurred when the 
signal coded for eye velocity exceeded a threshold level. However, 
no rigid concept was established at that time concerning the manner 
in which the duration of the saccadic and slow phase components was 
controlled. Nevertheless, the model produced showed the importance 
of the fast phase in biasing the eye displacement in the direction of 
head displacement. This in turn led to the idea that the role of the 
saccade was to induce a rapid offset of the eye in the direction of 
head movement during rapid voluntary movements of the head as had pre­
viously been suggested by Jones (1964). The experimental results 
presented in Chapter 3 indicated that this supposition was probably 
correct. Moreover, the functional relationship established between 
the gaze displacement and head velocity forms a strong empirical 
basis from which to develop a new mathematical model.
4,2. DEVELOPMENT OF THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE MECHANISM OF 
SACCADIC GENERATION
4,2,1, The Predictive Nature of the Saccadic Eye Movement
The experimental results obtained and analysed in the previous 
chapter have underlined the similarity of the responses of the eyes 
to head movement during target seeking and voluntary and passive 
stimulation in the dark. In particular, the discussion has brought 
out the basic idea that the saccade is a predictive movement of the 
eye which does not rely on visual corrective feedback and is conse­
quently often in error, even when the visual target is continuously 
presented,It was then argued that in order to be predictive of future 
head position in the absence of visual information the saccade must be 
generated on the basis of a phase advanced signal, such as head velo­
city, Subsequent analysis of the results from the second series of 
experiments indicated that' a strong correlation existed between gaze 
displacement and a derived function of head velocity (£ ) at the time 
of peak eye displacement (see page 3®53-i equation (3*3*^®))® The 
relationship had the form:
This relationship now gives a vital clue in determining how the 
duration of the saccadic eye movement is determined.
The other relationship which is of importance in the development 
of the new model is that between the amplitude and duration of the 
gaze displacement from the initiation to the peak of the saccade.
This relationship, expressed by equation (3®2®3®)» (see page 3®l8,), 
indicates that the amplitude of the gaze saccade is linearly related 
to its duration as follows.
e
G ( 4e 2, 1« )
e (4,2,2,)
The hypothesis which forms the basis of the new model may be 
stated in the following manner® It is assumed that the amplitude of 
the gaze saccade is determined within the CNS by comparing a signal
which matches the trajectory of the gaze saccade with a signal which 
represents an estimate of the final position of the head* The first 
signal is produced by the CNS as the result of an integration with 
respect to time of a constant signal which is proportional to the 
velocity (m^) of the gaze saccade. This signal may be represented by 
a more generalised version of equation (4.2.2©) as follows:
u(t) = m^t + c^ .•••••••••• (4.2.3°)
where u(t) = gaze displacement as a function of time (t).
The second signal, representing an estimate of a final head position 
is probably derived from a signal proportional to head velocity-.which 
is available at the level of the vestibular nuclei as a result of 
stimulation of the lateral’semicircular canals (see page 2*5*)° This 
signal v(t) may be represented by the equation:
v(t) = rf (t)   (4.2.4.)
The duration of the gaze saccade (At) is determined by the solution 
of equations (4.2.3.) and (4.2.4.) for the specific condition in which 
u(t) = v(t). This feature is demonstrated graphically in fig. 4.2.1
where the solution of the equations is determined by the point of
intersection of the two trajectories representing the functions u(t) 
and v(t). The amplitude of the gaze saccade can also be determined 
by the solution of equation (4.2*3*) for the specific duration of the 
saccade (At).
The relationship between head velocity ( <}> ) and the derived func­
tion ( 5 ) was expressed by equation (3*3*3*)1 (see page3.50.), but may
be written in more general terms as follows:
= i   (4.2.5.)
s
where t - 0.25 sec
and T ~ 1 sec 
S
u(t),v(t)
''N
tine (t)
Fig. 4.2.1. Diagram to illustrate how duration of saccade is 
determined by head velocity function ( £).
This relationship was derived mainly by a process of trial and 
error from the experimental results, as a means of attenuating the 
velocity profile of short duration, high velocity movements* However, 
it is probable that there is some functional significance in the 
choice of this modifying relationship* The range of the frequency 
components of voluntary head movement lies in a very narrow band from 
approximately 0*5 to 2*5 Hz, this range covering all amplitudes of 
movement as described in more detail on page 4*25* For movements of 
any one amplitude the frequency band is even narrower (e*g*, for 60° 
movements, approximately 0*8 - 1*3 Hz). The function C determined by 
equation (4.2.5*) is illustrated in fig. 4.2.2 for comparison with the 
original velocity waveform.' The velocity profiles were determined 
according to the analysis presented on page 4.20.
There are two notable features of the curves shown in fig. 4.2.2, 
which are all responses of £ and <J> appropriate to a constant value 
of <J> • First, the peak level of C varies very little over the fre­
quency range illustrated, and is approximately equal to the amplitude 
of head displacement ( ), whilst the peak head velocity varies by a
factor of 1.5. The second important feature is that the peak level 
of C is achieved well before the end of the head movement. Thus, 
over the narrow band of frequencies encountered in normal voluntary 
head movements, the peak level of the function C provides a 
predictive estimate of final head position.
In the development of the original model (fig. 4.1.1) it was 
suggested that the first saccade was initiated when the signal derived 
from head velocity exceeded a certain threshold level. This concept 
appeared to be a valid possibility, since it enabled an explanation 
to be given for two important features of nystagmus; the timing of 
the initial saccade, and the increase in saccadic beat frequency with 
increase of stimulus level. The concept of threshold detection would 
also seem to serve a useful function during passively induced head 
turning movements. The function C is a predictive estimate of final 
head position and if C is below the threshold level no saccade will 
be generated. In other words, if the head displacement is not 
greater than the threshold level the system ignores the head movement, 
presumably on the basis that the field of view has not moved suffi­
ciently to warrant a realignment of the eye to a new datum point from 
which to search the environment.
Mead Velocity
Derived Head 
Velocity Function
Head
Displacement
(9)
I 20
Time 
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■>
Fig. 4.2.2. Comparison of head velocity ( 9 ) and the derived head 
velocity function ( £) for head movements of different 
duration.
4*2.2* The Control of the Slow Phase Component
The control of the timing of the slow phase component is less 
important than that of the fast phase component when considering 
responses during target seeking. Nevertheless* on occasions, usually 
during a long duration head movement, secondary saccades occur as 
indicated by the experimental results (fig. 3*3«i3)? a**d these occur 
more often in the responses of some subjects than others. However, 
in order to obtain an indication of the manner in which the duration 
of the slow phase is determined it is more instructive to refer to 
those experiments involving continuous stimulation of the vestibular 
system in which the familiar patterns of nystagmus are elicited (viz 
fig. 2.1.1).
One of the most important features of both vestibular and opto- 
kinetic nystagmus (see Chapter section 2.4) is that the amplitudes 
of the fast phase and slow phase movements of the eye are approxi­
mately equal, provided that the stimulus is not one which varies 
greatly with time. So, for example, Merrill & Stark (1963) were able 
to show that during following of an optokinetic pattei'n at constant 
velocity, there is a high level of correlation between the amplitude 
of the fast phase and the ensuing slow phase movement. Similarly, 
during vestibular nystagmus when the stimulus to the canals is a 
sinusoidal oscillation at very low frequency, the overall deviation 
of the eye is confined within a small region as is illustrated by the 
example shown in fig. 2.1.1. Differentiation of the eye displacement 
signal indicates that the eye velocity has the form shown in fig.
4.2.3 where t^ is the duration of the fast phase and t that of the 
slow phase. For a constant slow phase eye velocity it is clear that 
the nett displacement of the eye will be zero only if the integrated 
slow and fast components are equal.- This relationship may be expressed 
by the equation:
0 t_ = (Kq - 6 )t„ v 2 S v 1
where K q = saccadic eye velocity
and ©v =s slow phase eye velocity
Eye
Displacement
—  >
time
Eve-
Velocity
V
Fig. 4.2.3. Diagram to illustrate timing relationship between fast 
and slow phases of nystagmus.
or alternatively,
6 y( t^ ^2  ^ “ I^ gt^  »««••««•* {4e2o6« )
Clearly, the mechanism which controls the duration of the fast and 
slow phases must obey this relationship as closely as possible*
During visual target acquisition, as mentioned previously, 
secondary and tertiary saccades sometimes occur. The amplitude of 
the gaze saccade is determined by the amplitude of the derived head 
velocity function, the peak value of which is an estimate of final 
head displacement, as shown in the previous section. This mechanism 
of estimation works well for the most part since the velocity profile 
of head movement is such that the intersection of the two curves of 
fig. 4.2.1 generally occurs when the head velocity is at or near its 
peak level. However, during movements with low* velocity, long dura­
tion trajectories such as those shown in fig. 3®3«13» it is clear 
that, if there were no means of generating secondary saccadic esti­
mates, the initial saccade would be grossly in error as an estimate 
of the total amplitude of head movement. The experimental results 
shown in fig. 3®3®i3 indicate that secondary saccades tend to occur 
only when the velocity at the end of the initial saccade is well below 
peak velocity or when the velocity level is maintained constant for a 
prolonged period thereafter. Therefore a criterion must exist for 
deciding when the actual velocity waveform of the head movement 
deviates from the trajectory.
In the previous section it was suggested that the primary saccade 
was initiated when the function C exceeded a certain threshold level. 
The threshold detector was an important feature of the original model 
(see fig. 4.1.1). A further feature of the model was the inclusion of 
a feedback system around the threshold sensor, which was responsible 
for the inhibition of the input signal to the sensor during the periods 
corresponding to the slow phase component of nystagmus. Thus, secon­
dary and subsequent saccades were initiated when the level of the 
inhibitory feedback was not sufficient to maintain the input signal 
below the threshold level. Such a situation is more likely to arise 
when the input signal is increasing as shown in the examples of 
fig. 3.3.13. Thus, the concept of a feedback system around the
threshold sensor would appear to be a mechanism by which it is 
possible to account for the occurrence of secondary and subsequent 
saccades during head turning movements. However, it is apparent that 
some modification to the detail of the original model must be made in 
order to achieve the accurate relationship between the timing of the 
fast and slow jjhases required by equation (4.2.6.)• Consequently a 
new method of control has been developed, which, however, still 
embodies the original concept.
4.2.3® A Mathematical Model of the Mechanism of Saccadic Generation
There are probably many ways in which the control of fast and 
slow phases could be achieved in the physiological system. An 
attempt has been made to devise one such representation which may or 
may not be the actual mechanism but which does give responses commen­
surate with the criteria discussed so far, and which is compatible 
with the current neurophysiological evidence described inyChapter 1.
The model is illusti'ated in fig. 4.2.4, and the primary components 
are as follows,.
T is a threshold detector with hystersis.
F is the feedback transfer function around the threshold 
sensor.
I is the integrating network which converts the vestibular 
output to eye position. It is in the form of a partial 
integrator for the reasons outlined in Chapter 2, 
section 2.4.
A is a modifying linear transfer function by which the head 
velocity function ( ? ) is derived from the vestibular 
afferent signal.
The response y of the threshold sensor T, which has an input 
signal x, is of the following form:
y = 0 for x < A, k > o
= Kg for x > o, x < o
This describes a system with hysteresis and saturation. As x increases,
y is zero until x is greater than the threshold A , when y becomes
equal to IC (a constant) and remains so until x is less than zero, b
0,
A
T “
Ki
1 + T c S
| K S
u _ ^ A - >  '
/'J A<-
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Fig. 4.2.4. The mechanism of saccadic generation in the vestibulo- 
ocular.reflex.
It is possible to conceive of a neurological substrate for the
threshold sensor if the system is broken down into the components
/
shown-in the inset diagram of fig. 4*2.4. T is a conventional thres­
hold detector, the response of which is typical of the characteristics 
of synaptic transmission, where the action potential in the post- 
synaptic neurone cannot be initiated until the EPSP is above threshold 
level. In a multi-neuronal network, the total threshold level could 
be considerably greater than that for a single synapse* The reticular 
formation of the brain stem, which is thought to be the site of the 
saccadic generator is characterised by such multiply-innervated 
neurones and it is interesting that thresholds in the PRF have been 
found to be higher than in the vestibular nuclei (Precht & Shimazu, 
I965) during vestibular nerve stimulation. The component S is a satu­
ration element which gives an all-or-nothing response when stimulated
/
by the output of the threshold sensor T • This is supported in con­
cept by recordings from the PRF, (described in Chapter 1, section 3*2.) 
which have established that activity correlated with subsequent saccade 
is characterised by bursts of firing which are of an all-or-nothing 
nature. Finally, the component (F ) around the threshold sensor 
provides positive feedback of a signal equal to the threshold level, 
which simulates the hysteresis effect.
The feedback element (F) around the threshold detector (T), has 
the form of a simple first order low pass filter such that z, the 
outj)ut of the filter, may be represented by the equations
k f
z(s) = T T T t^ T  y(s)F
where K_ = the gain of the filterr
and T„ = time constant of the filter,r
During a saccade the response (z) is given by
where zo z(t) at time of saccadic initiation
-t/ “t/
• * z — K_K (1 — e ) + s e ..... (4*2*7»)J? 5 o
and during the slow phase
F
Z — Z^6 a....... (4e 2* 8* )
where z^ a z(t) at time of slow phase initiation.
The response of F is thus of a form which is compatible with the
requirement for a temporary inhibition of the input to the threshold
detector following the termination of the saccade* Moreover, it is
possible to show that the response also fulfils the criterion
expressed by equation (4.2.6.).
Consider the response of the system when C is a constant level,
and let the durations of fast and slow phase components be t^ and t^
respectively. Reference to fig. 4*2.5 enables t. and t to be1 &
defined. First, t^, is defined as the solution of equation (4.2.7®)» 
in which
z = C - A 
o
“V tf ”V tp
K = KpK^l - e ) + ( C - A )e (4.2*9®)
Similarly, t may be defined by the solution of equation (4.2.8.), in 
which
Z1 = c
_t2/T
C - A = c e ....... (4.2.10.)
If it is assumed that t^ and t^ <<: then equation (4.2.9») may be
linearised to give
KFKqC = ^ a t l  + . . ( c . A ) ( 1 . - t ,
or A =s (KjJCg - C + A )t^T   (4.2.11.)
F
and equation (4.2.10.) gives
C - A = C (1 - t2/T )
or A = C t < (4.2.12.)
F
Combining equations (4.2.11.) and (4.2.12.) yields the relationship
(KpKs ♦ A >tt = 5 (tt t t 1
If C is a linear function of the vestibular afferent signal B withv
no change of gain, then in the steady state C = B^ and
‘Vs* A)t! = 0v(tl+V
This is compatible with the'requirement for zero nett eye deviation 
expressed by equation (4.2.6.) if the following condition is fulfilled
(KfICs +  A) „ K s (4.2.13 • )
c(t)
z(t)
\/
Fig. 4.2.5* Diagram to illustrate the response (z) of the feedback 
element (F) when the input to the saccadic mechanism 
(€ ) is constant.
c(t
Fig. 4.2.6. The response z(t-) of the feedback element (F) when the 
input to the saccadic mechanism (£ ) is a function of 
time (t). The first saccade is initiated when C(t) 
exceeds the threshold level (A).
Note that this condition is independent of the time constant (T„) of 
the feedback filter (F)o
In order to explain certain differences in the responses to 
voluntary and passive head movement, it is suggested that there are 
two ways in which the saccadic mechanism may be initiated. The 
simplest of these arises, as in the original model, when the level 
of the velocity coded signal £ exceeds the threshold level A of the 
detector T, in which instance only the simple feedback pathway around 
T is involved. The second mode of initiation is more complex and may 
arise from sources other than those of purely vestibular origin. The 
simplest mode will be discussed first.
4.2.4. The Primary Triggering System -
When the function C exceeds the threshold level ( A ) a saccadic 
driving pulse will be initiated and the response of the feedback 
function (z) will have the-form given by equation (4.2*7«*)»
-t/
. T
z = KpKgd - e F)
where z » 0o
The saccadic pulse will be terminated when
C - z s 0
as indicated in fig. 4,2.6.
The duration of the initial saccade ( At) is obtained by 
substitution of equation (4.2.15.) in equation (4.2.14.), yielding the 
expression
- At/' T
C '= K_It (1 - e F)
2 F S
where
(4.2.14.)
(4.2.15 ®)
= amplitude of £ at end of saccade as defined in fig. 3*3.14.
The difference in the level of C at the beginning and end of the 
saccade ( see fig. 3»3®l4) is given by
-  A t /
A = KfKs(1 - e ) - A
If At is much less than T^, this equation can be simplified to give
V s
At (4.2.16.)
The resultant eye displacement during the period of the saccade 
represented by the output ( 6) of the integrating network (I), is 
given approximately by the equation
0 = 0 dt v
At
+
o
(4.2.17c)
where 0 = slow phase component of eye displacement,s
If it is assumed that the slow phase eye movement compensates for 
head movement, a point which was discussed in Chapter 2, section 2.5-* 
an expression relating head and eye displacement may be derived as 
follows, from equation (2.2.10.).
(4.2.18.)
The gaze displacement is given by the substitution of (4.2.18.) in 
(4.2.17.)
0 Q a 0 + <f> a K A t e. (4o2ol9e)
and substitution of this suppression in equation (4.2.16.) gives
G “ C1 + A   (4.2.20.)
This relationship between gaze displacement (6 _) and the head
G
velocity function (.C^) is of the same form as that derived from the 
experimental results which was expressed in equation (4.2.1.).
= m C , + c ........... (4*2.1©)G c 1 c
Equations (4.2.20.) and (4.2.1.) are equivalent if
TF
1 “ = m .......a....... (4.2.21©)
lip c
and ' A = c /m . »  (4.2.22.)
c c
But equation (4.2.13.) states that for zero integral, the following 
expression must be obeyed.
+ A = Ks  .......  (4.2.13.)
Substituting from equations (4.2.21.) and (4.2.22.) gives expressions
for the time constant and the gain of the feedback filter (F).
T_ = m - c /K  ........   (4.2.23.)
F c c S
and K = (1 - c /m K )    (4.2.24.)
F c c S
In fact, the experimentally determined values of m^ are all
close to unity (see Table 3«3»>6o) and the value of c /K is very
c S
small and thus equations (4.2.23.) and (4.2.24.) may be rewritten 
approximately as
4.2.5® Visually and Centrally Induced Saccades
So far only those responses of the system have been considered 
in which there is no direct visual stimulus* When there is a gocd 
indication of retinal error as during responses to the target lights, 
then the eye movement is often initiated prior to head movement, a 
feature which would not be predicted by the primary triggering mecha­
nism <> It was shown on page 3®5i that the relationship between the 
amplitude of the gaze saccade and the derived function of head 
velocity ( C ) was similar for the visually induced and vestibularly 
induced saccades.
It is possible to postulate a mechanism similar to that discussed 
in the previous sections, but in which the input to the saccadic 
mechanism is a retinal error signal. It can be shown that such a 
mechanism gives responses which are often indistinguishable from 
those obtained by the model described so far.
Let it be assumed that a retinal error signal ( 9 is available
to the threshold sensor (T) in a manner similar to the vestibular 
input as shown in the model presented in fig. 4«2o7® However, whilst
the vestibular component was an estimate of future head position, the
retinal error signal gives an exact indication of required head and 
eye movement. Now let it be assumed that a separate feedback pathway 
(G) acts upon the visual input signal ( 8^) in a similar way to that 
in which F acts upon the vestibular input.
Referring to fig. 4.2.8 it can be seen that 6^ immediately 
exceeds the threshold level.and thus the output (y) of the threshold 
detector becomes equal to K^ ., the saccadic velocity. The signal y is 
effectively integrated by the feedback pathway, the output z** having 
the response
Vesti bular 
afferents
Oculomotor
efferents
1 + TIS
Central
control
A G t
Retinal
error
information
Fig. ^.2.7. A model of the mechanism by which central , visual and vestibular 
afferents effect control of saccadic eye movements.
Primary Refractory Secondary
Saccade Period Correction
Fig. U.2,0. Diagram to illustrate how saccadic duration is 
determined from retinal error signal.
-t/
Tr
z' = K K (1 -  e )S va
where K,G gain of feedback pathway
T,G time constant of filter
or z
G
(4.2.25e)
The level of y returns to zero when
Thus the duration of the saccadic pulse is proportional to retinal 
error. Following the termination of the saccadic pulse the feedback 
discharges, but in this instance it is suggested that the time con­
stant of decay is much smaller than for the vestibular feedback, 
being of the order say of 0.1 - 0.2 sec, values dictated by the minimum 
observed interval between saccades (approximately 150 - 2^0 msec).
The duration of a visually induced saccade is often as much as 
100 - 200 msec (i.e., amplitude approximately 30° ~ 60°) so that the 
feedback filter would not produce effective integration with the 
values of suggested above. However, the mechanism shown in the 
inset diagram in fig. 4.2.7 would be more acceptable. The filter G 
is replaced by an integrator with a feedback pathway which is con­
nected only when the saccade is switched off, thus causing the inte­
grator to discharge at a rate governed by the gain of the feedback.
A gain (K1) of 5 - 10 would be appropriate to give an effective time 
constant of 100 - 200 msec. Such a system might, with advantage, 
also be envisaged for the control of the feedback around the vestibular 
threshold sensor.
In the model the retinal error signal is cancelled by a feedback 
pathway, probably carrying efferent information from the oculomotor 
neurone pool. The reason for introducing such a mechanism (which is 
illustrated in fig. 4.2.7) is that experimental results from work by
Barnes & Gresty (1973) have established that an internal check of eye 
displacement is often made even without the continued presence of 
visual target information. Thus, if the eye displacement is in error 
with the stored retinal signal the input to the threshold detector 
would not be zero and a further corrective saccade would be made.
This is best appreciated by reference to fig. 4.2.8.
The exact functioning of such a mechanism calls for the postula­
tion of an absolute refractory period following termination of the 
saccadic pulse, so that no small errors are made during the discharge 
of the feedback pathway. Such a refractory period is a common 
feature of multi-neuronal systems (e.g., Renshaw inhibition in spinal 
motoneurones) and it is a demonstrable feature of the saccadic mecha­
nism as shown by Robinson (1972). The refractory period is probably 
of the order of 100 - 150 msec and the significance of this feature 
will be discussed further in Chapter it is possible that the 
refractory period operates on the threshold detector itself, so that 
there is a set period following a visually induced response before 
any further vestibular stimulation is able to excite the threshold 
sensor.
It must be emphasised that it is not the intention of the present 
study to develop this aspect of the model further at this stage and 
the details have thus not been exhaustively investigated. The inten­
tion is merely to show that the same basic concept could be envisaged 
to produce either accurate saccades based on retinal error, or 
approximate saccades based on an estimate of future head position.
During voluntary head movements in the dark, eye movement is 
often initiated simultaneously with head acceleration as shown in the 
results of Chapter 3» It is unlikely that this feature is the result 
of initiation by the vestibular afferent signal which is principally 
a function of head velocity as shown in Chapter 2. However, it is 
quite possible that a neural volley is sent to the saccadic mechanism 
concurrently with that sent to the neck muscles to initiate the volun­
tary head movement. This volley would be representative of the 
intended head displacement and could well be of the same form as the 
retinal error signal, that is a change in level proportional to the 
intended deviation. • This signal would then form an alternative input 
( 0 to the saccadic mechanism as shown in fig. 4.2*7.
4*3* MODELLING OF THE VESTIBULO-OCULAR REFLEX FOR LATERAL EYE 
MOVEMENTS
4.3*1* Development of the Model
So far* the modelling of the saccadic mechanism alone has been 
considered. An attempt has been made to incorporate this into a com­
plete model of the vestibulo-ocular reflex for lateral eye movements 
using the information given in Chapter 2. The model is illustrated 
in fig. 4.3*1* from which it can be seen that certain simplifying 
assumptions have been made as follows: '
a) It has been assumed that the slow phase pathway can be represen­
ted by three components with relationships expressed by equations 
(2.2.4.), (2.2.6.) and (2.2.7*)® This implies that the vestibular 
afferent signal exhibits some sensitivity to rate of change of 
cupular deflection.
b) It has also been assumed that the phase advance of the optimised 
head velocity function (C ) expressed in equation (4.2.3.) is 
identical to the phase advance component of the assumed vestibular 
afferent signal (equation 2.2.4.).
i.e., t » T^
This is supported by the fact that the values of x given in Table 
3.3*9* are, for the most part, very similar to the value for T 
derived in Chapter 2. It also makes sense that the system should not 
have to derive another modification of the vestibular afferent signal.
c) The component (A) which modifies the vestibular afferent signal 
completes the relationship determined by equation (4.2.5*)• Thus 5 
can be represented by the equation
0
C = i r + Tgs *«•**....... (4.3.1.)
/
Using the well established values for and Tq given in equation 
(2.2.4.), and assuming that 0 is proportional to the cupular
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afferent signal u) equation (4.3.1.) approximates toc
1 + sT
1 + sT, (4.3.2.)S
over the range of frequencies 0.01 -*■ 10 Hz.
This expression is of the same form as equation (4.2.3.) if
d) The component (B) modifies the saccadic pulse to compensate for 
the lag imposed by eye dynamics. This is the equivalent for the fast 
phase of the rate sensitivity in the cupular afferent signal. If it 
were not present it would result in the saccadic eye movements having 
the response of a second order system (i.e., with zero initial 
velocity) which is clearly not the normal response.
4.3*2. Computer Analysis of the Model
For simplicity the model has been rearranged in the manner shown 
in fig. 4.3.2 for computer analysis. The integrator (I) and the eye 
globe dynamics (E) have been incorporated separately into the fast 
and slow phase pathways with the assumption that subtraction of fast 
and slow phases is carried out at the end of the loop. This is 
emphatically not intended to be a physiological representation of the 
control system for the reasons pointed out in Chapter 2 (section
2.4.). In order to achieve this simplification the integrator (I) 
must be considered as a pure integrator (i.e., -+■ « ).
The following equations can be derived for the variables relevant 
for description of the model behaviour.
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where 0
F
fast phase eye displacement
0
S slow phase eye displacement
and 0 at time of saccadic initiationFo
0 0
S
0
F
A- flow diagram of the computer analysis is given in fig® 4.3*3® 
The programming was carried out on the Tektronix 31 calculator using 
the attached digital plotter to plot the time course of the response. 
The programme is given in Appendix C. '
In the next section the responses of the model to various head rota­
tional stimuli will be considered. As is apparent from the flow 
diagram different stimuli„can be represented by modification of the 
subroutine alone.
4.3-3• Response of the Model to Various Head Rotational Stimuli 
a) . Head Turning
During natural voluntary head turning movements, the angular 
velocity of the head normally follows a fairly prescribed waveform as 
is apparent by reference to the examples in fig. 3»3»8. Early 
attempts to model the waveform (Barnes, 1973) led to the suggestion 
that it could be represented as one half cycle of a sine wave.
Gresty (1974), on the other hand suggested a function of the forms
which appears to be a slightly better approximation. More detailed 
analysis of the head velocity trajectory showed that it normally 
rises to a peak in a time which is less than the half-period. Hence, 
a more accurate description is offered by the equation:
cf) = A( 1 — cos tot) for 0 < t < 2 it/to
0 for 2 it /to < t
t = 0 ; x = 0 
— > -
Fig.
A
A/
YES m
SUBROUTINEX,C AND 
PLOTS 0
NO[YES
4.3.3. Flow diagram for computer programme of vestibulo-ocular 
reflex.
1<j> = Ae (1 - cos (1) t) O < t < 2 7r/w )
 ^ (4*3*7*)
o 2 V w < t )
There is no physiological reason for suggesting such a function* It
will be used here simply because it contains enough variables to
simulate the main variations in the head velocity trajectory and
because it is an easily manipulated function* Later the response of
the model will be demonstrated for the actual experimental results
presented in figs* 3*3*8 - 3*3*13* '
In order to use equation (4*3*7®) the variation of the variables
A, T^ and w must be established for the normal responses during target
seeking* This cannot be done implicity but can be done by measurement
of the duration of the movement (TQ)t the time to peak velocity (^p)
and the magnitude of peak velocity ( <{> )* Peak velocity was defined
P
in the results presented on page 3*54 but unfortunately the other two 
variables were not measured at the same time* In order to obtain 
some indication of the other two variables during movements associated 
with target acquisition the results of one subject (S6, whose res­
ponses are illustrated in fig* 3*3*8) were again analysed for the 
target flash condition only* The results of this analysis are 
presented in Table 4*3*1*
The head displacement is obtained by integration of equation
(4*3*7*)
2(cos ^ cos( mt + ) - 1) + sin ^ ) (4*3*8*)
)
-1
where » tan w T,1
This has a maximum value when <{> = 0; that is when to t = 2 ^  • Thus 
peak displacement is
~ 2  tt/ co T
<f>p = AT^ sin ^ (1 - e ) (4.3*9.)
Peak head velocity is achieved when <P = 0. Differentiation of 
equation (4.3*7*) gives
-t/
<*> - —  (1 - cos( mt - ^  )/cos ^  )
1
<j) ss 0 when
t = Tp =s 2 ^ / w  (4.3*10.)
iox
. p‘I1_ = Ae * (1 ~ cos 2 ^ )
2Ae * sin^ ^ ••*.•*« (4.3*11*)
The duration of the head movement is defined by the equation
T = 2* /w   (4*3*12.)o
At any one value of the target offset 0^ ,, to can be defined by 
equation (4*3*12*)» whence can be defined by equation (4*3*10.) 
and A can be defined by equation (4.3*11*) using the results set out 
in Table 4*3*1* Also presented in Table 4*3*!• are the calculated
0T
(deg) 15 30 45 60 75
TP
(sec) 0©242 0©233 0.266 0.299 0.311
To (sec) Oo625 00635 0.738 0.847 O.927
( % ) 43.3 84.3 104.6 125*9 147*9
to (r/s) 10,0 9*9 8.5 ■ 7*4 6©8
T1 (sec) 0© 27 0.23 0.25 0.27 0.26
A (°/s) bO © 2 138*5 185*1' 237*9 323.2
*p (deg) 12© 9 25*0 35*9 49*2 61.8
(deg) 13*2 24*6 36*3 47.2 62.4
Table. 4*3*1* Mean values of the variables associated with 
the theoretical equation describing head 
velocity (equation (4.3.7*))•
values of <f> and the equivalent experimental values of <f> . The P 2
similarity of the calculated and experimental values is an indication
that equation (4*3*7®) is £ reasonable representation of the average
velocity waveform. The other point of interest is that the values of
T are very similar at each value of 6_ with a mean value of 0.256.
1 T
The response of the model can be calculated for normal head movements, 
using the mean value of T , and for deviations from the norm, by the 
use of different values of T^.
The variables which describe model behaviour are given by equa­
tions (4.3*3* - 4«,3®6e)« These may be simplified for the response to 
head turning. Since mT^ >> 1 for all normal movements, equations 
(4.3*3®) and (4.3*4.) may be represented as
( 1 + sT )
~ K  (TTs%) c * .....  (4.3.13®)
and
f'1 (1 + sT )
6 0 = /  -K  ----- A
S (1 + sT_) (4.3.14.)
B'
The describing equations are fully analysed in Appendix B.
(i) The Response to 'Normal' Head Movements
The response of the model to the simulated head turning movements 
given by equation (4*3*7*) is illustrated in figs. 4.3*4 and 4.3®5i 
for two different conditions. In the first set of responses the thres­
hold level ( A ) has been set at 10°/s which is the appropriate value 
for S6 as obtained by substitution of values from Table 3*3*6* in 
equation (4.2.22). The responses are those appropriate to total head 
displacements varying in equal increments from 12° to 60°. These 
values of head displacement are approximately appropriate to produce
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gaze displacements from 15° to 75° as indicated by Table 3*3® 1* 
saccadic velocity has been set at 200°/s. The model responses may be 
compared with the experimental responses to passive head rotation 
shown in figs. 3*3*8* - 3*3® 13* From such a comparison several points 
of interest emerge as follows.
First, the amplitude of gaze displacement increases with head 
displacement in an approximately linear manner. This feature is 
demonstrated in fig. 4*3®6 where gaze displacement has been plotted 
against total head displacement. The slope of the line joining the 
points predicted by the model has a slope of 1.25 which is very close 
to that observed experimentally for S6 during passive stimulation 
(1.26). In other words the model predicts that the head displacement 
makes up some 80 per cent of total gaze displacement.
The second point is that, for the relatively large threshold level
used in these simulations, the delay before onset of the saccade is
considerable and as a result the initial eye movement is a slow phase
compensating component. This is a feature which can be observed in
the passive responses shown in fig. 3*3*8 a^d also, to a more marked
extent, in the responses to passive stimulation shown in the first
series of experiments (fig. 3*2.5)• m°del in fact predicts that
the latency between the start of head acceleration and the start of
the saccadic eye movement decreases from a value of 180 msec for the
12° movement to 100 msec for the 60° displacement. The latencies
( t )^ illustrated in fig. 3*3*20 for passive head movements are of
similar magnitude and do show a similar trend of decreasing latency
with amplitude of head displacement. In fact, all but one subject
showed a small negative correlation between x ^ and d> „ in the FR
1 r 2
condition.
The third point of note is that the model is able to predict 
that the anticorapensatory component of eye movement is not of con­
stant velocity during the larger amplitude head movements. The 
initial velocity is high but it decreases towards the end of the 
saccade in the same manner as the experimental responses shown in 
fig. 3*3®•■12. On the other hand the gaze velocity during the saccade 
is maintained constant, a feature which appears to be true in the 
experimental results, but which has not been specifically tested. 
Nevertheless, it is of little consequence to the model if the gaze
Gaze  
d i s p l a c e m e n t
0G< deg)
7 5
6 0
4 5
3 0
x A = 0 ° / s  
+ A = 4 ° / s  
O A = 10 ° / s
15
1 5 3 0  45  60
He a d  d i s p l a c e m e n t  $ 2  (deg)
Fig. 4.3.6. The relationship between gaze displacement and total 
head displacement as predicted by the mathematical 
model.
saccade is not of constant velocity or indeed if the saccadic velocity 
is lower than normal, since it is the predicted gaze displacement 
which is compared with the head velocity function ( ?^).
In the second set of simulated responses to head turning shown 
in fig. the threshold level (A ) has been set at 4°/s. As a
consequence, the latency before onset of the saccade is much smaller, 
ranging from 80 msec for a 12° displacement to 40 msec for the 60° 
displacement. These latencies are much more like those which occur 
during voluntary head movements (see fig. 3®3»20), and furthermore, 
the start of the eye movement looks much more like that observed 
experimentally, with little or no compensatory component before the 
start of the saccade (see voluntary responses in figs. 3=3=8 - 3*3*13)• 
The responses of the model to the 12° and 24° displacements exhibit 
secondary saccades which were often observed in voluntary responses 
during smaller amplitude movements.
Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the results predicted by 
a lower threshold is that the gaze displacement still exhibits a 
fairly linear relationship with head displacement as illustrated in 
fig. 4.3*6. The difference between the high and low threshold res­
ponses is no greater than 4°, even when the secondary saccades, 
observed at lower amplitudes of <J> , have been included. This result 
is to be expected since in each example, the gaze displacement has 
been estimated from the same head velocity profile, but when the 
threshold is lower the saccade is initiated at an earlier stage during 
the movement.
(ii) The Response to Non-Normal Head Movements
Clearly, it is not sufficient to be able just to predict the 
response to a very stereotyped head movement. The model should also 
be able to predict oculomotor response when the amplitude and velocity 
of head movement is varied over a considerable range, as occurred 
during voluntary head movements in the dark. This was the prime 
reason for deriving an equation to simulate the head movement 
(equation 4.3»7°) since the effect of modifying the parameters of 
that equation (to , A and T^) can be easily assessed. Clearly there 
are physical limits to the rate at which the head can be turned which 
dictate the upper frequency for any particular head displacement.
Host of the experimental head movements can be represented within the 
following frequency limits
2 = t
o 0 10 = 9 - 1 2 rad/s
>2 “ 24° to = 8 - 1 1  rad/s
2 36° to = 7 - 1 0  rad/s
2
48° (0 = 6 - 9 rad/s
2
60° to = ■ 5 - 8 rad/s
The asymmetry of the velocity waveform is controlled by the time 
constant T^. The gaze displacement predicted by the model has been 
calculated for the frequency ranges shown above and for values of T^ 
equal to 0.25 sec (representing the normal asymmetric velocity pro­
file) and T^ equal to 2 sec (representing an approximately symmetric 
velocity trajectory)* The extreme values of gaze displacement for 
each value of $ have been plotted in fig* 4*3*6 where they are 
shown as a broad hatched area straddling the ’normal1 responses* 
When, as often happened the model responses predicted more than one 
saccadic eye movement, it is the final gaze displacement which has 
been plotted* The variation in gaze displacement calculated by the 
model is generally within the range of +_ 6° of the mean value at 
each angle and this is certainly no greater than the scatter encoun­
tered in the experimental results for both passive and voluntary 
movements in the dark (see fig* 3*3®16)*
As mentioned above, a large number of responses exhibited more 
than one saccade* This is a feature which was found in the experi­
mental results to be associated with levels of head velocity which 
were lower, than normal* Similarly the model predicted multiple 
saccades when the velocity (or rather the rate of onset of velocity) 
was lower than for the normal responses considered on page 4*22. 
Examples of this behaviour are illustrated in fig* 4*3®7(&-c). The 
first two examples are for a threshold of 10°/s and the third is for 
a threshold of 4°/s* All three types of response may be observed 
during passive and voluntary head movements (c*f* figs* 3*3*13 and 
3*2.4)* The important feature of these results is that the final 
gaze displacement is always appropriately matched to the final head 
displacement* This gives support to the hypothesis put forward in
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section 4.2.2, that secondary and subsequent saccades occur if the 
threshold sensor is able to detect that the head movement is 
continuing for a period beyond that which was originally anticipated.
(iii) Visually and Centrally Induced Responses
In the set of simulated responses shown in fig. 4.3*8, the cen- 
trally controlled triggering system has been used to initiate the 
first saccade simultaneously with the start of head acceleration. The 
object was to show how visually and vestibularly generated saccades 
might interact. The results presented in Chapter 3 indicate that for 
target offset angles greater than 43° the amplitude of the gaze 
saccade is correlated with head velocity. The results presented in 
fig. 4.3*8 show the response of the model of fig. 4.2c? under the 
following assumptions. If the object can be located with the eye 
alone, then this is accomplished by retinal error information up to 
an angle of 30° • If* however, the offset angle is greater than 30° 
then the input from retinal sources is such as to produce the maximum 
possible saccadic eye deviation and any further control is mediated 
by the vestibular afferent signal. The normal values of head velocity 
were used in this simulation and the vestibular threshold \ms set at
4°/s. •
The responses shown in fig. 4.3•8 illustrate that the gaze dis­
placement is very accurate for target angles up to 45° as would be 
expected, and the eye and head movements are similar to those illus­
trated in figs. 3*3*8 - 3*3**3® The responses to the 60° and 73° 
target offsets are also very similar in form to the experimental 
responses, exhibiting only one continuous saccade, and the predicted 
gaze displacements are of the right order. In fig. 4.3*6 the gaze 
displacements have been plotted against head displacement and they 
lie very close to the results obtained from the other two sets of 
simulated responses.
The saccade is continuous in these .examples because there is an 
overlapping period during which the threshold detector is stimulated 
by both the retinal and vestibular signals. However, if the rate of 
onset of head velocity is not as great as normal then there is a 
--period between-the-end of the centrally ^ generated saccade and the 
start of the vestibular saccade. This feature is illustrated by
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examples in fig. 4*3*7(d) and (e) in which there is more than one sac­
cade. Such a response is typical of those which gave large errors in 
initial gaze displacement, in movements to the larger target offsets, 
but in which the eye movement started either before or simultaneously 
with head acceleration.
(iv) Model Response to Head Movements Executed During Experiments
Finally, the real test of the model lies in its ability to pre­
dict the eye movements resulting from head movements executed during 
various experimental conditions. It was hoped to test the model using 
the computer program by feeding in the digitised head and eye movement 
recordings from the analogue tape recorder, but this was not possible 
because of technical problems. Consequently, the predictions have 
been made using a graphical method and for this purpose the galvanometer 
traces were enlarged, in order to keep the error to a minimum. This 
method was just as valid as the computer method, since the same 
operations were carried out on the data, but the process was, of 
course, slightly slower.
The responses which were simulated are those presented in figs.
3©3*8 - 3.3.13 and the method of prediction was as follows. The gaze 
displacement was calculated by graphical construction from the derived 
head velocity function ( £ ). No assumptions were made about the 
threshold ( A ), but the predicted saccade was assumed to be initiated 
at the same time as the actual gaze saccade. The prediction thus 
involved only the calculation of the saccadic gaze amplitude. This 
was done by projecting the actual saccadic gaze displacement trace on 
to the head velocity function and marking off the point of inter­
section in order to define the end of the saccade in the manner shown 
in fig. 4.2.6. In this way the differing velocity of the gaze saccade 
in each example was taken into account. The slow phase was then cal­
culated by the method described previously, assuming a feedback time
constant (T ) of one second.F
The comparison of predicted and experimental responses is shown 
in figs. 4*3*9 - 4.3*14. In most of the examples the prediction was 
quite accurate, particularly for gaze displacements of 60° and above. 
Perhaps the most -interesting - point is the way in which the model 
predicts the responses to head turning movements at lower than normal
(1) C.T (ii) T.F (iii) V (iv) P
(a) theoretical eye displacement
(b) experimental eye displacement
(c) experimental head displacement
(d) theoretical gaze displacement
(e) experimental gaze displacement
(f) experimental head velocity
Fig* 4*3»9* Comparison of theoretical and experimental head and
eye movement responses (gaze displacement approximately
15°). ‘
(i) C.T (ii) T.F (iii) V (iv) P
(a) theoretical eye displacement
(b) experimental eye displacement
(c) experimental head displacement
(d) theoretical gaze displacement
(c) experimental gaze displacement 
'f) experimental head velocity
Fig.'4.3*10* Comparison of theoretical and experimental head and
eye movement responses (gaze displacement approximately
30°).
(i) C.T (ii) T.F (iii) V (iv).P
(a)
(b)
/ V .
(c)
(d)
(e)
(a) theoretical eye displacement
(b) experimental eye displacement
(c) experimental head displacement
(d). theoretical gaze displacement
(e) experimental gaze displacement
(f) experimental hoad velocity
Fig* 4*3*11* Comparison of theoretical and experimental head and
eye movement responses (gaze displacement approximately
43°).
(i) C.T (ii) T.F (iii) V (iv) P
(ft)
(?)
(c)
(d)
1
(f)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
theoretical eye displacement 
experimental eye displacement 
experimental head displacement 
theoretical gaze displacement 
experimental gaze displacement 
experimental head velocity
Fig. 4 .3.12. Comparison of theoretical and experimental head and
eye movement responses (gaze displacement approximately
6o°).
(i) C.T (ii) T.F (iii) V (iv) P
(a) theoretical eye displacement
(b) experimental eye displacement
(c) experimental head displacement
(d) theoretical gaze displacement
(e) experimental gaze displacement
(f) experimental head velocity
Fig. 4*3* 13* Comparison of theoretical and experimental head and .
eye movement responses (gaze displacement approximately
(i)'C.T (ii) T.F (iii) V (iv) P
(a)
(c)
(d)
(o)
(f)
(a) theoretical eye displacement
(b) experimental eye displacement
(c) experimental head.displacement
(d) theoretical gaze displacement
(e) experimental gaze displacement
(f) experimental head velocity
Fig. Comparison of theoretical and experimental head and
eye movement responses (gaze displacement apj:>roximateIy
n r .O \
75 )•
velocities (fig. 4.3®l4). Even though the predictions of gaze dis­
placement are not so accurate the responses do realistically reflect 
the number of saccades executed. The model also predicts most of the 
small corrective saccades during the 'normal* velocity movements,
(e.g., fxg. 4.3.11(i)).
In some of the responses to visual target acquisition the method 
of prediction described above broke down, because the saccade started 
so much earlier than the head movement that the gaze displacement and 
head velocity traces never intersected. In these responses the second 
method of saccadic control, in which the initial gaze saccade is deter­
mined centrally, must be invoked. In the prediction of responses in 
such examples it has been assumed that the initial saccade is pre­
determined, but that after the end of the initial saccade any further 
saccades are determined according to the model. It is interesting to 
see that even assuming centrally controlled initiation the model is 
able to predict the occurrence of secondary saccades (e.g., fig.
4.3«3f>(i))j particularly when the head velocity is lower than normal 
(fig. 4*3*l4(i)). This lends support to the idea that during move­
ments to large target offsets the initial part of the saccade may be 
initiated centrally but its amplitude is determined by the head 
velocity function.
(b) Sinusoidal Oscillation of the Lateral Semicircular Canals
The response of the eyes to sinusoidal oscillation of the head 
has been investigated by several authors (Niven, Hixson & Correia,
1963; Benson, 1974; Hixson, 1974) so that there are many published 
examples with which to compare the response of the model. The 
examples chosen for comparison are those produced by Benson and by 
the author in a previous publication (Barnes, 1973).
The angular velocity of the head is given by the functions
<f> = A sin to t •••••.....  (4.3° 15®)
-and the describing equations for the model are presented in Appendix B«
The response of the model has been considered under two experimental
conditions as follows:
(i) Peak velocity (A) constant, frequency ( w ) varied
The results produced by Benson (1974) were obtained at 
frequencies between 0 .02  and 2 .0  Hz with peak velocity maintained 
at 30°/s. The response of the model has been compared with some 
of the experimental responses in figs. 4.3®15 and 4*3*16* ^he 
responses illustrated in fig* 4*3*15 and in fig* 4«3*l6(i) and
(ii) are from one subject and those in fig. 4*3cl6(iii) and (iv) 
from another* The value of the feedback time constant (T_) used 
in the simulated responses was one second and the threshold was 
set at 8°/s for the first subject and 1^/s for the second sub­
ject* The model and experimental responses are similar in many 
respects but the following points are of particular note*
First, the number of saccades per cycle in experimental and 
model responses is very similar at each frequency* Hixson (1974) 
produced a graph indicating the variation of saccadic frequency 
as a function of frequency of sinusoidal stimulation which has 
been reproduced in fig* 4*3*17* A similar plot of saccadic
frequency for the model responses is also shown in fig* 4*3*17 
for the stimulus level employed by Benson (30°/s) and also for 
that used by Hixson (30°/s)« The model and experimental results 
have similar frequency characteristics, all reach a peak level 
between 0*1 and 0*2 Hz and all exhibit a sharp drop in saccadic 
frequency beyond 0*3 Hz* However, the saccadic frequency for 
the lower stimulus level employed by Benson (1974) is always less 
than that for the higher velocity stimulus used by Hixson (1974).
It is of interest to compare the responses shown in figs* 
4*3®l6(i) and (iv) for the two different subjects at a stimulus 
frequency of 1 Hz. Whilst the first subject had no saccadic 
activity at this frequency the second made two saccades per 
cycle for the same stimulus level* This effect is adequately 
simulated by making a small modification to the threshold level 
(A) from 8°/s for the first subject to10°/s for the second*
At a stimulus frequency of 2 Hz and above neither subject 
exhibited saccadic activity, a feature also predicted by the 
model. The reason for the lack of saccades at higher frequencies 
in the model response is the direct result of the inclusion of 
the filter network (A in fig* 4.2*4) which attenuates the higher
(i) 0.02Hz
Right
( a )
0 02 Hz
u  max Right o  max Left
0-1 Hz. 0-2 Hz.
( b)( b)
Peak head veloci ty  ( lower  traces in each example)  = 30  ° / s  
(a) e x p e r i m e n t a l  eye posi t ion response
(b) t h e o r e t i c a l  eye posi t ion response
Fig. 4.3«15* Comparison of theoretical with experimental oculomotor 
response for sinusoidal angular oscillation of the 
lateral canals at different frequencies.
10 (
(a)
■(b)
i) 0.5Hz
10(
(a)
Oite.
( b )  ^
10
ai1
20 Hz.
( i v )  1.0Hz
(a)
10 Hz.
(b)
Peak head v e l o c i t y  ( lower t races in each example ) =  30° /s  
( a )  exper imenta l  eye posi t ion response
( b )  t h e o r e t i c a l  eye posi t ion response
Fig. 4.3«l6. Comparison «•>£ theoretical with exi>erirnental oculomotor 
response for sinusoidal angular oscillation of the 
lateral canals at different frequencies*
•Experimental
 ---- —  Theoretical
Saccadic
Frequency
(beats / sec)
3
;0/s
2
1
0
0.01
Frequency Hz
Fig. 4o3*17* Comparison of experimental and theoretical saccadic 
frequency at two levels of sinusoidal angular 
velocity.
frequency components of the vestibular output. Thus, for the 
stimulus levels examined the input to the threshold sensor falls 
below the threshold level, and this feature affords support for 
the existence of filter A in the model which was initially 
included in order to achieve more accurate simulation of head 
turning responses.
Another feature of the experimental responses, which is 
consistently reproduced by the model, is that the overall 
deviation of the eye movement is generally in the direction of 
the fast phase component, particularly at the higher frequencies 
as demonstrated experimentally by Miskin & Jones (1966). This 
evidence reinforces the point made earlier that the function of 
the saccades during angular motion of the head is not simply 
that of resetting the eye to a central orbital position since, 
in general, the saccades carry the eye away from orbital centre, 
whilst it is the slow phases which return the eye to centre. It 
is also apparent from the experimental results that the amplitude 
of the saccade is not determined by a limit on offset from 
orbital centre since the eye displacement at the end of each 
saccade is modulated in accord with the stimulus velocity wave- 
form, a feature also effectively simulated by the model.
The model also accurately reproduces the phase relationship 
between head and eye movement (viz. fig. 4»3®i5)« At the higher 
frequencies slow phase eye velocity is almost exactly in anti­
phase with head velocity whilst at 0.02 Hz eye velocity leads 
head velocity by approximately 30°» a feature dictated by the
long time constant of the canals (T )• The timing of the saccadicB
activity within each cycle of the stimulus frequency is also very 
similar for both model and experimental responses, although there 
are differences.
The particular differences between theoretical and experi­
mental responses are of considerable interest and importance.
The most obvious feature which the model cannot predict in its 
present form is the variation in the amplitude of the saccades. 
This is indicative of a variation in the threshold level, which, 
in the model, was set at a constant level. The threshold level 
also controls the time at which the first saccade is made after
the eye velocity has passed through zero® The inference to be 
drawn from the EOG records illustrated in fig® 4*3*15 is that 
the threshold level is often lower at the start of saccadic 
activity resulting in an initial saccade of lower amplitude 
occurring at an earlier time after zero velocity® However, it 
is also apparent that the amplitude of sacbades varies consider­
ably throughout the cycle as depicted by the response at the 
lower frequency (0®02 Hz)® It is outside the scope of the 
present investigation to establish experimentally whether such 
fluctuations in saccadic amplitude are random or correlated with 
head velocity® 7
The .final'point which must be emphasised is that in general, 
the experimental results obtained during sinusoidal stimulation 
show patterns of saccadic activity which can differ considerably 
from those illustrated in fig® 4*3®*5* In particular, the ampli­
tude and frequency of both fast and slow phases varies considerably 
with the level of arousal of the subject, as shown by Collins et 
al® (1961)® It is therefore not particularly instructive to 
compare the model and experimental responses in the finest 
detail although the gross features discussed above are repeatable 
and therefore of direct relevance®
(ii) Frequency (10) constant, peak velocity (A) varied
An experiment was conducted by the author (Barnes, 1973) *,n 
order to determine the effect of different levels of peak angular 
velocity whilst maintaining a constant frequency of stimulation®
The frequency of stimulation was 0*10 Hz, and three levels of 
angular velocity were used, 10, 20 and 40°/s® The results from 
this experiment and the model.responses are compared in fig®
4®3®l8, where the threshold level has been set at 8^/s«
The model responses are again similar to the experimental 
responses® In particular, the model predicts the increase in 
the frequency of saccadic beats as the peak head velocity level 
is increased. As in the previous set of compared responses the 
amplitude of saccadic eye movements shows a marked variation 
which cannot be simulated by the model in its present form® The 
most likely explanation of this behaviour is a fluctuation in
A = 3 0 °/s
(a)
(b) .
A = 6 0 °/s  .
1 2 0 °  (a)
1 sec
(a)  exper imental  eye posi t ion response
( b)  theoret ical  eye posi t ion response
Fig* 4*3*18. The comparison of theoretical with experimental 
oculomotor response for sinusoidal angular 
oscillation of the horizontal canals at 0*1 Hz 
with varying levels of peak head velocity, (A).
the threshold level (A) which may or may not be a stochastic 
process. The increase of saccadic beat frequency at higher 
levels of head velocity yields additional support for the con­
cept of a threshold detector as the controller of the saccadic 
mechanism. The alternative system of a fixed interval sampling 
mechanism, as proposed by Sugie & Jones (1965) and by Schmid 
(1970)> would predict an increase in saccadic amplitude rather 
than an increase in saccadic frequency at higher levels of head 
velocity.
(c) Post-Rotational Stimulus
In this frequently employed clinical test of vestibular function 
(Aschan et al.{ 1952? see Benson. 1967, for references) the subject 
is rotated at a constant angular velocity about the yaw axis of the body. 
Y/hen all traces of nystagmus have disappeared (approximately 60 sec), 
a mechanical brake is applied to bring the subj.ect rapidly to zero 
velocity. The effect is of an impulsive deceleration to the lateral 
semicircular canals, in which head velocity is given by the equations
t < 0
t > 0 ...... (4#3®160)
where A = angular velocity prior to 
brake application.
The resultant describing equations for the model are given in 
Appendix B.
The response of the model is shown in fig. 4.3®19 together with 
an experimental response obtained by the author. The responses are 
similar in form and in particular the model is able to predict the 
early occurrence of the initial saccade, as noted by Jones (1964), 
the change of frequency of saccadic beats as the slow phase eye 
velocity decreases, and the manner in which the average eye displace­
ment is biased i.11 the direction of the fast phase movements.
(d) Constant Angular Acceleration
When the lateral semicircular canals are subjected to a constant 
angular acceleration the effective stimulus is given by the equation
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where A is the level of angular acceleration. The appropriate 
equations for model description are given in Appendix B,
The response of the model to this stimulus is compared in fig, 
4,3*20 with experimental responses obtained by the author at an 
angular acceleration of 2c50/^*> 'fhe responses are similar in form, 
with the model predicting the relatively constant frequency of sac~ 
cadic beats when the cupula attains its asymptotic position, together 
with the increase in frequency and amplitude cf saccades as the slow 
phase eye velocity increases. This type of response demonstrates the 
way in which the presence of saccadic activity converts the partial 
integrating mechanism into an effectively pure integrator. The 
cupula afferent signal is a constant level in this instance and the 
partial integrator would give a response asymptotic to a constant 
displacement of the eye if saccades were not present to continually 
reset the mechanism. This is a feature previously pointed out by 
Sugie & Jones (1965) and discussed in Chapter 2,
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4.4-0 Discussion
It has been demonstrated that the mathematical model of the 
vestibulo-ocular reflex, shovm in fig. 4.3.1. .is capable of predicting 
the oculomotor response to a wide variety of stimuli. The important 
features of the model together with the neurophysiological evidence 
in support of such a model may be summarised as follows:
(i) The first important concept embodied in the model is that 
the timing of the fast and slow phases is carried out by a 
threshold sensor. In the model this takes the form of a thres­
hold detector within a closed loop. Inhibitory feedback around 
the detectoi' controls the time course of the post-saccadic 
refractory period and hence the time of initiation of the next 
saccade. Two particular features of the vestibulo-ocular 
responses are predicted by the threshold sensing mechanism.
First, the latency between the onset of a vestibular stimulus 
and the start of an initial Saccade (i.e., one not preceded by 
a saccade in the same direction) is decreased at higher levels 
of slow phase eye velocity, a feature which is most apparent 
when comparing the response to. a stopping stimulus (fig. 4.3 *>19®) 
and to a constant angular acceleration (fig. 4.3®20). Second, 
the model predicts the increase in saccadic beat frequency with 
increasing levels of slow phase eye velocity, a feature which is 
best illustrated by the results presented in fig.. 4.3.18.
The location of the threshold sensor is most probably 
within the pontine reticular formation. Units have been identi­
fied in this region, which give bursts of firing related to 
saccadic activity (as described on page 1®16.) in the same manner 
as the output of the threshold sensor. There is also some evi­
dence that, in response to stimulation of the VUIth' nerve, 
thresholds are higher in the PRF than in the vestibular nuclei 
(Precht & Shimazu, 19-65)*>
(ii) Another salient feature of the model is that the timing of 
saccadic activity is of a predictive nature, with control 
mediated by a .feed-forward mechanism. In the model, the predictive 
control is achieved by assuming that the input to the threshold 
sensor is a function of head velocity, which is phase advanced on
head position. This concept is supported by three separate sets 
of experimental evidence. First, it was demonstrated in 
Chapter 3? section 3*4.(i) that the amplitude of the gaze saccade 
during head turning is highly correlated with a function derived 
from head velocity. Second, it has been demonstrated by Mishkin 
& Jones (1966) that the overall deviation of the eye during 
nystagmus is modulated in accordance with the slow phase eye 
velocity. This feature is predicted by the model (viz fig. 
4e3ol5) but would not be predicted by a model in which the eye 
is reset by a feedback mechanism to a set position within the 
orbit. The third piece of evidence, already mentioned in connec­
tion with'the threshold sensor, is that the model accurately 
predicts that the frequency of saccadic beats is greatest when 
the slow phase eye velocity (which is closely related to head 
velocity as described in Chapter 1) is at its highest level. 
Conversely, the model is able to predict the absence of saccadic 
activity during the low velocity period of a sinusoidal stimulus 
(viz fig. 4.3®i5)»
Neurophysiological evidence in support of the concept comes 
from the demonstration that second order vestibular neurones, 
which relay neural information coded for head angular velocity, 
have a profuse representation within the pontine reticular 
formation, where saccadic activity is thought to originate.
(iii) The input to the threshold sensor is a signal derived from 
head velocity by a simple linear transfer function (A). It was 
shown on pag^ ' 4.4. how such a signal wrould give a predictive 
estimate of final head position and, as a concept this was sup­
ported by the accuracy of the gaze displacement predicted by the 
model during head turning movements. Further support for the 
validity of such a conditioning element is provided by the pre­
diction that saccadic activity during passive oscillation is 
significantly reduced at frequencies above 1 Hz due to the 
attenuation of the input to the threshold sensor. There is, 
however, no known neurophysiological evidence for the existence 
of such a signal conditioning component.
(iv) The integrating network-(I) is responsible for converting 
the vestibular afferent signal, which is coded for head velocity, 
into a signal representing eye position. The siting of such a 
mechanism has not been firmly established, although, as indicated 
in Chapter 2, there is little doubt of its existence. In the 
model, the integrator has been positioned downstream of the 
saccadic mechanism. Thus the input to the integrator is made up 
of the modulated vestibular afferent signal and constant rate 
bursts of saccadic activity which are of opposite polarity.
Recent recordings from the vestibular nuclei of the monkey (Fuchs 
& Kiram, 1975) have demonstrated unit activity of this nature, 
which, when integrated with respect to time, would produce the 
familiar pattern of nystagmus.
A further argument for the positioning of the integrator 
comes from consideration of the behaviour during a constant 
angular acceleration of the semicircular canals. If 'the inte­
grator were to act on the vestibular afferent signal and the 
saccadic mechanism separately, such a stimulus, which produces a 
constant vestibular afferent signal, would result in a constantly 
increasing neural signal, which would soon saturate the integrator. 
In the model, the constant resetting of the integrator by sac­
cadic activity enables the integrated signal to be kept within 
acceptable limits. Furthermore, because of the saccadic activity 
the integrating network need only be a ijartial integrator, which, 
as pointed out on page 2.6. is neurologically, a more acceptable 
concept.
(v) The most notable feature of the vestibulo-ocular responses 
which is not predicted by the model is the large variation in 
saccadic amplitude and velocity, observed, for example, during a 
periodic stimulus. It is difficult to establish whether the 
changes in the amplitude of saccades are related to slow phase 
eye velocity or are simply due to stochastic variations in the 
threshold level of the saccadic mechanism. A detailed statis­
tical examination of vestibular nystagmus would be needed to 
clarify this point.
A further feature of the model is the assumption that sac­
cadic velocity is constant, regardless of the amjjlitude of the
saccadeo Although this is. true for saccades greater than 5° in 
amplitude, for smaller saccades it has been demonstrated experi­
mentally that the duration of the saccade is approximately constant, 
so that smaller amplitude saccades are executed at lower velocity 
(Zuber, Stark & Cook, 1965)® This behaviour could be explained 
by a model in which the single threshold sensor is replaced by a 
bank of sensors in which the threshold increases incrementally 
from one sensor to the next. The output of each sensor is a con­
stant level but the output from all sensors is summated. Thus a 
signal which exceeds the threshold of the first sensor only would 
give the minimum saccadic velocity whilst a signal which also 
excited the second sensor would increase the velocity by a factor 
of two. In this way the velocity would increase with amplitude 
of the input to the threshold sensors until the amplitude of the 
input was sufficient to trigger all the sensors, a condition in 
which the saccadic velocity would be at the maximum level. Such 
a mechanism might help to explain why the amplitude of saccades 
appears to be lower when the eye velocity level is low, as shown 
in the example in fig. 4.3*i6(b). But, as stated above, this 
feature of the response requires statistical confirmation.
(vi) Apart from the responses illustrated in section 4.30° the 
model is able to predict the response to many other foras of 
vestibular stimulation. Two examples were considered in the 
development of the original model (Barnes, 1973) namely, the 
utriculo-ocular reflex response to linear acceleration in the 
latero-raedial axis and to constant rotation about the horizontally 
orientated longitudinal body axis (1barbeque-spit1 rotation 
(Benson & Barnes, 1970). The model is also capable of predicting 
the resi>onse to caloric stimulation (see Steer, 1967, for 
references). Finally the effect of adaptation (see page 2.11.), 
which has been omitted because it is not relevant to short 
duration stimuli, can be successfully predicted by the model, if 
the adaptation transfer function (equation (2.2.12.)) is included 
in the model. In particular the model is able to predict the 
occurrence of the ’secondary1 nystagmus (see Malcolm, (197^ -)? tor 
a description) in the response to a stopping stimulus when the 
polarity of the slow phase velocity is reversed after a period of 
approximately 30 sec (viz fig. 2.2.4).
(vii) The model has been adapted to incorporate a mechanism by 
which centrally controlled saccades may be mediated* The res­
ponse of the model shows how the different types of saccadic eye 
movement (visual, vestibular, etc*) need not be in conflict if 
the system is regarded, not as several separate mechanisms, but 
as one mechanism receiving input from the several different 
areas responsible•for generating saccadic activity* Thus, it is 
not necessary to consider how a vestibular saccade might be sup­
pressed during head and eye movement controlled by retinal error 
information, since the visually initiated saccade itself is
.responsible for suppression of the vestibular input to the sac­
cadic mechanism* The model demonstrates that, for head movements 
to larger target offsets, the saccade may be initiated by a 
central mechanism although its amplitude may be controlled by 
vestibular afferents* These features are in accord with the 
experimental results presented in Chapter'3j section 3®
(viii) In conclusion, it is suggested that the control of head 
and eye movements during visual target acquisition is as follows* 
If the target lies within the range of normal eye movements and 
there is a well-defined indication of retinal error, then the 
gaze saccade is controlled entirely by the retinal error.infor­
mation* If, however, there is some uncertainty in the position 
of the target, or if the target lies far out on the peripheral 
retina, an alternative searching procedure is used, in which the 
head and eyes are realigned towards the direction of target 
location* The response of the model during head turning move­
ments and the experimental results presented in Chapter 3? 
indicate that the control of head and eye co-ordination during 
the searching procedure is probably mediated by the vestibulo- 
ocular response* Certainly, the response of the model provides 
supporting evidence for the validity of the hypothesis set out
in the introduction to this thesis (page iii)* In this hypothesis 
it was stated that the role of the saccade in vestibular nystagmus 
is to produce a rapid offset of the eye in the direction of head 
movement which would enable the eye to anticipate the relatively 
slow head movement and thus aid the process of further visual 
search. The role of the vestibulo-ocular reflex in visual target
acquisition is thus viewed as subsidiary to the role played by 
the retinal control system, the vestibular system providing an 
estimate of final head position when there is no reliable 
retinal error.
Chapter 5* GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE
EXPERIMENTS
5*1* INTRODUCTION
The results described in Chapter 3 and the modelling presented 
in Chapter 4 have underlined the closely related nature of the mecha­
nisms for visual and vestibular control of eye movements* The object 
of this final chapter is to draw some conclusions about the relative 
involvement of visual, vestibular and other somaesthetic mechanisms 
in the control of eye movement and to introduce some ideas for 
further research through the development of a mathematical model*
There have been many attempts in the past to establish the mecha­
nism by which certain types of eye movement are generated in man from 
both visual (Young, 1962$ Collewijn, Oyster & Takahashi, 1972? 
Robinson, 1970) and vestibular stimulation (Van Egraond, Groan & 
Jongkees, 1949; Young, 1969; Benson & Barnes, 1970; Barnes, 1973; 
Benson, 1974)-' Recent experimental evidence has suggested the inti­
mate interconnection of vestibular and retinal afferent systems 
(Gilson, Benson & Guedry, 1970; Dichgans & Brandt, 1972; Barnes, 
Benson & Prior, 197^5 Henn, Young & Finley, 1974) and the following 
is an attempt to integrate the current neurophysiological and 
behavioural evidence into a mathematical model of the system*
5*2* A THEORETICAL MODEL FOR THE VISUAL AND VESTIBULAR CONTROL OF 
OCULOMOTOR RESPONSE
5.2*1* The Scope of the Model
The model which has been constructed is illustrated in fig*
5.2*1 and perhaps the best way of illustrating its function is to 
consider the different types of eye movement which it is designed to 
account for. As yet this is not necessarily a complete model because 
of the lack of evidence in certain areas which it is hoped will be 
rectified by future experiments* There are principally three types 
of basic eye movement which result from:
(a) Vestibular stimulation, inducing nystagmus.
(b) Single image pursuit, inducing smooth eye movement*
(c) Optokinetic stimulation, inducing nystagmus.
(d) Extrafoveal target centring, inducing saccadic corrective 
movements.
These types of stimulation and response may occur singly or in com­
binations* In order to explain the response of the model the different 
types of eye movement will be considered in relation to the various 
pathways illustrated in fig. 5.2.1.
The basic pathways illustrated have general functions as follows:
(1) Basic three neurone vestibulo-ocular reflex arc.
(2) Secondary pathway of V-OR through reticular formation for 
generation of saccadic eye movements.
(3) Retinal processor, giving retinal error information.
(4) Foveal vision, involving feedback of positional error.
(5) Saccadic pathway involving FEF and superior colliculus.
(6) Peripheral vision, involving feedback of retinal velocity 
error.
(7) Saccadic threshold control by retinal error information.
It must be emphasised that the model depicted in fig. 5*2*1 is 
not assumed to be the definitive model of the oculomotor control 
system* Rather, it is an initial attempt to suggest ways in which 
several methods of oculomotor control may be achieved, specifically 
for the purpose of devising further experiments to test the hypotheses 
put forward.
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5*2.2. The Vestibulo-Ocular Reflex
The response of the vestibulo-ocular reflex has already been 
considered in detail in Chapter 4, and will not be considered further, 
except to mention some aspects of its response which might be tested 
by further experimentation.
The first point is that it would be useful to obtain some indi­
cation of the statistical variation of saccadic amplitude and 
duration as a function of the slow phase eye velocity in vestibular 
nystagmus. This would help to establish whether, in the model of the 
saccadic mechanism described in Chapter 4, the variation of saccadic 
amplitude can be accounted for by stochastic variations in threshold 
level. '
The second point concerns the role of the vestibulo-ocular 
reflex in visual target acquisition. In order to establish whether 
the amplitude of the saccadic eye movement is tinder the control of 
the vestibular afferent signal it.should be possible to devise a set 
of experimental conditions which would distinguish between a centrally 
controlled response and a vestibularly controlled response. This 
could be achieved by modifying the normal resi>onse of the head by 
increasing the loading, thus slowing down the response, or by stopping 
the head movement at different stages during the manoeuvre. The 
latter method was employed by Biszi et al. (1972) but not analysed in any 
detail. One ideal method of assessing the vestibular contribution 
would be to place the subject on a turntable with the head 
free and to use feedback of head acceleration to drive the turn­
table so that the head was stabilised in space when a voluntary head 
movement was made. Then, theoretically, there should be no vestibular 
stimulation and the voluntary component alone would remain. The prob­
lem associated with such a method is that the existing apparatus does 
not allow a fast enough response to natural head movements. An 
alternative method would be to impose a completely different vestibu­
lar stimulus such as a low frequency oscillation or a stopping 
stimulus, whilst the subject made co-ordinated head and eye movements 
to fixate target lights. This would be similar to the experimental 
condition used in the first series of experiments in which voluntary 
head movements were made in the dark following a stopping stimulus. 
Unfortunately, such a procedure would not produce a clear cut response
during visual target acquisition since the presence of visual feedback 
would, of course, modify the vestibular response but it might still be 
possible to extract some information about the timing and accuracy of 
the saccadic eye movements.
5*2.3 ® The Smooth Pursuit System and Foveal Vision
When a single moving object is tracked by the human visual system, 
the resultant eye movements are normally, within certain limitations, 
of a smooth nature and this is generally referred to as the smooth 
pursuit system. Such smooth movements cannot be made voluntarily 
without the presence of a continuously moving stimulus (Stark, 1971)*
A subject, asked to perform eye movements to follow an imaginary 
moving target, executes a series of discrete steps which approximate 
to the desired smooth waveform. The limitations of the response 
referred to above are those imposed when the object either moves at 
too high a velocity ( > 40°/s) or at too high a frequency during a 
periodic stimulus ( > 1-2 Hz). When these limitations are exceeded 
the system response breaks down into a combination of smooth pursuit 
and saccadic components, (Young & Stark, 1963), the saccades 
occurring when smooth pursuit is no longer possible.
Previous models of the smooth pursuit and saccadic system 
(Young, 1962; Young, Forster & vein Houtte, 1968) have used the argu­
ment that saccadic eye movements result from positional retinal errors 
and that pursuit following is achieved by velocity error tracking.
There has also been a tacit assumption that optokinetic slow phase is 
a manifestation of the behaviour of the smooth pursuit system. The 
problem which is associated with the concept of positional feedback 
is that of accounting for the finite time delays in neural trans­
mission whilst maintaining a high level of stability. Young (1962) 
attempted initially to get over this problem by suggesting that both 
the saccadic and pursuit systems were controlled by a sampling 
mechanism with a basic reset time of 200 msec which would thus 
account for the delay before onset of saccades (see page 3.3.60.).
More recently, Young (1971) and Robinson (1971) have suggested a 
system which works in an open loop manner using an input representing 
true target position, in space by the judicious summation of oculomotor 
efferent and retinal afferent information. Now, whilst this may in
fact be true it is possible to show that the more readily acceptable 
idea of feedback control need not be abandoned if certain assumptions 
are made.
The first assumption is argued from a teleological standpoint, 
namely, that if an object of interest lies within the area of the 
centre of highest visual acuity, the fovea, then there is no reason 
why a positional retinal error should generate a saccade. From this 
one may argue that perhaps there is a continuous retinal positional 
feedback provided the retinal error is not in excess of approximately 
1° from foveal centre, corresponding to the diameter of the fovea. 
Thus, an object could be tracked using positional error to maintain the 
object within the area of highest visual acuity. Only if this system 
could not cope and the object was projected on to the peripheral 
retina would there be a requirement to make a corrective saccade® 
Having made this assumption, one is still faced with the problem of 
operating a system with a high level of feedback gain, in order to 
provide effective error control and yet maintaining stability in the 
face of probable finite time delays® This problem arises largely 
because of the assumption that feedback is made solely around the 
transfer function of the extra-ocular muscle dynamics* It can be 
overcome by assuming that there exists in the feedback pathway a 
partial integrator which attenuates high frequency components of the 
feedback and thus eliminates problems of instability® There are two 
reasons for malting this assertion® The first is that an integration 
process is known to exist within the oculomotor final common pathway 
responsible for making effective the control of the vestibulo-ocular 
reflex (vis Chapter 2, section 2®2®4e)c The second is that recent 
experimental evidence on the adaptive plasticity of the vestibulo- 
ocular system has suggested the adoption of novel neural circuitry 
appropriate to the environmental conditions (Gonshor & Jones, 1975)® 
One might therefore argue that such a flexible system would adopt a 
neural mechanism to counteract transmission delays in the same way as 
it does to counteract, for example, a reversal of the visual world.
Having made these safeguards it must also be said that existence 
of a prolonged neural delay in the smooth pursuit system is very much 
in question. The existence of a delay has been denied by Stark 
(1971)® There must of course be some transmission delay but
Robinson (1971) and Young (1971) have claimed that it is of the order 
of 130 msec. This was assessed from the transient response of the 
system to a constant velocity target input and it will be shown later 
that such a response can be easily misinterpreted. However, it is 
intended to show that even if such a delay exists it can be accommo­
dated within the model and stability can still be maintained.
The subset of the model (fig. 5®2.1) which is concerned is that 
involving pathways (1), (3) and (4). The open loop response is:
-T S'
A + V 0 Tie
I; = “k TTTxTT irnFT) (5.2.!.)
a t, i
where T^ » time constant of partial integrator
(approximately 10 sec)
Tg *s time constant of extra-ocular muscle system
(approximately 0.175 sec)
Ty ss time constant of' error rate sensitivity
and = finite delay in neural processing.
The closed loop response is given by the equation:
JL V *  (1 + 1vs) ,______,“q” 3 . .   1 " 1 1 - - ■ (5.2.2*)
T (e M (1 + as + 3s2)
T + T 4- If T T e E l w I V
where a »      .. (5.2.3.)
. ( l + V i e M )
t  n*
and 3 ® 1 1 [ • * • * • • • (5e2c4*)
~TV S
<1 + V i e )
At very low frequencies ( <C O.l Hz) the effect of the finite delay is 
negligible (since tox i) and the gain of the closed loop response
is given by the expression
Iv TY i
1  4-
V i
(5®2o5®)
For effective position control »  1
In fact, the positional accuracy must be better than 2 per cent, that 
is the ratio between the radius of the fovea (+_ 1°) and the total 
excursion of the eye within its orbit (4- 50°)•
Thus i y ^  >  50
and if ' Tj = 10 sec
ICM >  5
The stability of this system can be assessed by stating that the open 
loop gain of the system must, be less than unity when the phase lag is 
equal to it radians. The gain (R) and phase ( ip ) associated with the 
open loop transfer function are as follows:
For the frequency range in which ikr=s irf toT 1
mm 1
tan wTj - tt /
and \ / 1 +(w Tj)2 - wT^ .
The time constant T is not known, but if it is assumed to be zero,
V
then the limiting value of can be determined from equations
(5*2.6.) and (5*2.7®), since
71 ~ */2 + tan”1 wTe + w tm
and- R  - — -------~------  <  1
M 0) ,--------- -
Assuming that ** 0.175 sec and IC^  ** 5, combination of these two 
expressions yields
That is stability can be achieved if the neural processing delay is 
less than 234 msec. This takes no account of any rate sensitivity 
which almost certainly will be present® Evidence suggests that for 
tracking of small amplitude target movements there is some phase 
advance in the closed loop response but in general it is not signifi­
cant and may represent an adaptive response to predictable movements
(Laycock, 1973)* Thus, in general the value of T is less than T_*
V E
In the limiting example when T^ ® Tp it can be shown that stability 
is achieved if 314 msec® Using the values for K^, and
given above and assuming that the finite delay is 50 msec (to be 
justified later), the closed loop frequency response has been plotted 
in fig* 5«2®2 for comparison with the experimentally determined closed 
loop frequency characteristics as found by Stark (1971) and Barnes 
et al® (1974)® It is apparent that both the experimentally and 
theoretically determined responses exhibit a breakdown in tracking 
ability over the came range of frequencies (1-2 Hz).
Inspection of the original model of Young (1962) reveals that the 
pursuit feedback system is remarkably similar except that it was felt 
necessary to introduce a sampling mechanism into this as well as the 
saccadic pathway in order, partly, to achieve stability® This would 
appear to be unnecessary in view of the calculations set forward 
here. The question appears to revolve around the assumed delay in 
the pursuit pathway. Perhaps the easiest way cf demonstrating such 
a delay is to present the subject with a target which suddenly moves 
off at constant velocity® Such a technique was used by Robinson 
(1965) who found a finite delay before the onset of eye movement of 
approximately 130 msec. However, this is not substantiated by the 
later results of Brodkey & Stark (1968) who show no such delay in 
response. Such a response clearly needs further investigation as it 
may be a function of target velocity or other factors® However, it 
is worth noting that it would be extremely easy to confuse a finite 
delay for a simple lag in a response to a target moving at constant 
velocity® Consider the response of equation (5*2.2.) to a ramp input 
of target position at velocity V°/s. Then, ignoring the finite delay 
term, the eye displacement would be given by equation (5*2.2.) as
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The response of equation (5®2©8©) has been plotted in fig. 5«2©3 
for comparison with the experimental results obtained by Robinson 
(1965)® The values of a and 3 used were ih and 100 respectively, 
and these values were chosen to be compatible approximately with the 
closed loop frequency response plotted in fig. 5*2.2© The response 
of equation (5*2©8®) exhibits an exponential rise to peak velocity 
but with a steady state error in position equivalent to that which 
would arise from a finite time delay of 175 msec. Most importantly, 
the eye displacement is negligible until after a period of some 
70-80 msec, a period which could easily be misinterpreted as resulting 
from a finite delay in the system© The experimental results obtained 
by Robinson indicate just such an exponential rise to target velocity 
but with the probable inclusion of an extra finite delay of some 
50-60 msec due to neural processing, but not a delay of 130 msec as 
suggested by Robinson (1965)®
The type of response obtained by Robinson (1965) and illustrated 
in fig. 5*2*3t involves both pursuit and saccadic responses. This 
would be predicted by the model since a large positional error 
carrying the eye off the fovea would be responsible for initiating 
the saccadic resetting response which will be discussed in the next 
section.
5*2.4. Peripheral Vision
It may be argued that stimulation of the peripheral retina may be 
divided into two categories. If the stimulation is by a single object, 
of interest to the observer, then the response is most likely to be
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that of referring the object to the fovea, hence generating a sac­
cadic eye movement. If, however, stimulation is more general and 
consists of the movement of a visual scene, without objects of 
particular interest, stimulating a large part of the periphery, then 
the response is likely to be a following movement as seen during 
optokinetic stimulation. It is suggested that these two types of 
response are mediated by two separate pathways. One may be termed 
a single object peripheral stimulation pathway; the other, a multiple 
retinal cell stimulation pathway. It is likely that they share a 
common pathway to the occipital cortex but that the saccadic pathway 
includes a decision making process involving the frontal eye fields 
and/or the superior colliculus.
a) Optokinetic Nystagmus
When a continuously moving object passes in front of the field 
of view there is a characteristic form of eye movement response consisting 
of slow phase following movements interspersed by fast resetting sac­
cadic movements. This type of eye movement is termed optokinetic 
nystagmus (OKN) or train nystagmus (since it is often elicited v/hen 
following a moving train or when viewing stationary objects from a 
moving train). In many respects it is similar in form to vestibular 
nystagmus. Most importantly, as in vestibular nystagmus, the mean 
eye position is biased in the direction of the fast phase movements 
as shown in fig. 3*2.4. Thus the saccadic reset is always towards 
the position from which the moving object is coming. Normally OKN 
is elicited in the laboratory by instructing the subject to follow 
a structured background which is moving at constant velocity.
However, if the background is oscillated sinusoidally the form of 
the nystagmus is very similar to that observed during oscillation of 
the canals as depicted in fig© 5.2.4© Clearly then, the saccades are 
not simple resetting manoeuvres but, as in vestibular nystagmus serve 
.some predictive function.
It is tempting to suggest that the retinal information is made 
available to the same saccadic mechanism which is responsible for 
generating the saccadic component of vestibular nystagmus. Such a 
system has been outlined in fig. 3*2.1, where the multiple retinal 
cell stimulation pathway has been assumed to interact directly with 
the vestibular afferent signal. There are several reasons for

suggesting just such an interaction, apart from the reasons already 
stated* The first is that experimental results suggest that during 
OKN the output of second order vestibular neurones is modified by 
optokinetic stimulation (Dichgans & Brandt, 1972; Young, Henn &
Finley, 197^)• Secondly, during visual suppression of vestibular 
nystagmus (Gilson, Benson & Guedry, 1970; Barnes, Benson & Prior,
197^) the manner in which saccadic activity breaks through v/hen 
suppression is incomplete indicates that the effect of visual feedback 
has been mediated upstream of the saccadic generator, since the form 
of the fast phases is unmodified* Thirdly, there is strong evidence 
to show that the sensations associated with either vestibular stimu­
lation or peripheral retinal stimulation are often indistinguishable* 
Thus, for example, the coriolis illusion associated with cross-coupled 
vestibular stimuli can also be elicited when there is a conflict 
between a visual stimulus in one plane and a vestibular stimulus in 
another plane (Dichgans & Brandt, 1973)°
It is probable that the modification of vestibular afferent 
activity is carried out by visual pathways relayed through the cere­
bellum* Experiments (described in Chapter 1) by Takemori & Cohen 
(197^)» have shown that ablation of the floculius can result in 
defective OKN and an inability to suppress vestibular nystagmus, and 
the floculius is an area known to be in receipt of visual afferents 
(Maekawa & Simpson, 1973)® It is presumably this set of pathways which 
Gonshor & Jones (1976) have in mind when suggesting that the cerebellum 
is involved in the modification of the vestibulo-ocular reflex in 
animals wearing reversing prisms* In this respect, it’is interesting 
that when the reflex has been reversed through the process of adap­
tation, the relationship between fast and slow phases is unaltered 
suggesting that modification occurs upstream of the saccadic generator 
as depicted in fig. 5*2*1*
The elements of the feedback pathway responsible for OICN are shown 
in fig* 5*2*1 (pathway (6))* First, it is assumed that the pathway 
is principally concerned with velocity error achieved by differen­
tiation of the retinal error signal. It is quite possible that this 
function could be carried out by the retinal ganglion cells since a 
large proportion of these cells, certainly in lower animals, are known 
to be receptive to the velocity of a moving visual stimulus (Barlow,
Hill & Levick, 1964; Collewijn, Oyster & Takahashi, 1972)* The 
second component is a saturation element and this may also be a func­
tion of retinal ganglion cell activity® Experimental studies on the 
response of velocity sensitive cells indicate that the response drops 
off rapidly when a certain level of relative velocity of the visual 
stimulus is achieved (Oyster, Takahashi & Collewijn, 1972)* This is 
corroborated by open loop studies in which the gain of the whole feed­
back loop has been investigated (Koraer, 1972) and shown to decrease 
with increasing velocity of the moving visual stimulus. The results 
of open loop studies also suggest the form of the third component 
which is a partial integrator with a time constant of some 20-30 sec. 
This is suggested since, in the open loop response to a constant 
velocity stimulus described above, the eye velocity gradually built 
up to a steady state value in a period of approximately 20-30 sec.
These studies also revealed that the gain (Kp) is of the order of 10 
for the monkey (Korner, 1972) but may be as-large as 100 for the 
rabbit (Collewi.in, Oyster & Takahashi, 1972).
It is beyond the scope of this discussion to elaborate on the 
transient response of this feedback system and this must await further 
experiments. However, there are two important points which v;i11 be 
discussed, the steady state response of the system and its stability.
In the steady state response, that is in the response to presen­
tation of a constant velocity moving visual stimulus, the slow phase 
components of the optokinetic nystagmus are of essentially constant 
velocity but slightly less than target velocity (Nelson & Stark, 1962). 
Thus the velocity error is approximately constant and after passing 
through the saturation element in pathway (6) the fast phase components 
are eliminated. The steady state output of the partial integrator is 
also a constant level and thus the input to the saccadic mechanism is 
similar to that which would result from a constant vestibular afferent 
signal, giving a nystagmus with a constant velocity slow phase com­
ponent. The steady state gain of the system would be given lay the 
equation
If Kp is large, then the velocity error will be small and this 
is borne out by experimental results (Hood, 1975) which indicate that 
the closed loop gain is near unity at low target velocities (up to 
40°/s), but decreases rapidly at higher velocities of the visual 
stimulus® This is accounted for by the results of open loop studies 
(Kbrner, 1972/ which indicate that the gain (Kp) decreases at high 
error rates which would result in a lower closed loop gain from 
equation (5»2»9e)»
The stability of a system such as that depicted in fig. 5®2.1 
(pathways (3)$ '(6) and (1)) has been considered before by Robinson 
(1971) and was dismissed as being unstable because of the large . 
finite time delays in the feedback pathway * This conclusion was 
based on the assumption that optokinetic nystagmus was controlled by 
the same pathways as smooth pursuit movements, with an assumed finite
delay of 130 msec. There is no evidence for such a delay in the
?
optokinetic response, although a delay must exist to account for the 
passage of volleys through the neural pathways. The open loop gain 
(Rp)and phase ($p) of the pathways may be given approximately by the 
equations
(5.2.10.)
(5.2.11.)
where t = assumed finite time delay
P
\
For stability Rpmust be < 1 when i/jp a it,. Assuming Kp = 10 (as
obtained by Kttrner, 1972), T - 20 sec and T a 0.175 sec, the
P  £/
limiting value of t for stability is 2.98 sec, which is much
P
greater them any probable delay in the system.
*p / 1 + (<0Te)
-1i|>p =* tt/ + 0)i p + tan o)T.
E
The information given here is intended to indicate a possible 
mechanism for the control of optokinetic nystagmus and for the sup­
pression of vestibular nystagmus. There are many important details 
which have not been considered here but which would be suitable for 
future research. For example, it should be possible to determine 
frequency response characteristics for the feedback mechanism by 
presenting the subject with an oscillating optokinetic stimulus rather 
than one moving at constant velocity. There are also important 
questions which concern the differing responses obtained when the 
peripheral retina is only partially stimulated or when conflicting 
optokinetic stimuli are presented simultaneously (Hood, 1975)®
Another phenomenon which must be explained is that of optokinetic 
after-hystagmus (Stark, 1972) which is a nystagmus persisting after 
the moving visual stimulus has been removed. Could this be explained 
by the response of the partial integrator in feedback pathway (6), 
when the input is suddenly removed? Finally, it \?ouid be'of interest 
to investigate the interaction of the foveal and peripheral retinal 
control mechanisms which lead to patterns of optokinetic nystagmus 
which differ from normal when foveal vision is absent, as for example 
in a subject with central scotoma (Hood, 1967)*
b) Saccadic Eye Movements
When a single object of interest appears on the peripheral retina 
the strategy employed by the subject is to make the fastest possible 
eye movement, a saccade, to align the object over the area of highest 
visual acuity, the fovea. In making this response it is a characteris­
tic feature that there is a latency of approximately 200 msec following 
onset of the visual stimulus before the eye movement is initiated 
(Robinson, 1964). In general, any further corrective saccades due to 
misalignment are also made only after a further latency of the same 
order. It. was this that led Young (1962) to propose that the genera­
tion of saccades was controlled by a sampling mechanism with a basic 
reset time of 200 msec. However, more recent evidence (Wheeless, Boynton 
& Cohen, 1966) suggests that the basic refractory period for saccades is as 
little as 50-70 msec. The rest of the normal latency is probably 
accounted for by a decision making process and it is this feature 
which has been incorporated in pathway (5) of the model shown in 
fig. 5®2.1.
It is suggested that the retinal error information is made avail­
able to two centres within the CNS, one of \-rhich carries the accurate 
retinotopic information necessary to make the eye movement, whilst the 
other centre is involved in a decision making process, selecting which 
of many objects presented to the peripheral retina is of particular 
interest to the subject* The second of these centres controls the 
first, allowing the retinal error information to pass to the saccadic 
generator when the decision has been made* The exact location of these 
centres is difficult to establish* The superior colliculus and the 
frontal eye fields appear to be the most probable areas involved. 
Removal of the frontal eye fields results in an inability to initiate 
visual saccades voluntarily, although they can still be induced by 
other types of stimulation (Crosby et al©, 1962). This suggests that 
the decision making process may be carried out in the frontal eye 
fields, at least for novel stimuli. The superior colliculus is 
organised in a retinotopic manner (Goldberg & Wurtz, 1972? Mcllwain, 
1973) receiving cortical afferents directly from the visual centres 
in the occipital cortex* Stimulation of the superior colliculus 
results in saccadic eye movements, the amplitudes of which are related 
to the site of stimulation (Schiller, 1972). It is thus possible that 
the frontal eye fields control the output of the superior colliculus, 
although, in truth, this is only one of many possibilities. In 
contradiction of this concept Bizzi (1968) showed, in recording from 
the frontal eye fields, that sites showing activity correlated with 
eye movement did not change their discharge rate prior to the execution 
of a saccade and Latto & Cowey (1972) found little or no deficit in 
visual search performance in highly-trained monkeys following ablation 
of the frontal cortex.
The manner in which the retinal error information may be used by 
the saccadic generator has been explained in Chapter 4. The most 
important point to emphasise here is that it appears that the mechanism 
responsible for-the generation of saccades is identical for all types 
of saccades and this is a fundamental feature of the model. The evi­
dence for this comes from recent experiments which have investigated 
the quantitative nature of the saccades and also looked at single unit 
activity in the reticular formation and oculomotor neurones (viz 
Chapter 1, section 3«2.). A point of particular interest is that
Robinson & Fuchs (1969) found that when stimulating the frontal eye 
fields to evoke saccadic eye movements, continuous stimulation 
resulted in a succession of saccades separated by a basic refractory 
period of about 100 msec. This refractory period was also apparent 
when two sites on the same side were stimulated sequentially but not 
when the sites were on opposite sides of the brain* This suggests a 
unilateral projection to the reticular formation, with saccadic 
generator sites acting independently.
The final pathway (pathway (7)) illustrated in the model of 
fig. 5®2®1 is one in which it is assumed that the threshold level of 
the saccadic generator can be controlled by the retinal error signal. 
Such a mechanism is necessary to explain the results obtained in 
Chapter 3» (fig® 3*2,9) * It is assumed that if the retinal error is 
small, then saccadic activity will be suppressed by raising the 
threshold level.
5.3® CONCLUSIONS
The object of this chapter has been to suggest ways in which the 
visual and vestibular systems may interact in the control of oculo­
motor response, and this has been carried out through the preliminary 
development of a mathematical model* The intention is that this model 
should be tested quantitatively to establish its validity* It is 
worth emphasising finally the novel features of this model, which may 
be summarised as follows:
a) The pathways responsible for smooth pursuit and optokinetic 
nystagmus are assumed to be separate* Pursuit tracking is controlled 
by a positional feedback system, the purpose of which is assumed to be 
that of maintaining a single object of interest within the foveal area® 
The pathway for optokinetic nystagmus is assumed to be part of a velo­
city feedback system in which the movement of an evenly structured 
visual background across all, or most of, the peripheral retina, gives 
multiple excitation of retinal cells.
b) It is assumed that the mechanism of saccadic generation, which is 
probably sited within the reticular formation of the brain stem, is
in common receipt of afferent information from the visual, vestibular 
and other sensory systems. Thus all types of saccade (voluntary, 
visual, optokinetic and vestibular) are indistinguishable in form as 
suggested by current neurophysiological evidence.
c) All visual feedback mechanisms in the model share a final common 
pathway for oculomotor control with the vestibulo-ocular reflex are 
and this final pathway includes a partial integrator.
d) All visual feedback pathways are continuous apart from the 
mechanism responsible for visual saccades. The delay between successive 
saccades is assumed to arise from three sources, a transmission delay,
a refractory period folloifing the saccade and a decision making process, 
which' can, under certain circumstances, be bypassed. This is in 
contrast to the sampling mechanism proposed by other authors (Young, 
1962; Young, Foster & von Hautte, 1968).
APPENDIX A
The Functional Relationship
In the analysis of the experimental data presented in Chapter 3i 
frequent use has been made of the technique for deriving the func­
tional relationship between two variables© This technique is similar 
to that of linear regression analysis in that it is a means of 
deriving a linear equation which is the best fit to the data on the 
basis of a least squares summation technique© However, the important 
difference lies in the assumed variance attributed to each of the 
variables© In regression analysis it is assumed that the independent 
variable is defined without error and the least square error is 
determined by the error in the dependent variable alone® In deriving 
a functional relationship it is assumed, in contrast, that both 
variables in the relationship contain some error©
A method of deriving the functional relationship is given by 
Kendall & Stuart (1973) on the assumption that the ratio of variance 
in the two variables is known® The simplest assumption which can be 
made is that the variance in the two variables is equal® For a large 
proportion of the measured variables compared in Chapter 3* section 3? 
the estimates of error are very pimilar* But, necessarily, the ratio 
of variance is difficult to determine since it cannot be measured 
directly* However, the assumption of equal variance is certainly more 
valid than the assumption of zero variance in the independent variable 
which is associated with the regression technique*
If it is assumed that there is equal variance in the two vari­
ables, the error which is minimised in order to determine the best 
fit is that which results from the orthogonal projection of the datum 
point on to the line of best fit* It is possible to derive the 
following equations for the slope (m) and intercept (c) of the line 
of best fit as follows*
and c *= ( Zy. • - m Ex. )/n1 i (A.2)
where 2 » \2/S = Ey. - { Zy. ) /n yy i x
S — Ex.2 - ( Ex. )2/n
XX 1 1
S *s Ex.y . - Ex. E y / n
xy 2/1 .i -a/
and n s number of pairs of data values*
The correlation coefficient (r) is given in the normal way by the 
equations
S .
r =*
/
• *u*»*o««escoceec>o* (A«3)
s sxx yy
The standard error of estimation is given by the equations
S a
S + m S - 2mS
-t t  ” c ____
(n ~ l)(i 4- m2)
(A.4)
and this is the mean square error normal to the line of best fit* The 
standard error of estimation in the Y axis is the projection of s' 
onto the Y axis which is given by the equation:
m
1 + m
S -s- m2S 2mS
(n - 1)
xy (A.5)
Equation (A*3) has been used to determine the standard error of the 
estimate as it is presented, for example, in Tables 3*3*1* and 
3»3»6»
The expressions for m, c, r and s were derived from the data 
values by a programme written especially for the Tektronix 31 cal­
culator* The data were stored on a Tektronix 4921 flexible disc store 
in such a manner that any two variables could be called up by the 
programme for the derivation of a functional relationship*
The Describing Equations of the Mathematical Model
I n  t h i s  a p p e n d i x  t h e  d e s c r i b i n g  e q u a t i o n s  o f  t h e  m a t h e m a t i c a l  m o d e l  h a v e  
b e e n  a n a l y s e d  s e p a r a t e l y  f o r  e a c h  o f  t h e  f o u r  s t i m u l u s  c o n d i t i o n s  c o n s i d e r e d  i n  
C h a p t e r  4 .  .
( a ) Head T u r n i n g
As d e s c r i b e d  i n  s e c t i o n . 4 . 3 . 3 ,  t h e  h e a d  v e l o c i t y  may b e  r e p r e s e n t e d  b y  
e q u a t i o n  ( 4 . 3 . ' T ) a s
t /T
<f> = Ae ^ (1 -  co s  mt) . ( B . l )
The r e s p o n s e  o f  t h e  s y s t e m  v a r i a b l e s  £ an d  9^ t o  t h i s  s t i m u l u s  i s  g i v e n  by  
t h e  s o l u t i o n  o f  e q u a t i o n s  ( 4 . 3 . 1 3 )  an d  ( 4 . 3 . 1 k)  a s  f o l l o w s :
T
S = -K (p + ~  (ij -  p ) )  ' (B.2)
S
A /  ’ t / T l
w h e re  p =   J e (1 -  co s  £ c o s  (wt  -  £ ) )
" t / T S . 2 ]-  e s i n  £ > (B .3 )
a n d  5 = t a n  coTg /  (1  -  Tg /T  ) ( B . 4 )
eg = -K (q + Ta /Te (4, - q)) (B.5)
r  . - " i
q = .A T 1 < ■( 1"_~~T'" / T y  ( c o s  n c o s  If) cos  (cot + ip -  n) “ 1)
I  E 1
w h e r e
e
+ (x - j /t ) ^  “ cos ^ cos n cos ^
E 1
- t / T
+ sin^ (1 - e E) S ( B . 6 )
n = tan"1 u>Te 1 (1 - Tg/Tp. (B.8)
The head displacement is given by the equation
<f> . / <}> dt
» . 2
= A T ^  e (cos ip cos (o)t + $) - 1) + sin ^
J
(B.9)
In order to simplify the programming and to cut down processing time, equations 
(B,2) and 03,3) have been rewritten as follows:
.[ -t/T -t/T
Cl — cos C^t - £)) - e a^a i l e
I J
(B.10)
S = -K(p + ajj(4> - p))
where
ax . = A /  Cl t  Ts/T 1)
a9 = cos £
• 2 ra 3 = s m  £
a4 V TS *
CB. 12) 
(B.13) 
CB.14) 
(B.15)
Similarly equations (B.5) and (B.6) have been simplified to give
- t / ^  -t/lE
q = b^ e (b^ cos (tot + e) - 1) + bg e + b,
lg = -K (q + b5 (4 - q))
(B.16) 
(B.17)
where
AT.
(B. 18)
b„ = cos n cos i|j
c =  ifi -  n
(B.19) 
(B.20))
d0 = hi. \ - cos y cos ri cos e ;  / 1^ - r_/i' ; - D. \
J 1 J h I 4 /T
b. = sin^ i|j (B.22)
4
b_ = T./T . (B.23)
5 A E
Finally equation (B.9) can be rewritten as
<}> = c± i e ^ Tl (c2 cos (cot + i') -  1) + b^K. (B.24)
 ^ J
where C1 ” ^ l  (B.25)
c^ = cos tj* . (B.26)
(b) Sinusoidal Oscillation
The anguFar velocity of the head is given by equation (4.3.15) as
§ . = A sin o)t . (B.27)
The variables £ and 0g are given by the solution of equations (4.3.3 ) and (4.3.^- )
as .
-t/T -t/T
£ = a^ cos (tot - O  + a^ e + a^ e (B.28)
where
1 -1 tan c^oT
( B . 2 9 )  
( B . 30)
(Tb - T a ) / 1 + ( . T S) 2 
a 2 a l  (T -  T ) /  2 ( B . 3 1 )
U S V  s/ 1 + ( ojTb ) ^
(T -  T ) 1 + ( 10T ) 2
and a - a _ A  / -------5-j . . (B.32)
S B x/ 1 + (usT ) Z
-t/T -t/T
0g " sin (wt - i|0 + e + e (B.33)
. 1 + (<oT )2
where b. = - AK T ' I-----------y ~  (B.34)
1 / (1 + (u Tb)Z)(1 + (uTe)Z)
tan  ^ u)T._ + tan  ^ u)T_ - tan  ^wT. (B.35)
B E A
, - „ (TB ~  V  1 + (m Te )2 fB r ,
2 1 (T - T ) / 2 »3°)
E B \! 1 + (coT ) •
jD
(T - T ) 1 + (ioT )2
and ‘ b 0 = b---- -----=— c—  J----------  . (B.37)
3 1 (TE - V J 1 + (-TE)2
In fact, the transient terras of equations (B.28) and (B.33) have been ignored in 
the computer program set out in Appendix C, since the steady state performance 
was unaffected by doing so and the program x^ as speeded up considerably.
(c) Post-rotational Stopping Stimulus
This stimulus represents the impulse response of the system inhere the subject 
is rotated at constant velocity (A) until the brake is applied suddenly resulting 
in an acceleration given by the equation
* *
cj) (s) = - A s . (B.38)
The describing variables (c and 0 ) for the model are then given by equations 
(4.3.30 and (4.3. .40 as follows:
-t/T -t/T
C = a^ e + a.^  e (B.39)
(Tb - T ) AK
where a = — ■r=— - Tp- y-  (B.40)
B s' \
8g = ' b (1 - e ") + b2 (1 - e ) (B. 42)
(TB "  Vwhere ^  ^  (b.43)
• B E
(T -  T )
and b2 = - AICTb (iE _ ^  . (B.44)
B E
(d)  C o n s t a n t  A c c e l e r a t i o n
D u r i n g  a  c o n s t a n t  a n g u l a r  a c c e l e r a t i o n  t h e  h e a d  a c c e l e r a t i o n  i s  g i v e n  b y
V = A . (B.  45)
The v a r i a b l e s  X and 0 may b e  d e f i n e d  b y  e q u a t i o n s  ( 4 . 3 . 3  ) a n d  (4 .3 .J +  ) a sD
- t / T  ' - ' t / T
? = a x (1  -  e + a 2 (1 -  e b ) ( B . 4 6 )
( t r -  V
w h e re  a^  = ~ 7 f — r ~ y y  CB.47)
B S
(Ts -  V
a 2 - ■  T r ^ - " Tg )- AKTB •
- t / T  - t / T
0g = b x (1  -  e ) + b 2 (1  -  e  ) + b 3 t  ( B . 4 9 )
(T -  T )
w h e r e  b l  = ^  0 ^  -  T^) ( B . 5 0 )
B E
(tf " V
b 2 ■ -  * *  TE TB (Tb -  TE ) (B - 51)
and b 3 -  AK Tb ( B . 5 2 )
Programming of the Mathematical Model
The p r o g r a m m i n g  o f  t h e  m a t h e m a t i c a l  m o d e l  h a s  b e e n  c a r r i e d  o u t  on a  
T e k t r o n i x  31 P r o g r a m m a b l e  C a l c u l a t o r ,  w h i c h  i s  i n t e r f a c e d  t o  a c o m p a t i b l e  d i g i t a l  
p l o t t e r  e n a b l i n g  on l i n e  p l o t t i n g  o f  t h e  m o d e l  r e s p o n s e .  The c a l c u l a t o r  i s  p r o ­
grammed i n  a  l o w - l e v e l  a l g e b r a i c  l a n g u a g e  i n  w h i c h  t h e  c o n v e n t i o n a l  h i e r a r c h y  o f  
m a t h e m a t i c a l  o p e r a t i o n s  i s  m a i n t a i n e d .  T h e r e  a r e  a  t o t a l  o f  256 6 4 - b i t  s t o r e s  
(ROOO-R255) w i t h i n  t h e  c a l c u l a t o r  w h i c h  a r e  e i t h e r  d i r e c t l y  o r  i n d i r e c t l y  
a d d r e s s a b l e .  T h e r e  a r e  a l s o  a  f u r t h e r  10 s t o r e s  (K0-K9) w h i c h  a r e  n o t  i n d i r e c t l y  
a d d r e s s a b l e  b u t  w h i c h  h a v e  a d d i t i o n a l  u s e f u l  f u n c t i o n s  s u c h  as  t h e  a b i l i t y  t o  
o p e r a t e  on t h e  d a t a  w i t h i n  t h e  s t o r e s  w i t h o u t  f i r s t  b r i n g i n g  th e m  i n t o  t h e  d i s ­
p l a y  r e g i s t e r .
The p ro g r a m m i n g  o f  t h e  m o d e l  h a s  b e e n  c a r r i e d  o u t  a c c o r d i n g  t o  t h e  f l o w  
d i a g r a m  o f  F i g  4 . 3 . 9 .  The m a i n  bo d y  o f  t h e  p r o g r a m  i s  c o n c e r n e d  w i t h  t h e . r e s p o n s  
o f  t h e  t h r e s h o l d  s e n s o r  an d  t h i s  i s  common t o  a l l  t y p e s  o f  s t i m u l a t i o n .  The m a in  
p r o g r a m  r e f e r s  t o  2 s u b r o u t i n e s  b o t h  o f  w h i c h  a r e  s p e c i f i c  t o  a  p a r t i c u l a r  t y p e  
o f  s t i m u l u s .  The f i r s t  o f  t h e s e  ( s u b r o u t i n e  5) c a l c u l a t e s  any c o n s t a n t  t e r m s  
a c c o r d i n g  t o  t h e  e q u a t i o n s  s e t  down i n  A p p e n d i x  B ( e . g .  e q u a t i o n s  ( B . 1 2 ) t ( B . 1 8 ) s 
(B.2 5 ) e t c )  an d  r e f e r e n c e  t o  t h i s  s u b r o u t i n e  i s  made a t  t h e  b e g i n n i n g  o f  t h e  
p r o g r a m .  The s e c o n d  s u b r o u t i n e  ( s u b r o u t i n e  6) c a l c u l a t e s  t h e  v a l u e s  o f  t h e  
i n p u t  t o  t h e  t h r e s h o l d  s e n s o r  ( x )  a n ^ t h e  s l o w  p h a s e  co m p o n en t  o f  e y e  d i s p l a c e ­
m en t  (0 ^ )  u s i n g  t h e  c o n s t a n t  t e r m s  c a l c u l a t e d  i n  s u b r o u t i n e  5 i n  t h e  d e s c r i b i n g  
e q u a t i o n s  p r e s e n t e d  i n  A p p e n d i x  B ( e . g .  e q u a t i o n s  B . l ,  B . 2 , * B . 5 * )
P r e s e n t a t i o n  o f  t h e  p r o g r a m  p r o p e r  i s  p r e c e d e d  b y  a  l i s t  o f  t h e  s t o r e s  u s e d  
and t h e  v a r i a b l e s  a l l o c a t e d  t o  e a c h  s t o r e .  T h i s  i s  f o l l o w e d  b y  t h e  m a i n  b o d y  o f  
t h e  p r o g r a m  w h i c h  i s  p r e s e n t e d  i n  two h a l v e s ;  on  t h e  l e f t  o f  t h e  p a g e ,  t h e  
s e q u e n c e  o f  c o m p u t e r  o p e r a t i o n s  an d  on t h e  r i g h t ,  t h e  i n t e r p r e t a t i o n  o f  t h o s e  
o p e r a t i o n s .  The m a in  p r o g r a m  i s  f o l l o w e d  b y  t h e  s u b r o u t i n e s ,  two f o r  e a c h  o f  
t h e  4 s t i m u l u s  c o n d i t i o n s  s i m u l a t e d  i n  C h a p t e r  4.  On ly  t h e  b a s i c  a s p e c t s  o f  
t h e  p r o g r a m  h a v e  b e e n  g i v e n .  I n  t h e  p r o g r a m  a s  r a n ,  t h e r e  w e r e  o t h e r  r e f i n e ­
m en t s  w h i c h  h a v e  n o t  b e e n  i n c l u d e d ,  s u c h  as  a  s e t  o f  i n s t r u c t i o n s  g i v e n  on t h e  
p r i n t e r  t o  t h e  o p e r a t o r  t o  a s s i s t  i n  t h e  r u n n i n g  o f  t h e  p r o g r a m .
K ■ -  . f r e e  s t o r e
K '  -  "
t  -  t i m e
K. • -  h  -  t i m e  i n c r e m e n t
-  t o  “  t i m e  a t  l a s t  c h a n g e  f r o m  f a s t  t o  s l o w  p h a s e  o r  v i c e - v e r s a
K5 - K9 -  S u b r o u t i n e  a d d r e s s e s ,
Roo z„u "R20
- A
R01 - z *R21
- 0)
R02 - X 22 - h
R03
- i *R23
-
Ts
R04
- ' x , • *R24
-
*A
R05 - * R25 - 5
R06 - es R26 <P '
R07
1 e S 1
a =  T
R27
- n
R28
- €  =
*R
08 K R29
-
31
*R09
““
te R30 - a2
*r i o tb ’ R31
-
a 3
*R11
. —
tf R32 - a4
*R12 *• 6 R33
-
bl
R13
*■“ h  Ks R34
-
b2
*R14 V KS Y R35
-
b 3
*R
15 A R36
-
b4
*R16 hl R37 - b5
*R17 h2 R38
-
C1
R18 ' 0F R39
-  .
C2
R19 - 9
* I n d i c a t e s  c o n s t a n t s  p r e s e t  b e f o r e  s t a r t  o f  p r o g r a m .
(a) Main Program
P r o g r a m  o p e r a t i o n s  . Comments
LBL TAN TAN i s  t h e  l a b e l  b y  w h i c h  t h e  p r o g r a m  
i s  i n i t i a t e d .
CLDP 0 . 1 5  = R09 T = 0 . 1 5E
CLDP 15 = RIO
t b "  15
CLDP STOP = R14 E n t e r  K ( f r o m  k e y b o a r d )J
• CLDP 1 = R l l ■= R23 t f  ■ '■> Ts  -  1
CLDP STOP = R15 E n t e r  A
CLDP 0 . 0 2  = R16 h ^  = 0 . 0 2  (S low  p h a s e  i n c r e m e n t )
CLDP 0 . 0 1  = R17 h 2 = 0 . 0 1  ( F a s t  " " )
CLDP STOP = R20 E n t e r  A
CLDP STOP = R21 E n t e r  m ( i f • r e l e v a n t )
CLDP STOP = R2.2 E n t e r
CLDP STOP = R24 E n t e r  T.A
V x * R09 = R08 K = T e /Ta
CLDP = K1 = K2 = ROl = R18 S t o r e s  u s e d  f o r  a c c u m u l a t i o n  s e t  t o  z e r o
= RM31 RM32 RM33 P l o t t e r  s e t  t o  z e r o  w i t h  p e n  down
R14 - R15 = R13 Kg -  A = KpKg ( e q n  4 . 3 . 8 )
. R14 * R08 = R14 K_K s t o r e d  i n  R_ . S 14
EXC 5 E x e c u t e  s u b r o u t i n e  5
LBL 0 L a b e l  0
CLDP R07 s !! O
K2 = K4 PRNT t  = t  P r i n t  t  o o
ROl = ROO z = z o
P r o g r a m  o p e r a t i o n s Comments
R16 = K3 h  =
LBL 1 L a b e l  1
K1 -  2 * it) I f  5» EXC A CONT I f  tot > 2 tt go t o  L a b e l  A
EXC 6 E x e c u t e  s u b r o u t i n e  6
R02 -  R15) I f  < 0 EXC 1 CONT I f  x  < A go t o  L a b e l  1
R04 | x | A1/R04  = R07 a  = k l  ./ K
1
K2 = K4 PENT ] t  = t  P r i n t  to o
ROl = ROO. z = zo *
R17 = K3 h  = h 2
LBL 2 L a b e l  2
EXC 6 E x e c u t e  s u b r o u t i n e  6
. R02 I f  £ EXC 2 CONT I f  x  > 0 go t o  L a b e l  2 e l s e  go t o
L a b e l  0
EXC 0
LBL A Lab 'e l  A
RM 34 P e n  up
CLDP = RM31 RM32 R e t u r n  p e n  t o  z e r o  p o s i t i o n
EXC TAN R e t u r n  t o  L a b e l  TAN t o - r e s t a r t
p r o g r a m
(i) Subroutine 5
P r o g r a m  o p e r a t i o n s Comments ■
LBL 5 RADR = K5 L a b e l  5 R e t u r n  a d d r e s s  s t o r e d  i n  K5
CLDP 1 -  R23/R22)  1 / x  = R29 l / U  " V V  R29
*R21 *R23) ARC TAN = R25 K = t a n - 1  ioTg / ( l -  Ts / T x)
COS = R30 = cos  C
R25 SIN x 2 = R31 • 2 ra^  = s i n  £
R29* R20 = R29 a 1 = A/‘( l  -  T g / T ^
R24/R23 = R32 a 4 = V TS
R21* R22) ARC TAN = R26 —1iJj = t a n  u)T^
COS = R39 -  COS ip
R26 SIN x 2 = R36 u • 2 , b ^  = s m  ip
CLDP 1 -  R09 /R22)  ~l / x  = R33 i / d - y i p  -  r 33
* R21 * R09) ARC TAN = R27 n = t a n " 1 0)Te / ( 1  -  Te / T x)
COS * R39 = R34 b 2  = co s  n cos  ip
R20 * R22 = R38 c i  ■ ATi
R26 -  R27 = R28 e = ip -  n
COS * R34 + + 1 ) *  R 3 3 - R36)*  R38 = R35 b = AT { ( 1 -  co s  ip cos  n c o s  e)  / ( I  -  T „ / T - )  J  I  , b 1
- V
R38 * R33 = R33 b i  ■ AT1/(1 - w
R24 * R09 = R37 b5 = V TE
K5 GO DP R e t u r n  t o  m a i n  p r o g r a m
Program operations Comments
LBL 6 RADR = K6 L a b e l  6 R e t u r n  a d d r e s s  s t o r e d  i n  K6
I
3 2
K2/R22) + e X = KO
t  = t  + h  ( o p e r a t i o n  = K2 = K2 + K3)
- t / T  ' 
e  K0
K2 * R21 = K1 u t  -  Kx
COS + + 1)*  KO* R20 = R03
" t / T ,
= Ae (1 -  co s  wt) ( B . l )
K2/R23) + e X * R31 = R04
K1 -  R25) COS * R30 -  1 ) *  KO + R04)
- t / T l
C = K ( l ~ a , ) a 1 {e ^  ~ a? c o s (°) t ~ 0 )
* R29 * (R 3 2-1 )  + R32 * R03 = R04
- t / T S v -  a^  e } + a^  <}> (B .1 1 )
K1 + R26) COS * R39 -  1 ) *  KO + R36)
- t / T
<J> = (e  ( c ^  cos(a)t+i | /)  -  l ) + b ^ ) ( B .24 )
* R38 = R05
K2/R09) + e X * R35 + R36 * R38 = R06
“ t / T
0-  = K ( l - b _ )  { b . e  ( b 0 c o s ( a ) t + e )  b D 1 . 1 -  1)
K1 + R28)COS * R34 -  1)*  R33 * KO + R06) 
* (1 -  R37) + R37 * R05) * R08 = R06
- t / T
+ b 3e + b 4 c 1 > + KEb 5 <J) ( B . 17)
K4 -  K 2 ) / R l l ) e X = ROl + + 1 )*  R07 * R13 
+ ROl * ROO = ROl
- ( t - t o ) / T F
z = a + ( z  -  a)  e o
+ /R04 + 1 )+  R 0 4 | x | A1 = R02 x  = |c| -  z i d / ?
R18 -  R14 * R07 * K3 = R18 + R06 = R19 eF =  9f  -  b :  Ks hO
9 = eF + 6s
K2 = RM31 R19 = RM32 P l o t  0 VS t
K6 GO DP E x i t  f r o m  s u b r o u t i n e
(c )  S u b r o u t i n e s  f o r  S i n u s o i d a l  O s c i l l a t i o n  
( i )  S u b r o u t i n e  5
P r o g r a m  o p e r a t i o n s Comments
L a b e l  5 R e t u r n  a d d r e s s  s t o r e d  i n  ICLBL 5 RADR = K5
R 2 1 .* RIO = R25 RSSQ 1 = R33
R21 * R24. = R26 RSSQ 1 ) *  RIO * R20 /R33  = R33
-1R25 ARCTAN -  R?6 ARCTAN = R26 t a n t a n
. R21 * R23 = R25 RSSQ 1) / x  * R21 * R 3 3 = R29
-1 -1U)T_ + t a n  mT -1R25 ARCTAN + R26 =~R25 t a n t a n
R21 * R09)RSSQ 1) / x  * R08 * R33 = R33
R21 * R09) ARCTAN + R26 -  R25 + P l / 2  =. R26 (oT., + t  an u)T, ooTt a n
E x i t  f r o m  s u b r o u t i n eK5 GODP
- (ii) Subroutine 6
P r o g r a m  o p e r a t i o n s Comments
LBL 6 RADR = K6 L a b e l  6 R e t u r n  a d d r e s s = K6
I
3 2
K2 * R21 = K1 SIN * R20 « R03
t  = t  + h
e»
cot -> K <j> = A s i n  cot ( B . 2 7 )
K1 -  R25) COS * R29 = R04 t, -  a^  cos  (cot ~ £) ( B .2 8 )
K1 -  R26) S I N *  R33 = R06 0n = b_ s i n  (cot -  \p)O i. ( B . 33)
K4 - K 2 )  /  R l l )  e X = R01 + +1) * R07 * R13
+ ROl * ROO = ROl
- ( t - t
z = a  + ( z  -  a)  e 
o
\  /rp
o ; / '~F
• ,A
+ /R04 + 1 )  * R04 1x |  1 = R02 x  = | ? |  -  z I C I / ?
R18 -  R14 * R07 * K3 = R18 + R06 = R19 6F = eFO
e = F S
K2 = RM31 R19 = RM32 P l o t  0 v s  t
K6 GODP E x i t  f r o m  s u b r o u t i n e
(d) Subroutines for Fost-rotationai stopping stimulus
( i )  S u b r o u t i n e  5
P r o g r a m  o p e r a t i o n s Comments
LBL 5 RADR = K5 L a b e l  5 R e t u r n  a d d r e s s  s t o r e d  i n
R20 * RIO = R20 A TB "  R20
* (1 -  R 2 4 / R 1 0 ) / (RIO -  R23) = R29 a x = AK(Ib -  Ta ) / ( I b -  Ts )
R20 * (R24/R23  -  1 ) / ( R 1 0 - R 2 3 )  = R30 a 2 = AKTB ^TA^TS ~ 1^ ('TB ~ TS^
R08 * R 2 0 / (R IO  -  R09) = R34* (RIO - R 2 4 )  = R33 b !  ^ V V V ^ V V
R34 * (R24 -  R09) = R34 b 2 K ATB^Ta "" TE^ ^ TB ~ TE^
K5 GO DP E x i t  f r o m  s u b r o u t i n e
( i i )  S u b r o u t i n e  6
LBL 6 RADR = K6 L a b e l  6 R e t u r n  a d d r e s s  s t o r e d i n  K, 6
I
3 2
t  = t  + h
K2 /R IO )  + e X = KO
- t / T
+ Ko
K2/R23) + e X * R30 + KO * R29 = R04
- t / T B - t / T g
C = a. e + e ( B . 39)
K2/R09) + e X + + 1 ) *  R34 + R33 * (1-KO) = R06
- t / T
6S “  b 2 (1  "  6 > + 
- t / T _
b ,  (1  -  e b ) ( B . 4 2 )
K 4-K 2 ) /R 1 1 )  e X = ROl + + 1 ) “ * R07 * R13 
+ ROl * R00 = ROl
- ( t - t  ) /T_,
j ( \  o F z = a + (z  -  a )  e 0
+ /R04  + 1) * R04 | x | A 1 = R02 x  = | ? |  -  z | ? | I k
R18 -  R14 * R 0 7  *K 3  = R18 + R06 « R19 0F " eF -  “  8F + 9So
K2 = RM31 R19 = RM32 P l o t  0 vs  t
K6 GODP E x i t  f r o m  s u b r o u t i n e
(ej  Subrout ines  t o r  Constant A c c e l e r a t i o n  St imulus
( i )  S u b r o u t i n e  5
P r o g r a m  o p e r a t i o n s .Comments
LBL 5 RADR « K5 • L a b e l  5 R e t u r n  a d d r e s s  = KrD
R20 * RIO = R20 * ( R 1 0 - R 2 4 ) / ( R 1 0 - R 2 3 )  = R29 a i  = kaW ta ) / ( V t s )
R 2 0 * ( R 2 4 - R 2 3 ) / ( R 1 0 - R 2 3 )  = R30 a 2 =K M b ( ta - Ts ) / ( T b - Ts )
R 0 8 * R20 = R 3 5 * RIO * ( R 2 4 - R 1 0 ) / (R10-R09)
= R33 b i  = k a t b2 < V t b ) / ( V te >
R35*  R09 * (R09“ R 2 4 ) / ( R 1 0 - R 0 9 )  = R34 b 2 - K aV e ( W / ( V V
K5 GODP E x i t  f r o m  s u b r o u t i n e
( i i )  S u b r o u t i n e  6
LBL 6 RADR = K~6 L a b e l  6 R e t u r n  a d d r e s s  = K,o
' I t  = t  + h
3 2
- t / T
K2/R10) + e X + +1) = KO i B 1 -  e Krt0
y ” t/T-n " t / T
K2/R23)  + e + +1 ) *  r 3 q  + K 0 *  R29 = R04 c = a 1 ( l  -  e ) + a 2 ( l  -  e  )
( B . 46)
K2/R09)  + e x  + +1) * R34 + R33*  KO
- t / T  • - t / T  
0g = b x ( l -  e ) + b 2 ( ! -  e n
+ R 3 5 * K2 = R06 + b t  (B. 49)
- ( t - t  ) /T
K 4 - K 2 ) / R l l )  e X = ROl + + 1 ) *  R07 * R13 °  Fz = o t + ( z * ~ c t ) e  o
+ R O l * R00 = ROl
+ /R04+1)  * R04 |x |A 1 = R02 x = | ? |  -  z 1C | /  ?
R18 -  R 1 4 * R07 * K3 = R18 + R06 = R19 eF -  e F -  W i 6 = 0F + 0So
K2 = RM31 R19 = RM32 P l o t  e v s  t
K6 GODP E x i t  f r o m  s u b r o u t i n e
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